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Studying EU policies thoroughly means studying policies of externalization. The thirteen chapters assembled in this publication constitute an impressive – impressively gloomy though – evidence for this assertion. Wherever you turn your eyes, whatever policy domain you may be concerned with: What at first glance may seem to be part of the European Union’s internal policies immediately turns out to be a story of externalities, a matter of spill-over effects transcending the borders of the European polity. And more often than not it is negative externalities that come into sight. Negative externalities that we should be talking about instead of obsessively trying to ignore them.

Externalization is a complex phenomenon. It is a combination of the social processes of appropriation, exploitation, devalorisation, externalization (proper), closure, and suppression. Externalization begins with one party, often forcefully, appropriating resources, most importantly labour and nature, by way of expropriating people and land elsewhere in the world. The appropriated resources are then exploited in order to extract economic profit from them, a profit that systematically accrues to the appropriating party only. Appropriating and exploiting other people’s labour and other places’ nature, however, is made possible by effectively devalorising them, i.e. by denying that labour and land elsewhere have a price to be paid or by implying that they are not as precious and valuable as the labour and land of one’s own homeland. Externalization in the narrow sense of the word then means that the costs of the devalorising appropriation and exploitation of others’ resources have to be borne by these others themselves – while the winners of the game succeed in closing their economic and social space against the outer world, preventing to be confronted with the consequences of externalization. Finally, this whole arrangement is made invisible, is being suppressed from the externalizers’ collective consciousness – out of sight, out of mind.

This is actually why the work of SDG Watch Europe is so important. This is why this publication on the spill-over impacts of a wide range of EU policies is so indispensable: It sheds light on the nexus between the political regulation of production and consumption here, in the European Union, and the living conditions of people elsewhere, in the supposedly ‘underdeveloped’ countries of the Global South. People that seem to be living far away, but which are actually pretty close to us, because their life chances are heavily and often immediately determined by the European way of living, of producing and consuming – and of doing politics.

This publication contributes to unsettle the double standard of EU policies, consisting in protecting our own industries, corporations, workers, and consumers by confining the opportunities and threatening the well-being of economies and populations in other parts of the world. Every single of the following thirteen chapters is a strong and profound case for ending this double standard of European policy-making. They point to the pressing political need for taking responsibility, to acknowledge that it is others who pay the cost for ‘our’ success – and that this is a moral burden we, the European citizens, should not be willing to bear any longer.
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Introduction

The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development adopted unanimously at the United Nations in September 2015 is highly ambitious. If taken seriously it has the potential to change the prevailing development paradigm by re-emphasizing the multidimensional and interrelated nature of sustainable development and its universal applicability. Consequently, it should also form the basis for all policies of the European Union.

The 2030 Agenda is universal, not just because the SDGs are global in scope, but also because all countries have to do something to achieve them. No country can deem itself to be sustainably developed and having already done its part to meet the SDGs. The 2030 Agenda offers the opportunity to challenge the idea that development is a phenomenon that occurs only in countries of the Global South while the North is already ‘developed’. This is especially true for the European Union.

But four years after the adoption of the 2030 Agenda the world is off-track to achieve the SDGs. Most governments have failed to turn the transformational vision of the 2030 Agenda into real transformational policies. Even worse, xenophobia and authoritarianism are on the rise in a growing number of countries.

In January of 2019 the European Commission presented a “Reflection Paper” on how to deal with the 2030 Agenda. The paper, however, limits itself to outlining options for the Commission and the European Parliament to come after the European elections in May 2019. The EU is still lacking a comprehensive strategy on the implementation of the 2030 Agenda and its ambitious commitments to action.

On average, the EU has one of the world’s worst environmental footprint per capita, with our unsustainable lifestyles based on resource and labour exploitation in other parts of the world. The economy of the future needs to take into account the environmental and social impact beyond our borders rather than living in the illusion of a low-carbon, resource efficient Europe that exports resource-intensive production to other parts of the world. Policy coherence for sustainable development requires to fully take into account the externalities and spill-over effects of European policies, production and consumption patterns.

Taking policy coherence into account means also a monitoring of the spill-over effects and set goals to limit them. Eurostat is not including externalities in their reporting, as indicators are (still) not existing.

This report shows in some important policy areas where there is an urgent need for action, because the external effects of European policies are not sufficiently taken into account.
Policy Coherence for Sustainable Development

Policy Coherence among the SDGs is crucial in recognising the interconnected nature of the goals. The concept of EU's Policy Coherence for Sustainable Development urges policy and decision makers to look beyond their usual sectorally defined short-term scope and requires a holistic policy approach across thematic areas and between EU external and other policies. The EU has undertaken different efforts to take this forward, although it would be wrong to state that EU policies today are PCSD compliant. Also within the EU, policies are not necessarily coherent with sustainable development, balancing the 4 dimensions of the concept. Despite the limited success of EU's approach of policy coherence development thus far, the efforts have not been in vain and PCSD might prove crucial in solving the main bottlenecks.

Common Agricultural Policy

Industrial agriculture is the world’s leading driver of ecosystem degradation, affecting life on land, life below water, climate change and clean water. Unhealthy and unsustainably produced food poses a global risk to people and the planet, not to speak of hunger which remains an ongoing injustice despite the expansion of EU food production and EU agro-food exports. Meeting growing food demands while minimizing ecological losses therefore presents one of the major challenges society faces and is critical to many of the SDGs. Reform is necessary, geared toward benefiting small farmers in and outside Europe and with less damage to ecosystems worldwide. If Europe wants to be more supportive of sustainable development and global food security, it has to reduce its external land use, strive to improve crop rotation, and close the nutrient-cycles in its farming systems, rather than expand exports. Sustainable food production needs to operate within the safe operating space for food systems at all scales on earth.

Fisheries

Crucial improvements have been achieved regarding the EU policies on fisheries’ relations with developing countries, notably regarding the management of EU external fishing fleets. However, the design of these policies and their implementation are not always fit to deliver on the SDGs. The EU’s Blue Growth approach is raising concerns as it could result in supporting policies and projects in partner countries that further marginalise local fishing communities. Moreover, some EU-fisheries related operations still escape regulation that would ensure their sustainability, like private EU investment in Africa in the form of fishing joint ventures. A fundamental issue also remains, despite efforts by the EC, that the more access is allocated to EU fleets, the more money the coastal country receives. The EC’s definition of Blue Growth embraces a concept that puts growth and profits at the forefront of decision making. To support sustainable fisheries in the Global South, access to fish should be given in priority to those who fish the most sustainably from an environmental point of view, contribute the most to food security, and provide the most social benefits to coastal communities.
The role of the EU in landgrabbing is manifold as EU actors are involved in the financing of large-scale land deals worldwide. The EU domestic policies that strongly impact landgrabbing in the Global South include the EU’s Common Agricultural Policy, the bioenergy policy, the EU’s trade and investment policy and the Green Growth and Blue Growth strategies. Active measures to prevent and remedy human rights abuses and violations in the context of landgrabbing require moving away from capital fixes with ongoing pressures of extraction and enclosure towards truly sustainable development models that incorporate the multiple meanings and uses of land, water, fisheries and forests. Too often, the tensions between the EU’s trade and investment policy and human rights obligations are glossed over with an increasing reliance on a voluntary code of conduct approach rather than robust mechanisms for accountability and redress.

Financial Policies

The EU’s policies on debt, taxes and finance are among the policy areas that have strong impact on SDGs implementation, both in the EU and in third countries: the availability as well as the distribution of financial resources impact (in)directly sustainable development. The Euro crisis was one of the key constraints on progressive transformation towards sustainable development in the EU. The EU’s approach to solving the crisis turned formal internal problems into external problems, known as "beggar-thy-neighbour-policy." The EU is currently building a new house of cards out of unsustainable debts, but this time outside of Europe. The EU and its Member States have not yet started to carry out systematic spill-over analyses to identify the impacts of its policies on developing countries, or on key priorities issues such as gender equality. Furthermore, a fundamental issue is that global economic governance is conducted by bodies dominated by developed country interests, which do not represent, or act in the interests of developing countries. And it’s clear that EU Member States prefer to turn a blind eye to the devastating human rights impacts of the economic reforms they implement or impose on others.

EU Trade

Trade is at the basis of the creation of the EU. EU’s impressive trade power has enormous impact all over the world with consequent "externalities" and hidden costs that are transferred elsewhere. In global markets exist enormous asymmetries in power and information among participants causing inequalities. Agenda 2030 promises "fundamental changes in the way that our societies produce and consume goods and services". The EU imports (measured by weight) mainly raw materials and semi-finished products and exports mainly finished products of much higher value. Those imports require much more material extraction somewhere else. The current way of accounting hides a massive transfer of environmental damage out of Europe, which fall off the radar. Although the aggressive way in which the EU negotiates trade, without a wider look at the whole impact of what is being negotiated on sustainable development is starting to create concerns, environmental protection or the promotion of human rights is still never a starting point.

Landgrabbing
Corporate Accountability

The EU has engaged in the narrative of the “business case” for the SDGs, presenting the sustainable development agenda from the perspective of business growth opportunities. Nevertheless, and despite voluntary human rights initiatives in various economic sectors, the pace of human rights abuses committed by companies has not slowed. International political will to enhance corporate accountability is growing, but the EU has so far failed to take concrete steps to regulate overseas operations of European companies to avoid human rights violations and environmental harm. The current patchwork of sectoral legislative initiatives and the lack of EU-wide regulation allows for significant gaps in corporate accountability. The EU’s reluctance to regulate responsible business conduct with an overarching, mandatory framework has a clear negative impact on the capacity of developing countries to achieve the SDGs by 2030.

Chemical Pollution

Already at the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in 1992, the key principles of sustainable production and consumption were adopted by all UN member states, including the polluter pays principle and the precautionary principle. Multiple major chemicals and waste conventions have been adopted, however international agreements and European regulation have not been able to halt the global and often irreversible pollution of our water, air, soil, food, animals and humans. In the last decades the global chemical industry’s production almost doubled whilst chemical pollution is a significant and underestimated contributor to the global burden of disease with children particularly at risk. Chemical pollutants are found everywhere and in everyone, the oceans are dying under the impact of chemical pollution and electronic waste is one of the most hazardous waste streams worldwide. The economic costs are to a large degree externalised by businesses to governments and the public. Victims pay with their health and lives with hardly any chance of justice or compensation.

Waste

The EU generates more waste every year. While increasing its exports, the EU hardly takes in waste from developing countries or emerging markets in return. This negatively affects the implementation of several of SDGs. The waste stream – together with its environmental and social burden – is externalised to poorer economies with weak regulation, frail governance and a mostly informal waste sector. Global waste streams are highly complex and the current legal framework has several loopholes but also problems with implementation and enforcement. Two examples illustrate these weaknesses. Every year, hundreds of European end-of-life vessels such as old container and cargo ships, obsolete tankers and oil platforms as well as rusty passenger ships are being broken down on beaches in South Asia harming people and the environment. Even though they are considered hazardous waste under European environmental regulation, ship-owners can circumvent the law. Another striking example is the massive export of plastic waste. After China’s ban on waste imports, European plastic waste flows into countries such as Malaysia or Indonesia. Only parts of it are properly recycled while low-grade plastic waste piles up in landfills or is burned. All this points to a much deeper problem with waste generation in Europe and its unwillingness to take care of its own waste.
Peace and security

There is a big gap between good intentions for a global and coherent security approach on the one hand and the political reality of the EU's Common Security and Defence Policy (CSDP) that is initially working on the development of a military capacity. Sounding statements on a broad and coherent security approach are not in agreement with European reality with focus on greater military efforts and military cooperation. The mantra is global competitiveness, translated as consolidating the EU as a provider of arms worldwide. As arms are a major component in fuelling violent conflicts, it is quite cynical that European programs strengthen the EU's capabilities for military intervention in conflict areas contributing to the refugee crisis that have been supplied by EU arms. The EU must therefore act in accordance with its proclaimed policy as stated in the Global Strategy. There is a well-defined legal framework that should ensure that its weapons are not used in violent conflicts and in human rights violations. After all, sustainable development is the best way to prevent violence.

Resource Justice

The lifestyles in the EU are highly dependent on imported resources – minerals and fossil fuels but also water, land and forests - mainly extracted in the Global South. Europe's resource consumption pattern is triggering externalities in other regions by exporting the negative environmental and social impacts of production of the goods consumed in Europe. Overconsumption of resources in the Global North impedes the development of communities in the Global South, presenting a clear barrier to overcoming poverty and achieving food security. The current extractive economy creates an active process of enrichment and impoverishment, which is the driver for social and environmental injustice. One of the biggest downfalls of the current EU policies is the absence of a maximum resource use target and other overarching legislative tools and policies. More drastic changes are needed. Merely implementing resource efficiency policies will not bring about the desired system change.
Migration and Human Rights

Migration is at the “heart” of the EU’s domestic policies as the opening of internal borders is intimately linked to the closing and controlling of external ones. The link between migration and external EU action and policies, for the sake of European citizens, has been used as a main rationale to justify interventionism in the so-called “third countries” by the EU and its Member States. The instruments created take the externalisation of EU migration policy further, using outsourcing protection responsibilities to third countries in exchange for EU aid. They also create more opportunities for human rights violations in the third countries who negotiate with the EU and its Member States. The opacity and the eurocentrism behind the EU’s migration policy are part of the continuity of neo-colonialism in the region, solidifying unequal relationship between the continents. Making the link between EU migration policy and the SDGs a reality, would require establishing the mechanisms to ensure European migration instruments contribute to policy coherence on sustainable development and that development allocation is not linked to the EU’s domestic political agenda concerning migration deterrence or security.

Climate Policies

The EU’s climate policies are not strong enough to prevent dangerous climate change and its impact on people in Europe and beyond. Despite acknowledgements regarding their insufficiency, there is still a lack of ambition in emissions reduction targets and too many flexibilities in the policies underpinning climate legislation. These factors severely weaken the effectiveness of current regulations to drive the reduction in emissions that is needed. At the same time, science tells us that limiting global temperature rise to 1.5 versus 2°C will have dramatic effects on developing countries’ ability to achieve sustainable development. Now an increasing number of citizens are mobilising by taking their governments to court, leading to a wave of climate lawsuits worldwide, pushing for higher ambition.
The End to the Tug of War?

A new era for Policy Coherence for Sustainable Development
The End to the Tug of War?

By Jussi Kanner and Lonne Poissonnier
CONCORD Europe
The adoption of the 2030 Agenda with Policy Coherence for Sustainable Development (PCSD) among the Sustainable Development Goals is an important milestone in recognizing the interconnected nature of the world. Embracing the basic principles of the 2030 Agenda means universality and looking at the global challenges we face today - climate change, loss of biodiversity, conflicts, forced displacement and migration - through the longer-term lens of sustainable development.

The concept of PCSD urges policy and decision makers to thus look beyond their usual sectorally defined short-term scope and to take account of:

1. Impacts on well-being: Does any given policy balance the four dimensions of sustainable development (social, environmental, economic and governance)?
2. Transboundary impacts: Does it have a positive or negative impact on the ability of other countries to achieve sustainable development?
3. Intergenerational impacts: Does it have consequences for future generations?

These three aspects have also been referred to as the "here and now", "elsewhere" and "later" dimensions of policy coherence.

Policy Coherence for Sustainable Development is considered as one of the prerequisites for achieving the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), as captured in the often referred "interlinked and integrated nature of the 2030 Agenda". This means looking at the interlinkages between various goals and policies, instead of trying to tackle each problem individually. In order to rid the world of hunger (SDG 2), we need climate action (SDG 13) and the sustainable management of water resources (SDG 6). To protect our oceans and seas (SDG 14), we need to promote sustainable agriculture (SDG 2) and ensure that consumption and production patterns are sustainable (SDG 12). Nor should the important governance aspect of sustainable development be forgotten. The rule of law, democratic participation, and civic space with a vibrant civil society must go hand in hand with economic approaches.
A long-standing EU commitment

Sustainable development has since long been at the heart of the European project and the EU Treaties. The 1992 Maastricht Treaty has set as first Union objective “to promote economic and social progress which is balanced and sustainable” and in the 1997 Amsterdam Treaty we see clear reference to the principle of sustainable development. Quite soon though, it became clear that sustainable development could not be accomplished as a small project on the side, but instead it has to underpin all the work we do.

It’s in this vein, already in the 2001 EU Sustainable Development Strategy, published one year ahead of the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable Development, the so-called Rio+10, in Johannesburg, South Africa, that the European Commission called for Sustainable Development to become the central objective of all sectors and policies. That 2001 Strategy also called for a new more integrated and long-term approach to policy-making as you can read in the box.

Also in the area of development cooperation, the 1992 Maastricht Treaty set out for the Community to “foster the sustainable economic and social development of the developing countries, and more particularly the most disadvantaged among them; the smooth and gradual integration of the developing countries into the world economy; and the campaign against poverty in the developing countries” (article 130u) and, to “take account of the objectives referred to in Article 130u in the policies that it implements which are likely to affect developing countries”. Still today, this latter legal commitment is enshrined in article 208 of the Lisbon Treaty.

Subsequently, the political commitment to ‘Policy Coherence for Development’ followed with the adoption of the European Consensus on Development in 2006 and over the year it has developed and strengthened various mechanisms in support of this commitment.

More recently however, with the adoption of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development in 2015, the EU recommitted to sustainable development and to the renewed concept of Policy Coherence for Sustainable Development. In its 2016 Communication, the European Commission states that Sustainable Development requires a holistic and cross-sector policy approach to ensure that economic, social and environmental challenges are addressed together. It is therefore an issue for governance requiring the right instruments to ensure policy coherence across thematic areas and between EU external and other policies.

The new European Consensus on Development adopted

“The 2001 EU Sustainable Development Strategy called already for more integrated and long-term approach to policy-making

“Although the Union has a wide range of policies to address the economic, environmental and social dimensions of sustainability, these have developed without enough co-ordination. Too often, action to achieve objectives in one policy area hinders progress in another, while solutions to problems often lie in the hands of policy makers in other sectors or at other levels of government. [...] In addition, the absence of a coherent long-term perspective means that there is too much focus on short-term costs and too little focus on the prospect of longer term “win-win” situations. [...] policy makers must identify likely spill overs – good and bad – onto other policy areas and take them into account. Careful assessment of the full effects of a policy proposal must include estimates of its economic, environmental and social impacts inside and outside the EU. This should include, where relevant, the effects on gender equality and equal opportunities. It is particularly important to identify clearly the groups who bear the burden of change so that policy makers can judge the need for measures to help these groups to adapt.”
in 2017 also recommits the EU and its Member States to Policy Coherence for Development as an important contribution to Policy Coherence for Sustainable Development⁷.

Also in its 2017 response, the Council, the EU and its Member States recognised their responsibility to address the domestic, regional and global impact of their actions on the economic, social and environmental dimensions of sustainable development. They underlined the fundamental importance of PCSD to achieve the integrated 2030 Agenda and reaffirmed their commitment to ensure inter-linkages, coherence and consistency between the different policy sectors by making use of existing mechanisms, such as the Regulatory Scrutiny Board, and adjusting them where required to address the challenges of sustainability and transformation⁸.

The European Parliament, in its 2017⁹ and 2019¹⁰ reports, equally highlights the importance of PCSD, recommending that the best practices and lessons learnt from PCD are applied in further developing and operationalising PCSD and stressing the need to enhance PCSD mechanisms. It urges the Commission to adopt a follow-up action plan calling for the adoption of a clear set of rules for the implementation of the PCSD concept, and reiterating its call to distinctly define the responsibilities of each EU institution in achieving PCD commitments.

### Turned into reality?

Since the aforementioned legal and political commitments to Sustainable Development and Policy Coherence for Sustainable Development, the EU has undertaken different efforts to take this forward, with varying success.

The 2014-2019 Commission has adopted a new structure with Vice-Presidents each guiding a dedicated group of Commissioners and with project teams at Commissioner-level taking common priorities forward, thereby integrating different sectoral policy angles to ensure that efforts in one policy area reinforce initiatives in other fields. It also gave the First Vice-President horizontal responsibility for sustainable development, playing a coordinating role in taking forward the Commission’s work in actively implementing the 2030 Agenda. Inter-service groups within the Commission and inter-service consultations should ensure more coherence at technical level. It is worth noting though that the project-based approach and inter-service work are mechanisms which are not sustainable development-specific, but should just ensure more coherence in general.

In 2015, it also adopted the Better Regulation Agenda, which has potential to help mainstream sustainable development in EU policies. All Commission ex-ante impact assessments (and ex-post evaluations) must for example analyse environmental, social and economic impacts and there is a dedicated tool to assess the impacts of policy proposals on developing countries. Increased and more structured involvement of stakeholders in the policy-making process is another way to eliminate incoherencies and strengthen PCSD. Once conducted, the Regulatory Scrutiny Board plays a role in ensuring the aforementioned guidelines were properly followed.

Nevertheless, it would be wrong to state that EU policies today are PCSD compliant. We will give some examples to illustrate this. The EU’s current trade policy, persuading developing countries to liberalise their markets, may have a negative impact on the nascent industries and other fragile economic sectors in these countries. Furthermore, a 2018 CONCORD study also showed the negative impact it has on women’s rights around the world¹¹. The impact of EU agricultural exports (dairy, tomato, poultry and cereals) to the domestic markets in developing countries or the increasing demand

---

for energy and animal feed that is at risk of, or is leading to violating the land rights of local communities and indigenous people are two other examples of such negative transboundary impacts12. CSOs have put forward many criticisms on the lack of coherence between the externalisation of the EU migration policy and the respect of migrants’ human rights. EU and member states support to the Libyan coast guard is pushing back many migrants in detention camps where human rights are not respected, without offering alternative regular pathways.

Also within the EU, policies are not necessarily coherent with sustainable development, in the sense that they balance the 4 dimensions of sustainable development (social, environmental, economic and governance). Despite the recent economic recovery, different forms of inequalities persist or even increase within the EU. And many EU policies reduce the opportunities for future generations to develop sustainably. Our current consumption and production models are far from sustainable, depleting our available natural resources/raw materials, producing excessive amounts of waste and increasing air pollution and climate change, while Europe’s biodiversity continues to be eroded, leading to ecosystem degradation.

Learning from the PCD experience

Over the years, a lot of energy has been put into debating the impact of European Union policies on developing countries. This debate has been framed around the concept of policy coherence for development (PCD), and its roots can be found in the articles of Maastricht Treaty which laid the original legal basis as stated above. The basis has remained in the Treaties ever since. Currently, the Lisbon Treaty states that “the Union shall take account of the objectives of development cooperation in the policies that it implements which are likely to affect developing countries” (TFEU art. 208).

The rather long history of attempting to make policy coherence for development a reality in the European Union and some OECD countries provides us with many valuable lessons. In 2006, the European Commission started to compile biannual reports to look at progress in implementing PCD both in the EU and in its Member States, focusing especially on selected priority themes. The most recent PCD report was published by the EC in January 2019. These reports have focused mainly on presenting processes and approaches to PCD, rather than assessing actual impacts of policies.

A number of measures have been taken to establish mechanisms to promote PCD. In addition to the producing biannual reports, ex-ante impact assessments have analysed possible impacts in developing countries, a specific PCD Unit has been established in the Commission (currently in DEVCO), a standing PCD rapporteur has been appointed in the European Parliament’s Development Committee, and the Council at one point also started (but quickly stopped) a rolling PCD Work Programme. Similarly, EU Member States have also taken different steps to promote PCD at national level13. These vary from a Government Bill on Policy for Global Development to inter-ministerial coordination networks and parliamentary advisory bodies and screening mechanisms.

CONCORD has produced a number of monitoring reports on the EU’s implementation of PCD, called CONCORD Spotlight Reports14. Also, CONCORD’s member Globalt Fokus (and previously CONCORD Denmark) have regularly reviewed the Commission’s impact assessments to analyse whether they are properly harnessed to promoting PCD. Unfortunately, the results have been discouraging, with less than 30% of impact assessments performing their PCD function in any given year between 2009 and 201615. Other shortcomings that CONCORD has pointed out include the lack of real PCD

---

13) CONCORD’s scorecard Spotlight from 2015: https://library.concordeurope.org/record/1634/files/DEEEP-REPORT-2016-008.pdf
14) https://concordeurope.org/blog/2016/01/10/spotlight-publications-policy-coherence-development/
indicators that would measure impacts of EU policies in developing countries and the limited involvement of EU Delegations in providing feedback from the EU’s partner countries.

The picture is similar with the other PCD mechanisms. In 2018, the EC published an external evaluation of the EU’s PCD efforts and impact since 2009. The evaluation concluded that the current EU PCD approach has raised awareness and increased expertise only to a limited extent, which in turn has not directly influenced policy-making. Moreover, this approach hardly influenced outcomes and impacts in developing countries. According to the evaluation, there has been faltering political commitment to PCD, and the resources to implement it have not been adequate.

So, in short, mechanisms have been successfully set up, but either they have not been used, they have been seriously under-resourced, or any potential outcome is compromised due to lack of higher level political commitment to the concept itself. Indeed, the lessons from OECD and EU Member States have also pointed to the critical role of high-level political commitment, to political will from the onset of the policy and functioning policy-making mechanisms. If there is any time in the policy-making cycle when the principle of PCSD should be respected, it is when the potential impact of new policy proposals is being assessed.

Despite the limited success of EU’s PCD approach thus far, the efforts have not been in vain. With the move to the more generally accepted and shared objective of sustainable development, PCSD might prove crucial in solving the main bottlenecks.

Moving forward: recommendations

2019 presents the opportunity to change the EU’s short- and medium term EU strategic priorities, the institutional set-up of the College of Commissioners, the priorities for each of them, as well as the policy-making mechanisms. Newly elected Commissioners should be made responsible from the very start of their legislative term for the impacts of their respective policies on other policies here and now, on sustainable development of partner countries and on future generations.

The President of the next Commission should lead horizontal sustainable development coordination and bring all Commissioners together in a sustainable development project team to discuss how each Commissioner is ensuring coherence of her or his policies with sustainable development (here and now, elsewhere and later).

An overarching Sustainable Europe 2030 Strategy to replace the current Europe 2020 Strategy should help better understand linkages and trade-offs and build synergies. Such a Strategy should also include more detailed mechanisms to ensure that all EU and MS policies are coherent with sustainable development objectives and principles.

The Better Regulation Guidelines should be further improved to better mainstream sustainable development throughout the EU’s policy-making cycle. Furthermore, clear action plans and commitments need to be formulated. Interservice consultations and impact assessments should be used in a much more effective way to ensure PCSD - which requires clarification of roles and responsibilities between various Commissioners services, the definition of priority areas of intervention and more efforts to consult with stakeholders in the EU and with governments and civil society organisations from developing countries; policy targets, indicators and baselines are also needed to enable the EU and the Member States to measure progress. PCSD mechanisms must be transparent and enable meaningful engagement of civil society in its own rights at all levels of society, across Europe and globally.

---

The photo is from Robin Hammond, National Geographic, and it was taken for "The next breadbasket" photo report (2013). This land outside Maputo provides a snapshot of Africa's agricultural choices: industrial or small scale.
The Common Agricultural Policy of Europe:

Leaving Farmers in the Global South Hungry
The Common Agricultural Policy of Europe:

Leaving Farmers in the Global South Hungry

Unhealthy and unsustainably produced food poses a global risk to people and the planet. More than 820 million people have insufficient food and many more consume an unhealthy diet that contributes to premature death and morbidity. ecosystems are under threat, biodiversity is declining at unprecedented rate, and animal welfare is often not even considered.

In their letter entitled “CAP failing fitness check”, NGOs critic the European Union’s (EU) Common Agricultural Policy (CAP 2013-2020), which has proven unfit to deliver on a sustainable global food and farming system. Hunger remains an injustice that continues despite the expansion of EU food production and the rapid growth in the value of EU agro-food exports since 2010. The EU’s virtual land (and water) grab continues unchecked. Global value chains continue to externalise social and environmental costs. Industrial meat and dairy production drive monocultures and deforestation and increase greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) emissions causing global warming. Import surges and unfair competition harm small-scale farmers’ markets in developing countries.

The new CAP legislative proposals from June 2018 appear to lock in policy measures and tools that perpetuate the existing system of overexploitation, surplus or overproduction, and overuse of land and livestock. None of the nine CAP objectives set out in the June 2018 proposal relates to the external effects of its CAP policies. The Commission proposal is still complacent about its global responsibilities under the EU Lisbon Treaty, Article 208 on the EU’s commitment to contributing to sustainable development; with Policy Coherence for Development (PCD) imposing an obligation to consider the externalities of the CAP toward the Global South.

The only reference made to the international scope of the issue relates to the EU’s commitment to the abolition of export subsidies. In the Commission’s view, promoting EU exports, an important focus of the CAP, is consistent with development objectives since it contributes to global food security. On examining CAP externalities, it appears that this approach displaces rather than solves the problem.
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2. See Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES)
3. NGO Letter on call for CAP Fitness Check, April 2016.
Meeting growing food demands while minimizing ecological losses presents one of the major challenges society faces and is critical to many of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The role of land use in achieving climate action objectives, halting biodiversity losses, ceasing the violation of rights of local communities and indigenous people, and respecting the right of all people to food are germane to sustaining global food systems.

The European Commission’s View and Assessment

The European Commission\(^5\) holds the view that the CAP embraces the concept of sustainability and contributes to income growth, productivity, and competitiveness, while encouraging sustainable agricultural practices that respect natural resources. The Commission also claims that CAP encourages climate adaptation and mitigation and takes account of PCD and new societal demands such as reducing food waste and ensuring animal welfare. The new CAP performance-based system, which requires strategic planning from the outset at the level of member states are presented as a key instrument in this regard.

The Commission argues that the reformed CAP 2020–2027 improves on the previous iteration as it maintains the market orientation, emphasises resilience and environmental and climate public goods, and enhances delivery on environmental and climate objectives to fight climate change. And that the CAP proposal remains consistent on supporting very favourable terms on trade in agricultural products for developing countries.

In conclusion, maintaining and increasing competitiveness in global markets remains a leading CAP principle and objective, which is at odds with the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.

Critique of External Effects of CAP Subsidies

The Joint Research Centre (JRC) finds that removing the CAP “would result in an 18% drop in farm income on average in the EU, threate-
However, rather than providing the intended benefits, VCS generates market distortions in both the internal and international marketplace. Using VCS simply defers addressing underlying problems by displacing the immediate market adjustment requirements in the EU to third countries. VCS maintains production at higher levels, which can adversely impact developing countries, either by displacing the local production from domestic markets or by affecting developing country export opportunities to EU markets. Phasing out VCS payments would remove this kind of trade distortion and create more market space for agricultural production by small-scale farmers in the affected developing countries.

The Commission’s trumpeting of the end of export subsidies is a distraction from the real issue. Previous CAP reforms gradually moved from a system of price support (high EU producer prices) to a system of producer support (direct payments to farmers). However, the new support system still has profound effects on EU production levels and trade outcomes.

Critique of CAP Trade Dimension

It is through the production, investment, and trade decisions of EU agro-food companies, responding to the EU’s agriculture and trade policy frameworks, that the effects of the CAP are felt by developing country partners. This relates to both developing country exports to the EU of products where these countries have a natural competitive advantage (e.g. the production of sugar from sugar cane) and the increasingly significant impact on partner countries targeted by EU exporters of specific products where EU production is surplus to domestic requirements (e.g. poultry parts, fat-filled milk powders and other forms of milk powder, which increasingly provide the input base for reconstituted dairy products in growing African markets). Since 2010, the EU has been running a growing agro-food sector trade surplus, reaching, globally, some 21.5 billion Euro in 2017.

A report by the UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to Health highlights the urgent need to address structural changes in the food environment. Global trade, increasing foreign direct investment in the food sector, and the pervasive marketing of unhealthy foods have increased the consumption of unhealthy foods. Most of these foods are ultra-processed, containing empty calories devoid of nutritional value. In some emerging markets, the processed food industry is among the top sectors attracting foreign direct investment. Supermarkets and large food chains have largely replaced fresh food markets as a major source of food supply in most countries.

EU trade agreements are central to export growth of the European agro-food sector trade as well as to value addition of imported primary agricultural goods. The EU’s push for liberalisation in Africa goes beyond what the EU is willing to apply itself when it comes to the use of quantitative restrictions, safeguards, standstill clauses and more in Economic Partnership Agreements. Agribusiness and donor-led initiatives are working toward an expansion of industrial agricultural schemes in Africa, involving extensive infrastructure development and export marketing initiatives, exploiting the growing demand for food and agrofuels.

Externally driven industrial corporate agriculture schemes often not only displace people from their land, but also displace local seeds and breeds, introduce technologies and farming systems that increase greenhouse gas emission, and require deep policy changes to accommodate foreign investors. Policy reforms are working in favour of the interests of agribusiness and the commercial seed industry. Large-scale intervention measures by the EU fail to recognise and protect farmers’ rights and in fact contribute to the erosion of seed diversity, which is vital to climate change adaptation and food security. Recent
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(13) UNGA, HR Council, A/HRC/26/31, from 1 April 2014, Report of the Special Rapporteur on the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health, Anand Grover.
(14) Often, this goes along with land grabbing as documented in Fern (2017) European Development Finance Institutions and land grabs, and in ACT Alliance EU (Aprodev 2013) The role of DFIs in Land Grabs, for example, in the case of Socopalm in Cameroon, Agripalma in Sao Tome, Agrica/ Kilombero Plantations Ltd in Tanzania, Feronia in DRC, New Forests Company in Uganda and Tanzania, Green Resources in Uganda, Addax Bioenergy in Sierra Leone, Atriv/Olam in Tanzania, SAGCOT/Beira in Tanzania and Mozambique.
trade-related policy reforms prioritise plant breeders’ rights and the uniformity of commercial seeds, by-passing and crowding out investments in family-based farming and seed systems. In response, African farmers are getting organised to resist the corporate takeover of African seed systems, mapping the way forward to build a continental movement to Save African Seeds.15

Critique of CAP Externalities on the Planet and Increasing Land Conflicts

Agriculture is the world’s leading driver of ecosystem change, affecting life on land (SDG 15), life below water (SDG 14), climate change (SDG 13), and clean water (SDG 6). About half of agricultural land is degraded, leading to a loss of ecosystem functions such as nutrient cycling, genetic diversity, pest control, and pollination. Fertiliser and pesticide runoff result in “dead zones” increasingly observed at the mouths of river systems and healthy coastal and marine resources. Seventy percent of global freshwater is used by agriculture, which is closely linked to promoting sustainable water management (SDG 6).16

Landgrabbing: The EU’s agricultural system is to a large degree dependent on protein feed imports, and as a large-scale exporter of meat and dairy products, the EU is dependent on importing animal feed. Satisfying this demand would require an area of 20 million hectares of land outside of Europe, equivalent to 10 percent of Europe’s own arable land. Given that good agricultural land and water are the two scarcest resources needed for the world population to feed itself, there is tremendous stress globally for land, leading to rampant violation of the land rights of indigenous people and rural communities. A study on land...

“My Milk Is Local” - Campaign

The Dairy Sector: the effects of Voluntary Coupled Support in the dairy sector are being compounded by the periodic use of EU crisis management measures, which insulate EU dairy producers from the worst effect of falls in global dairy prices and shift the burden of adjustments to non-EU producers. EU companies are targeting African markets for expanded exports of dairy products, notably milk powders. Over the past 10 years, dairy products produced from bulk milk powder exports have become cheaper than dairy products manufactured from locally produced milk. These milk powder-based dairy products can profoundly affect the development of local dairy markets; and may suffocate the aspirations West Africa has articulated of increasing local dairy production capacity.

When it comes to jobs, an estimate in Burkina Faso suggests that 1 cow with 2-3 litres of milk provides precious income for a family. In comparison, in the EU, 80 cows provide for 1-2 jobs on average. Moreover, milk production is mainly handled by women which means this income is more likely to be invested in basic needs (food, education, health). Pastoralism, in which milk plays a key role, procure livelihoods to directly 20 million people in francophone West Africa.

A newly established milk powder repackaging facility in Ghana created a grand total of eight jobs. One of these container-based facilities can generate milk products equivalent to 55,000,000 litres of milk (1kg of milk powder converts into 11.5 litres of milk). This is the equivalent of the milk production that could be generated locally from the establishment of 106 new dairy enterprises based on a doubling of current milk yields and an average herd size of 100 head, with all the employment and income effects this would give rise to throughout a locally integrated dairy supply chain.

(16) The Economics of Ecosystem and Biodiversity at http://www.teebweb.org/sdg-agrifood/annex-3; TEEB Annex 3 on SDG’s Planet (6, 12, 13, 14, 15).
grabbing of the EU food economy finds that the EU exports 14 million hectare of land use while importing 49 million hectares.\textsuperscript{17}

The negative externalities of landgrabbing, such as a deficit of protein and animal feed imports, are felt primarily in the Global South. There is widespread destruction of natural habitats through the deforestation of tropical rain forests, which increases greenhouse gas emissions and biodiversity-loss, in addition to food insecurity and violation of land rights. However, there are also many problems originating from these trade flows for Europe itself. There is severe pollution of water and air in several regions, resulting from the high concentration of manure related to the intensive animal keeping made possible by feed imports.\textsuperscript{18}

If Europe wants to be more supportive of sustainable development and global food security, it has to reduce its external land use, strive to improve crop rotation, increase protein production and close the nutrient-cycles in its farming systems, rather than expand exports.

**Livestock.** The EU agricultural sector contributes to climate change with 53 percent of methane and 78 percent of nitrous oxide emissions derived from agriculture in the EU in 2015, mostly due to the livestock sector. Since 1996, the land area used to produce soy for the EU market is roughly equal to the area of deforestation in Brazilian forests. Soil carbon represents 89 percent of agricultural GHG mitigation potential, but is being degraded through global land use changes, driven in part by EU demand for key commodities. Livestock is responsible for 85 percent of total GHG emissions from the EU's agricultural sector. The costs for the EU from the excess of nitrogen in the environment is up to 320 billion euro a year, with the livestock sector consuming around 85 percent of nitrogen in crops harvested or imported into the EU.\textsuperscript{19}

**Climate Impact.** Six countries in addition to the EU are responsible for the lion’s share of rising global meat production and exports, which lead to increasing GHG emissions. The EU is responsible for 13 percent of beef production, 21 percent of pork production, and 35 percent of exports, as well as 13 percent of chicken production and 12 percent of exports. The growth in bioenergy production has also now been shown to be directly damaging to the climate, not to mention to biodiversity and the availability of land for growing food.\textsuperscript{20}

Climate action must be congruent with efforts to ensure food security, respect of human rights, and restoration of natural ecosystems. These objectives must not represent choices or trade-offs, but challenges that must be approached in an integrated manner. Behind the global intersected crises of climate change, biodiversity loss, and violation of land rights is overconsumption of the world’s resources by those able to do so.\textsuperscript{21}

**Conclusions and Recommendations\textsuperscript{22}**

Global food production exerts the largest pressure by humans on earth, threatening local ecosystems and the stability of the global food system. With food production causing major global environmental risks, sustainable food production needs to operate within the safe operating space for food systems at all scales on earth.\textsuperscript{23}

Promote agroecological and organic farming in and outside EU.

- Introduce sustainability criteria on agrobiodiversity and climate indicators in CAP Strategic Plans, and in EU intervention measures and investment flows.
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\textsuperscript{17} ACT Alliance EU (APRODEV) EU CAP Reform 2013: CAP Lobby Brief No 4-EU imports of soy for animal feed.

\textsuperscript{18} See Factsheets on EU Regulation on Nitrate and EU Directive on Sustainable Use of Pesticides.

\textsuperscript{19} EEB, FoE Europe, Greenpeace, IFOAM EU Group, PAN, WWF (2012) The truth behind the CAP: 13 reasons for green reform.

\textsuperscript{20} EEB, Birdlife, Greenpeace, WWF (2018) Last Chance CAP.

\textsuperscript{21} CLARA, Climate-Land-Ambitions-Rights-Alliance (2018) Missing pathways to 1.5 degrees: The role of land sector mitigation.

\textsuperscript{22} See recommendations in IPES FOOD (2019) Towards a Common Food Policy for the European Union. The policy reform and realignment that is required to build sustainable food systems in Europe.

\textsuperscript{23} The Lancet Commissions (2019:2) see footnote 1.
Stop landgrabbing.
• Introduce mandatory due diligence for all operators in food supply chains and forest-risk commodities.
• Build accessible complaint mechanism and procedural guarantees allowing affected communities to flag land grabs and access to remedies.
• Strengthen sustainable development clauses in trade agreements through more prescriptive language, non-regression clauses, enforceable provisions to halt land grabbing and deforestation.

Stop unfair competition with small-scale farmers in the Global South.
• Phase out all trade-distorting CAP payments.
• Shift away from area-based CAP payments.
• Promote local and integrated feed production.
• Adopt a definition of dumping that includes explicit social, economic, environmental, health, and animal welfare criteria.
• Aggregate information and complaints on dumping across sectors and regions.
• Expand monitoring of trade impacts on sensitive agricultural commodities in developing countries and early warning.
EU Fisheries Policies:
Causing empty seas in Africa
By Beatrice Gorez - Coalition for Fair Fisheries Arrangements
and Francisco Marí - Brot für die Welt
EU Fisheries Policies:

The European Union’s (EU) response to the UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development in relation to SDG 14 was adopted in November 2016, setting forth detailed actions to shape international governance on the future of the oceans. Several organisations commented on this agenda, calling for more policy coherence, including the EU Long-Distance Fisheries Advisory Council (LDAC). They highlighted that with respect to EU external fisheries, “urgent efforts to ensure policy coherence for development, coordination and transparency across relevant EU policies and agencies are needed.” It is not surprising, therefore, that the European Commission itself scores their own engagement on SDG 14 as the lowest of all the SDGs.

A review of EU policies that provide the main framework for fisheries’ relations with developing countries reveals that crucial improvements have been achieved in recent years, notably regarding the management of EU external fishing fleets. Currently, the EU external fishing fleet that operates in developing countries’ waters and in international waters, often referred to as the Long-Distance Fishing Fleet, represents only 0.5 percent of the EU fleet (285 vessels), but makes around 20 percent of the EU’s catches. These vessels come mainly from Spain (208 vessels) and are involved in Sustainable Fisheries Partnership Agreements and private agreements with countries in the Indian, Atlantic, and Pacific Oceans.

The reformed Common Fisheries Policy, which entered into force in 2014, included a legally binding commitment to fish at sustainable levels, complemented by the regulation on the Sustainable Management of External Fishing Fleets (SMEFF) in 2017 and the regulation on illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing (IUU) in 2010. However, the design of these policies and their implementation are not always fit to deliver on the SDGs.

Moreover, some EU fisheries-related operations, for example in African countries, still escape regulation that would ensure their sustainability, like private EU investment in Africa in the form of fishing joint ventures or in factories processing fish into fishmeal. These are opaque operations, which, in some cases, fuel overfishing, jeopardize the access of local populations to fish—an incomparable source of nutritious food—often depriving men and women from the local fishing communities of their livelihoods.

_____________
(2) LDAC is an EU fisheries stakeholders-led body, composed of 60% EU fisheries sector stakeholders, and 40% EU Development and Environment NGOs http://ldac.chil.me/home
(3) http://ldac.chil.me/download-doc/242194
EU Fisheries Policies

The EU’s Blue Growth approach is also raising concerns as it fails to cover fisheries and could result in supporting policies and projects in partner countries that further marginalize local fishing communities.

The Common Fisheries Policy

The most recent reform of the EU Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) for the first time devoted a whole chapter to the external dimension of EU fisheries, including Sustainable Fisheries Partnership Agreements (SFPAs) and EU action in Regional Fisheries Management Organisations. The CFP external policy chapter emphasised sustainability and the need to “improve policy coherence of Union initiatives, with particular regard to environmental, trade and development activities and strengthen consistency of actions taken in the context of development cooperation and scientific, technical and economic cooperation.”

At the centre of the reformed policy regarding SFPAs is the principle of limiting access, for EU vessels, to resources that are scientifically demonstrated to be surplus for the coastal State, in line with the provisions of the United Nations Convention of the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS). The elaboration of this chapter was informed by a European Parliament report that insisted on the need to also respect fishing communities’ fishing rights. This has led the EU to refrain from letting some of its fleets access fishing resources of importance to local artisanal fishers. The best example is the latest SFPA signed between the EU and Mauritania, which has stopped EU vessels from accessing the stock of octopus, a species of key importance for the development of the local artisanal sector, and has set up zoning of fishing areas that stop EU trawlers, which were fishing for sardinella or shrimp, from accessing these stocks and their vulnerable environment. The new approach also emphasises transparency regarding the global fishing effort, based on the perspective that the public should know who is fishing what.

This new approach was welcomed by African fishing communities and NGOs that supported them, which had been opposed since the 1990s to the presence of EU trawler fleets in African waters as some of these fleets were competing with local artisanal fishery development and were often contributing, subsidized by the EU, to overfishing and overcapacity.

Today, there are 13 SFPAs with an overall budget of EUR 135 million per year. Most of these SFPAs concern EU fleets’ access to tuna. Unlike other species, such as shrimp or octopus, tuna is a highly migratory species that roams the oceans. Tuna resources do not belong to coastal states as they only pass through their waters at various times of the year. The main tuna stocks are managed and allocated at the level of Regional Fisheries Management Organisations (RFMOs), and tuna SFPAs serve as a tool to decide how much has to be paid to a coastal state to catch a certain amount of the tuna allocated to the EU by the RFMO when it crossed the coastal state waters. The SFPA also provides for technical measures to ensure that vessels’ operations are sustainable.

The main issue for African artisanal fishing organisations regarding tuna fisheries is not the bilateral SFPAs, but rather the position of the EU on RFMOs, particularly regarding tuna allocation systems. For the EU, allocation of tuna resources should first and foremost serve those who have historically caught it. This position does not take into account the coastal communities’ desire to maintain, expand (in the Indian Ocean), or develop (in the Atlantic or Pacific) artisanal tuna fisheries. In 2017, the network of African Artisanal Fisheries, CAOPA, and the Brussels based coalition, CFFA, tabled a position to the Indian Ocean tuna RFMO, IOTC, that access to tuna should be given first to those who fish most sustainably, from a social and environmental standpoint, who
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(8) https://cape-cffa.squarespace.com/
(9) http://iotc.org/documents/caopa-cffa-paper-challenge-setting-access-allocation-system-iotc
Where the EU falls short on SFPAs: the case of small pelagic fish in West Africa

The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS)(10) defines the rights and responsibilities of nations with respect to their use of the world's oceans, establishing guidelines for the management of marine natural resources. Regarding fisheries resources that are shared between several coastal states, UNCLOS highlights the responsibilities of the coastal States “to agree upon measures necessary to coordinate and ensure the conservation and development of such stocks.”

In West Africa, sardinella resources, shared between Senegal, the Gambia, Mauritania, Morocco, Guinea Bissau, and a key resource for food security in the region, do require such coordinated management. However, there is no such coordination, and livelihoods of coastal communities are put at risk.

Nowhere is this more visible than in Senegal. Nearly 12,000 artisanal fishermen, 20 percent of the Senegalese artisanal fishers, live only from the sardinella fishery. In addition, artisanal processing and national and subregional distribution channels associated with the sardinella fishery employ thousands of people. The importance of the female component in this artisanal processing sector is a favourable factor for poverty-reduction policies. Many Senegalese families nowadays have only one meal a day: a lunch based on rice and sardinella. In terms of food security, sardinella is the most accessible source of animal protein in terms of price and quantity.

For several years, the FAO working group that monitors the state of this resource found that sardinella stocks are overexploited and that fishing needed to be substantially reduced. Senegalese artisanal fishers want this strategic resource to be reserved for sustainable artisanal fisheries. They, therefore welcome the fact that no access to small pelagic fish was negotiated in the EU-Senegal SFA and that the fishing area open to EU vessels has been pushed 16 miles away from the coast as part of the protocol with Mauritania to prevent their access to sardinella.

However, these small pelagic resources are migratory and share their time between the countries of the region, where EU and other foreign fleets target them. Indeed, the biggest concern for coastal fishing communities remains the fact that access to sardinellas and horse mackerel is allocated to foreign fleets, including those from the EU, Russia, Turkey, and China, without any coordinated approach or regional management measures in place.

How can a surplus be identified—the basis for the signature of a Fisheries Partnership Agreement with the EU—in the absence of this regional management and regional allocation of access? If decisive steps geared toward regional management are not implemented, these resources should not be the subject of a discussion on access by European fleets.

contribute the most to food security in coastal countries, and generally provide the most benefits. This approach would give priority to small-scale fisheries, while ensuring that all fleets are conducting operations sustainably.

A fundamental issue with SFPAs is that despite efforts made over the years by the EC to decouple the level of financial compensation from the level of access to fishing resources, the situation is still that the more access is allocated to EU fleets, the more money the coastal country receives. Despite sustainability commitments, those compensations can still be a way to pressure coastal countries to accept a level of access for EU vessels that is not compatible with local sustainable development.

Since January 2018, a new EU Regulation on the Sustainable Management of External Fishing Fleets\(^{11}\) took effect and complements the CFP basic regulation. Its objective is to put in place a comprehensive system of fishing authorisations for EU vessels to fish outside Union waters. The system applies wherever the fishing activity takes place, based on strict eligibility criteria, in order to ensure that fish are caught in a sustainable manner. This covers any situation where an EU vessel is fishing outside EU waters, not only those governed by SFPAs.

However, implementation has proven difficult. For example, a key tool adopted under the SMEEFF was the creation of a public database of fishing authorisations, intended to enhance transparency about which vessel was allowed to fish outside EU waters. However, there has been a considerable delay with the creation of this database, and several Member States, like Greece, Italy, or the Baltic States, do not provide the compulsory information to the Commission about their fishing vessels operating in third countries. These same Member States are also granting authorisations to vessels fishing in Africa in an unsustainable way.

**Combating Illegal Fishing**

The EU is a key actor in the international fight to combat illegal fishing. It contributes actively to efforts at the UN level, promoting the creation of a global fleet register, the allocation of a unique vessel identifier (IMO number) to commercial fishing vessels, and further ratification of the FAO Port State Measures Agreement to prevent, deter, and eliminate IUU fishing. The EU also promotes better ocean governance with third country partners, programming EUR 590 million for this topic under its development policy for 2014-2020. This includes programs like PESCAO (West Africa) or ECOFISH (Indian Ocean), which focus on strengthening African coastal countries’ capacity to combat IUU fishing. This work is further supported by the European Fisheries Control Agency (EFCA), which undertakes various capacity-building actions for fisheries inspectors in non-EU countries.

The EU’s main tool to combat illegal fishing, however, is the EU Regulation to prevent, deter, and eliminate illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing\(^ {12}\) (IUU), adopted in 2010, under which third countries identified as not having adequate legislations and measures in place to prevent and deter illegal fishing are issued a formal warning (yellow card) to improve the situation. If they fail to do so, they are issued a red card, with the consequence that their fish products are banned from the EU market, and EU vessels cannot access their waters. A dialogue between the parties, seeking to resolve the situation, runs parallel to the carding process. The EU has entered into dialogues on IUU fishing with more than 50 countries since 2010. Twenty-five countries have been carded since 2010,\(^ {13}\) a vast majority of them developing countries, and 14 countries, considered by the EU as “having successfully reformed their control and management systems in line with their international obligations as flag, coastal, port and market states responsibilities” have seen their cards removed.


\(^{12}\) https://ec.europa.eu/fisheries/cfp/illegal_fishing_en

The carding of a country is based on clear reports of failures, made public. However, the "de-carding" process is far from transparent: reports giving the reasons why a country’s card was removed are not made public. For example, the Republic of Korea was given a yellow card in 2013, and that card was removed in 2015. African fishers welcomed the carding decision: Republic of Korea trawler fleets have been repeat offenders in many African countries, like Guinea, destroying the environment, fishing nets and even pirogues during illegal night incursions in the artisanal fishing zone. After the IUU card was removed, the EU signed a Joint Statement with the Republic of Korea on efforts to combat IUU fishing, “following the good results of the EU-Republic of Korea Working Group established after the lifting of the IUU yellow card in April 2015.” But, in February 2019, the Republic of Korea government failed to sanction Korean vessels that had illegally caught 70 tons of toothfish in Antarctic waters, instead allowing the owner to sell its landings on the global market. This example shows why some have claimed that the EU applies double standards when removing the IUU card of a third country like the Republic of Korea, an important trading partner for the EU, arguing that it got off the hook more easily than smaller developing countries.

Publishing the reports on which the EU de-carding decision is based would provide much-needed transparency and would help demonstrate to EU third country partners that this regulation is applied fairly to all.

A more fundamental issue with the emphasis on the fight against IUU fishing is that it distracts from the fact that overfishing and marine habitat destruction result in many cases from legal, but unsustainable, fishing. Too many fishing licenses are given by governments to industrial operators, often in a very opaque way. Creating transparency around who is licensed to fish what, and promoting a public debate about the sustainability of such legal access, would go a long way toward addressing such shortcomings. Given the commitments made by the EU on transparency on access to fish, NGOs and artisanal fisheries organisations in the Global South expect that the European Union would become a board member of the new Fisheries Transparency Initiative (FiTI) and support the initiative financially.

**Investments**

Another way through which vessels of EU origin access developing countries’ fish resources is through the constitution of joint ventures. Typically, a European operator will transfer its vessel(s) to a coastal country in a venture with a local operator. The constitution of joint ventures, for example with African fisheries, is often based on very limited knowledge of ecosystems, the state of fish resources, or the dynamics of the fisheries sector and coastal communities. There are countless cases in the history of African maritime fisheries where overfishing due to overinvestment in production facilities ultimately led to a fall in fish resources, business closures, and negative impacts for local coastal fisheries with which they competed for access to resources. In recent years, such joint ventures have been denounced by local fishers for their opacity, and, more recently, some of them were denounced for being involved in systematic fraudulent practices, such as the massive under reporting of tonnage by vessels of Chinese origin operating under joint ventures in West Africa.

In the case of the EU, it is to be noted that in sustainable fisheries partnership agreements signed between EU and African countries (SFP A), an article is now inserted, on "Promoting cooperation among economic operators and civil society,” which encourages the establishment of joint ventures.

In a joint paper, CFFA and its partner, CAOPA, argue that the implementation of this article requires definition of a set of principles to ensure such joint ventures operate in a transparent manner, do not enter in competition with the local arti-
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(14) After the carding decision, it appeared that many Republic of Korea vessels fishing in West Africa reflagged to other countries, removing the obligations of the Republic of Korea to control them.


sanal sector, and are in line with the third country sustainable fisheries development objectives.

Given the emphasis placed by the EU on the promotion of private investment in future EU partnership with the countries of Africa, the Caribbean, and the Pacific, as a way to increase prosperity by fulfilling the SDGs, it will be essential to ensure such investments in fisheries are sustainable.

**European Union Blue Growth Strategy**

Blue growth has become an important concept for reforming ocean governance. The European Commission’s blue growth strategy has been developed since 2011 and is being presented as an inspiration for EU support to Africa—to unlock the vast wealth potential from the seas. However, this vision remains unattractive for African artisanal fishers and is not aligned with the Voluntary Guidelines for Securing Sustainable Small-Scale Fisheries. A key reason is that the definition of the blue economy used by the EC has lost its transformative objective, being replaced by a concept that puts growth and profits at the forefront of decision making.

The most glaringly problematic aspect of the EU’s current strategy on blue growth is that while fisheries is obviously a key sector in the blue economy, it is not considered a sector that warrants assistance to grow. The EC’s role in managing and regulating fisheries is considered separate, both in terms of funding and policies, from its blue growth strategy. Although nowhere is the reason explained by the EC, it would seem that in surveying the blue economy, the EC found that the sectors offering the best potential for increased employment and profits did not include fisheries.

One concern about what this implies is that if the blue growth concept takes off in Africa, the influence of the EU could also lead to fisheries being side-lined, with the focus shifted to directing public funding and encouraging private investments where there is the best prospect for short-term financial profits.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

- To develop fisheries sustainably in the Global South, access to fish should be given in priority to those who fish most sustainably from an environmental point of view, contribute the most to food security, and provide the most social benefits to coastal communities. Given their comparative advantage in these areas, developing countries’ small-scale fisheries should have priority access to fish resources, and EU vessels should be kept away from resources and fishing areas that small-scale fishers depend on for their livelihoods.
- Transparency is key for sustainable fisheries. The EU, the EU member states and coastal countries from the Global South should fully comply with the FiTI Standard, which provides governments, the fishing industry (both large-scale and small-scale), and civil society with a comprehensive and credible way to achieve and maintain high levels of transparency on the management of the marine fisheries sector and the activities of fishers and fishing companies.
- Regarding private EU investment in developing countries, particularly in the form of fishing joint ventures or in factories processing fish into fishmeal, the EU and the host countries of these joint ventures should define a set of principles to ensure such joint ventures operate in a transparent manner, do not enter in competition with coastal communities (access to fish by fishers, access to raw material by women processors), and are in line with the third country’s sustainable fisheries development objectives.
- The EU’s Blue Growth approach should include fisheries as its central component and should stop supporting blue growth policies and projects in developing countries that further marginalize local fishing communities.
Causing empty seas in Africa
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EU trade policies:

Outsourcing social and environmental damage?

While only accounting for 7 percent of the world’s population, the EU-28 originated 15% of the world’s trade in 2017. That year 3.7 trillion euros of merchandise crossed the EU-28 common borders (not counting intra-EU trade), a sum of exports and imports larger than that of the US, it also had more imports but less exports and China, had more exports but less imports.

Chart 1: World share of trade and population (percentages)

Value of merchandise trade and number of people as percentage of world totals. Source: WTO data (for trade) and UN data, processed by the author

The impressive trade power of the European Union (EU) has enormous impact all over the world. And with it, many “externalities,” hidden costs not paid by buyers or sellers but transferred elsewhere.

In classic economic theory, trade is mutually beneficial almost by definition, because non-coerced economic actors will only buy or sell if they also gain something. In modern times international trade is analysed more closely. There are enormous asymmetries in power and information among participants in global markets, which results in some participants benefitting more than others and, as a result, trade increases inequalities instead of acting as “communicating vases” where the liquid reaches the same level regardless of the shape or volume of the containers.
According to the "Global Resources Outlook 2019" by the UN Environmental Program, "global population has doubled and global economic activity (GDP) has grown fourfold since the 1970s." In that period, annual global extraction of materials grew from 27.1 billion tons to 92.1 billion tons. The global average of material demand per capita grew from 7.4 tons in 1970 to 12.2 tons per capita in 2017.¹

This is clearly not a sustainable trend, and is why Agenda 2030 promises "fundamental changes in the way that our societies produce and consume goods and services."² The 2030 Agenda reaffirmed (paragraph 12) the principle of "common but differentiated responsibilities" established by the Earth Summit in 1992. The differentiation in consumption is notorious: every year, high-income countries consume 27 tons of materials per capita on average, which is 60 percent higher than the upper-middle countries and more than thirteen times the level of the low-income countries (at two tons per capita).³

**Decoupling is the way**

Agenda 2030, therefore, commits “all countries (to) take action” and this should happen "with developed countries taking the lead." SDG12 promises to "ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns" and sets the target, “by 2030, achieve the sustainable management and efficient use of natural resources” (target 12.2).

This is complemented by target 8.4 that commits to “improve progressively, through 2030, global resource efficiency in consumption and production and endeavour to decouple economic growth from environmental degradation.”⁴

"Decoupling” is the key concept here, if there is going to be continuous economic growth (deemed essential to eradicate poverty) and respect of planetary boundaries. Ultimately, global material consumption will need to be reduced to limits imposed by nature, but the 2030 Agenda is silent on this aspect.

The Global framework for the SDGs defines the same two indicators for targets 8.4 and 12.2: material footprint and domestic material consumption. However, four years after the adoption of the SDGs at the highest level, "material footprint" is so controversial it is ranked as a Tier III indicator, meaning it still lacks methodological agreement and therefore, cannot be used in the official international dataset and reporting.

Meanwhile, domestic material consumption (DMC) is being used by the EU to claim, "since the year 2000 the EU's resource productivity has increased by about 40 %."⁴ (see Chart 2).

Resource productivity is the lead indicator of the "resource efficiency scoreboard," developed in the context of the flagship initiative "A resource-efficient Europe" under the Europe 2020 strategy.

---

¹ UNEP, 2019, Global Resources Outlook, Available at https://www.resourcepanel.org
³ Global Resources Outlook 2019
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Resource productivity is the relation between GDP and DMC, which measures the weight of the yearly extraction of raw materials from the domestic territory, plus all physical imports minus all physical exports.

While a resource productivity increase is encouraging, the graphic also shows that actual material consumption has grown since 2012. And, in fact, the picture would be much worse if European trade was not, in practice, exporting to other countries the environmental degradation that SDG8.4 wants to reduce globally.

In fact, as Eurostat itself explains, DMC does not “provide an entirely consistent picture of global material footprints because they record imports and exports in the actual weight of the traded goods when they cross country borders instead of the weight of materials extracted to produce them.” For example, one imported cell-phone adds 150 to 200 grams to the DMC; as many kilos of ore in Bolivia are required to produce the lithium of the batteries and the burning of many kilos of coal and oil in South Korea is necessary to provide the energy required for its manufacturing.

By showing an increase in resource productivity, even when the increase is far from what is required, DMC indicators provide false comfort. The need to change consumption patterns and innovate production methods would feel more urgent if material footprints were shown instead.

The material footprint, technically called “raw material equivalent” (RME) of the EU imports in 2016, according to the Eurostat estimates, were 2.5 times higher when expressed in RME than when the imports were recorded in the material flow accounts on which DMC is based (see Chart 3 below).

While European imports and exports are quite balanced in value (as seen in Chart 1), in terms of tons per capita, in 1917 the EU imported more than twice what it exported: 3.4 tons per capita entered the EU and 1.3 tons left it.

From a trade perspective, the EU appears as the big winner because it imports (measured by weight) mainly raw materials (including half a ton per capita of fossil fuels), semi-finished products and exports of mainly finished products. Contrary to the ideas promoted by many populists, this trade transfers jobs and value into the EU and not out. (see Chart 4)

Chart 4

At the same time, the three and half tons of imports for every European require more than eight tons of material extraction somewhere else. The additional five tons per European are not accounted for in the DMC estimates, and, therefore, are seen as having been consumed elsewhere.

This way of accounting hides massive transfers of environmental damage out of Europe. The material flow accounts are available for each European country and for a variety of sub-sectors, but the material footprint indicators, which would reveal those externalities, are still debated.

Eurostat explains that Chart 3 and the underlying data on raw material equivalents “are estimated for the aggregated EU economy by Eurostat with models that are still under development and therefore do not produce official statistics yet. The results have a higher statistical uncertainty.”

This is problematic as what is not counted is not added into official reports, so this key footprint is absent from the SDGs’ global indicator framework. Therefore, it is also absent from the official UN reporting. So, a key component of the sustainability agenda is missed and the environmental implications of trade as a tool for a massive transfer of environmental costs does not include crucial data.

Trading away the SDGs?

Trade and trade-related policies and international agreements are addressed explicitly in seven of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). As one of the three major trading powers, the EU has responsibilities in all of these.

Market access is deemed essential to promote the graduation of the least developed countries and to improve the livelihood of small food producers. Trade distortions are supposed to be remedied by reducing subsidies on agriculture, fossil fuels and fisheries. Capacity-building on trade is required, and the WTO is urged to complete the Doha Round as one of the key means of implementation for Agenda 2030: Promote a universal, rules-based, open, non-discriminatory and equitable multilateral trading system under the WTO including through the conclusion of negotiations within its Doha Development Agenda (Target 17.10).

The Doha Development Round of trade negotiations was launched in Qatar in 2001. It was supposed to address the issues of concern to

---------------------
developing countries, in particular textiles and agriculture. These issues were left behind in the previous “Uruguay Round” that created the WTO.

Yet, only a few weeks after having unanimously approved Target 17.10 at the United Nations in September 2015, the trade ministers of the same countries could not agree at the 10th Ministerial Conference of the World Trade Organization (WTO) in Nairobi to reaffirm their commitment to conclude the Doha Round. Thus, paragraph 30 of the Nairobi Declaration reads that “many Members reaffirm the Doha Development Agenda” while “other Members do not reaffirm the Doha mandates.” The non-named “other members” is an euphemism for the United States, as the Trump administration was starting to withdraw its mandate from the Paris Agreement on climate change and starting to change global trade rules and paralyse the WTO.

But the EU, while officially regretting the U.S.’s new positions, was not willing, at the next WTO Ministerial Conference, in Buenos Aires, 2017, to join forces with the other members of the WTO to reaffirm their commitment to “a universal, rules-based, open, non-discriminatory and equitable multilateral trading system under the World Trade Organization.” Their Heads of State agreed to the 2030 Agenda.

Instead, the EU allied with the US, the other countries of the global North and with the International Chamber of Commerce, the World Economic Forum and the GAFA-A group (Google, Amazon, Facebook and Apple and, in this case, the Chinese company, Alibaba), to move on with partial, non-consensual, agreements on “new issues” such as electronic commerce.

The e-commerce propositions runs contrary to many domestic EU policies on internet issues. For example, the heading includes “free flow of data,” which means the possibility of commodification and appropriation of personal and local data by global corporations, freedom for corporations to operate in a country without having a commercial presence in it (and thus exempted from fiscal and even criminal liabilities) and freedom to offer their services to the public.

Moreover, these States do not have to disclose their data-gathering algorithms or include local software or expertise to the public.

The other so-called “21st century issues” the EU supports include investment facilitation, MSMEs (micro, small and medium enterprises) and a “declaration on women and trade,” which is signed by over 100 countries. When this was announced in Buenos Aires, about 200 women’s groups from around the world immediately condemned the notion that the WTO could help to empower women, stating:

> Increasing access to credit and cross border trade for a few women will not benefit women’s human rights overall. The declaration is a ‘pink herring’, an attempt to obscure the harm WTO provisions have on women while ensuring the WTO can bring in ‘new issues’, likely to deepen inequality.

Similarly, many small and medium-enterprises, mainly from developing countries, condemned the idea of an informal working group for them in the WTO, as well as using supposed benefits without any consultation, to introduce the issue of e-commerce to the WTO. This was seen as more of a subsidized non-tax-paying threat than an advantage.

The introduction of these new issues was opposed by the African Group, as well as by Bangladesh, India and other countries. South Africa’s trade minister Rob Davies castigated the attempts of Buenos Aires to terminate the special and differential treatment (S&DT) flexibilities for developing countries, which was another US-proposed idea that the EU is backing. He also said that, “walking away from all mandated issues while embracing new issues” doesn’t portend well for the organization.


The meeting at the Argentinian capital collapsed without approving a declaration, not even to thank the host country. "The sad reality is that we did not even agree to stop subsidizing illegal fishing," said the EU Trade Commissioner Cecilia Malmstrom.\(^9\)

In Buenos Aires, the governments could only "agree to continue to engage constructively in the fisheries subsidies negotiations"\(^10\), with an interest in adopting an agreement by the next WTO Ministerial Conference in 2019, theoretically in time to meet the 2030 Agenda commitment. But this promise cannot be blindly trusted. The previous WTO Ministerial Conference, in 2015, had agreed to conclude in Buenos Aires the negotiations on agricultural stockholding for food security by developing countries. In spite of that commitment, no agreement was reached in 2017, not even to continue negotiating.

This failure to agree on agriculture which, to a great extent, was due to the EU's reluctance to change the Common Agricultural Policy, also contravenes the commitments of the 2030 Agenda. SDG2 promises to "end hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition and promote sustainable agriculture" and to that effect it spells out as specific targets the commitments to "correct and prevent trade restrictions and distortions in world agricultural markets" (target 2.b) and also to "ensure the proper functioning of food commodity markets in order to help limit extreme food price volatility." (target 2.c)

The agriculture subsidies of developed countries, particularly those of the EU, are a major cause of complaint by developing countries in global negotiations and the inclusion of a clear mandate concerning them in the 2030 Agenda raised hopes that these issues can be revised.

Developing countries claim that those subsidies are trade-distorting and affect their farmers, hindering efforts to reduce poverty.

In the 2030 Agenda everybody agreed to "correct and prevent trade restrictions and distortions in world agricultural markets, including through the parallel elimination of all forms of agricultural export subsidies and all export measures with equivalent effect" (Target 2.b). But in the WTO agreement a subsidy can only be challenged if it constitutes "dumping," defined as a product being exported at a lower price than its "normal value." However, the "normal value" is defined as the domestic price, which is kept low by the subsidies. Put another way:

as long as the products are exported at the domestic price, there is no dumping. It is a truly scandalous definition (…), to the detriment of developing countries that do not have the financial means to significantly subsidize their large numbers of farmers.\(^11\)

The sensation of injustice is further enticed by the EU's and other developed powers' refusal to allow India and other poor countries that did not have any agricultural subsidies when the WTO was created in 1995 to support their own farmers through stock-building or price-ensuring mechanisms. Developing countries argue that such support is essential to achieve SDG2, committing to end hunger and generalize sustainable agriculture.

The EU will not even discuss its agricultural subsidies when negotiating bilateral or regional trade agreements, arguing those should be negotiated at the WTO. Yet, within the WTO the EU keeps postponing these discussions or conditioning them on further concessions by developing countries on "new issues" that were not part of the unfinished Doha Round.
Free Trade of Fair trade?

The aggressive way in which the EU negotiates trade, without looking at the impact of sustainable development negotiations is creating concerns in Europe. Protection of markets was always taboo in free trade thinking, but more and more minds are becoming open to idea of regulation of the markets towards fair and sustainable trade.

There was great opposition to the TTIP and CETA. Also the proposed regional agreement stalled Africa, as a whole, because of the many African objections to key EU demands. The European Commission is now aggressively pushing to make agreements with individual states. But, on the other hand, the EU also started to better integrate (in theory) some social and environmental principles.

Trade is the basis of the creation of the European Union. The EU has enormous trading power and its negotiators deploy impressive expertise. But while they negotiate on behalf of all EU member states, the oversight of national parliaments over EU trade policies and negotiating tactics is limited. Further, the goal of trade negotiators is to maximize short term “gains” for Europe, which is understood in a merchantilistic way. Coherence with other EU policies, such as development cooperation, environmental protection or the promotion of human rights is never a starting point. In practice, the development cooperation budget is used for trade purposes more than anything else. Furthermore, the “aid for trade” is more instrumental in convincing countries to join trade agreements rather then assist in increasing the value added of their trade.

Recommendations

- Revise the definition of subsidies, making sure that subsidies under CAP support organic small-scale farming and do not contribute to environmental or social degradation at home or abroad.
- Actively promote decoupling, revising unsustainable production and consumption patterns, as required by the 2030 Agenda, starting with an improvement and generalization of footprint indicators.
- Create a level playing field for all trade activities (through the whole supply chain) taking into account and respecting human rights, environmental protections, fair labour conditions and fair prices for producers.
- Integrate the sustainability approach (SDGs) into the competition laws to avoid setting the lowest standards on human and environmental rights and protection.
- EU needs to constructively participate in the negotiations to a UN Convention on Business and Human Rights.

Do what I say, not what I do

Ghana and Cote d’Ivoire signed and ratified such interim EPAs in 2016, fearing they would lose preferential access to the European market. Additionally, an agreement with the regional West African organization, ECOWAS, is stalled because of Nigeria’s resistance. As a result of these agreements “trade between neighbours is now more difficult than trade with the EU. We are creating borders within Africa” said Gunther Nooke, personal representative of Africa to German Chancellor Angela Merkel.

According to Nooke, in the midst the migration crisis the only things that benefits Europe and Africa is more employment in Africa. He said: “This can only be done by protecting the entire African market with the creation of an African Customs Union led by the African Union. African products can be made here and be freely traded across the continent without having to compete with European goods. But now, because of differences in opinion about EPAs, African countries aren’t making any progress in forming a customs union.”
By Sylvia Kay
Transnational Institute - TNI

Palm oil plantation on indigenous peoples lands/forests
in Myeik District, Tanintharyi Region, Myanmar.
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This process known as landgrabbing takes place through different mechanisms (concessions, long-term leases, contract farming), involving different actors (public, private, foreign, domestic) and for different reasons (including for agriculture, forestry, energy, mining, industry, infrastructure, real estate, tourism, and conservation). In this process, existing uses and meanings of land and territories are overridden, shifting from locally adapted, culturally appropriate, mostly small-scale and labour intensive use towards more large-scale, capital-intensive and extractive forms of resource appropriation. The implications of this model of development in terms of human rights, rural livelihoods, food security, and ecology have been well documented.

The role of the European Union (EU) in landgrabbing is manifold. EU actors are involved in the financing of large-scale land deals worldwide. This occurs through forms of private finance (companies, banks, pension funds, hedge funds, brokerage firms, insurance groups), public finance (development finance and other state sponsored projects), and increasingly through a combination of both in the shape of public-private partnerships, multi-stakeholder initiatives, and other forms of ‘blended finance’. Figures 1 and 2 provide an overview of the involvement of EU investors in large-scale land deals in the global South.

---


(3) These figures are taken from Mills, E. (2017), Land Grabbing and Human Rights: The Role of EU Actors Abroad. Heidelberg: FIAN International. They are based on the findings of a 2016 European Parliament commissioned study on the involvement of European investors in landgrabbing outside of the EU (full reference below), using data collected by the authors of this study from the Land Matrix database in December 2016.
The response by EU policymakers to evidence regarding the involvement of EU investors in land grabbing has been mixed. On the one hand, official studies have been commissioned, and largely endorsed, by the European Parliament on land grabbing, both inside and outside Europe.\(^4\) The importance of land tenure security (and women’s land rights in particular), free, prior and informed consent (FPIC), and responsible agricultural investment are issues that have all been raised by EU policymakers within the broader framework of a good governance agenda. On the other hand, the tensions between the EU’s trade and investment policy and human rights obligations are often glossed over with an increasing reliance on a code of conduct approach rather than robust mechanisms for accountability and redress. The use of EU development assistance to subsidise private investments in developing countries, including in the area of agriculture, further increases the risk of land grabbing, especially in the absence of strong due diligence and effective monitoring and accountability mechanisms for affected communities.

**EU domestic policies and land grabbing in the global South**

Addressing the challenges posed by land grabbing involves a critical examination of some of the underlying drivers of land grabbing. This means not just demanding better land governance in the global South, but also looking at the ways in which, in an interconnected world, the EU’s domestic policies impact on land and territories outside of Europe. This section will focus on the implications for land grabbing in the global South of four EU domestic policies including: a) the EU’s Common Agricultural Policy; b) the EU’s bioenergy policy; c) the EU’s trade and investment policy; and d) the EU’s Green Growth and Blue Growth strategies.

**A not so Common Agricultural Policy**

As the EU’s flagship agriculture and rural development programme, the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) is one of the primary influencers of land use and distribution patterns within the EU. Moreover, as an agricultural policy that rewards industrialisation, specialisation and export orientation within a globally competitive trade in foodstuffs and agricultural commodities, it also has a strong impact on land outside of Europe. Much has been said already here about the role of dumping (the flooding of markets with cheap, subsidized exports) as well as the pricing open of national agricultural sectors through the signing of free trade agreements in terms of undercutting the position of farmers and domestic food production in the global South with all the ramifications for land use and distribution patterns that this entails.

What is particularly worth highlighting is how the EU’s position as an agricultural powerhouse is also dependent on the huge import of agricultural commodities and inputs from the global South. Europe has a vast ‘land import dependency’ with nearly 60% of the land used to meet Europe’s demand for agricultural and forestry products coming from outside its borders.\(^5\) Within this, the EU’s livestock industry plays an exceptionally large role given that:

- Three quarters of the EU’s consumption of protein-rich feedstuffs currently co-


mes from abroad;
• The EU is by far the world's largest importer of soymeal and the second largest importer of soybeans after China;
• Several European firms rank among the world's top feed companies;
• The CAP supports the growth of the European livestock industry not only by subsidising cereals used as animal feed but also with intervention prices, direct payments, export refunds as well as investment aids directed towards industrial-scale animal farms.6

These vast flows of animal feedstocks (soybeans and soymeal) being imported into the EU have significant implications for land use in exporting countries, principally in South America, as vast tracts of land are given over to soy monocultures. The area planted with soybeans in South America is continuously growing with the combined soybean area of Brazil, Argentina, Paraguay and Bolivia expanding two-and-half times between 1988 and 2008, from 17 million hectares to 42 million hectares. This expansion has come at a huge social and ecological cost: “Land is concentrated in the hands of a few investors and farm operators, small farmers and indigenous peoples are pushed from their lands, the pesticide-intensive cultivation of genetically modified soy endangers soils, water and human health, while the agricultural frontier further expands into natural habitats, savannahs and forests”.7

The boom of the EU’s bioeconomy

The boom of the EU’s bioeconomy touches on many interrelated dimensions of the EU’s policies on growth, climate, and energy. At its heart, is a vision of a new economy based on the increasing use of biotechnologies and agrofuels in order to respond to growing concerns about the unsustainable use and management of finite natural resources, especially fossil fuels.8 This involves the conversion, through technical processes, of food and non-food agricultural crops, into sources of bio-based energy, plastics and chemicals, to be used for a variety of agricultural, industrial, transport, waste recycling, and environmental technology purposes.

The EU has invested heavily in the future of the bioeconomy. It has been rolled out through the following measures:

• The adoption in 2009 of the EU’s Renewable Energy Directive (RED)9 which set out an overall goal of generating 20% of energy from renewable sources by 2020 and mandated that 10% of all energy consumed in the transport sector come from renewable sources by 2020.
• The publication in 2015 of a dedicated Bioeconomy Strategy10 by the European Commission to be championed through national bioeconomy action plans developed by individual EU Member States.
• The implementation of a series of support measures including direct subsidies for research; tax-exemptions; support programmes for establishing bio-plants’ (e.g. for biogas, biomass co-generation of heat and power, agrofuels) and for running these plants; a steady flow of research and development funds (e.g. through the EU ALTENER programme or through national programmes); support programmes for the production of raw material for bioenergy in agriculture and forestry (e.g. through EU rural development schemes).

The long-term sustainability of this bioeconomy boom has however been questioned as it has become clear that the increased demand for bioenergy in the EU is being met largely by imported biomass from outside of Europe. It is estimated that if the consumption of bioenergy is to double, as expected, by 2030, an area of land and forest the size of Sweden and Poland combined will be needed to supply the raw material

(7) Ibid, p.81
(10) See: https://ec.europa.eu/research/bioeconomy/index.cfm?pg=policy&lib=strategy
for bioenergy production in the EU.\footnote{Andersen, B.H. (2016), Bioenergy in the EU, Amsterdam: Transnational Institute. Available at: https://www.tni.org/files/publication-downloads/bioenergy_in_the_eu.pdf} In the global South, this will mean an increasing conversion of agricultural land, forests and grasslands to fuelcrop monocultures to feed the EU bioenergy market. This imported biomass is usually extracted at a large scale and - contrary to assumptions that the land in question is idle, available or marginal - often involves land on which the most marginalised groups depend for their livelihoods. This can set in place both direct and indirect land use changes as communities are pushed into more fragile ecosystems and tensions around land subject to competing claims are heightened, sparking potential conflict.

So far, the EU has largely responded to these concerns with non-solutions.\footnote{These include, inter alia, a greater emphasis on so-called second generation biofuels’ (produced from cellulose or lignin in plant residues or trees) which are believed to alleviate stresses on land. These assertions remain to be proven however, especially as the use of these second generation agrofuels is brought up to scale.} The inability to examine the real implications of rising agrofuel and bioenergy demand in the EU on land and natural resources in the global South, along with an unwillingness to engage in a deeper conversation on the EU's model of energy production, ownership, use, and consumption means that a just transition towards a truly sustainable economy is likely to prove elusive. In fact, it is clear that agrofuels will continue to play a dominant role. The EU’s 2050 Energy Strategy\footnote{See: https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/energy-strategy-and-energy-union/2050-energy-strategy} for example, projects that by 2050, up to 40% of energy consumption in the transport sector (aviation, inland navigation and long-distance road freight) will come from ‘sustainable biofuels’.

**Investment and trade policy: a license to grab?**

The impacts of the EU’s (inward and outward) investment and trade policy on land in the global South are multifaceted and complex. Critical analysis has focussed on the EU’s role in a global investment regime that through various clauses and mechanisms - grants far-reaching investment protection to (foreign) investors while curtailing, or threatening to curtail, governments’ ability to regulate for progressive public policies.\footnote{These include, inter alia, a greater emphasis on so-called second generation biofuels’ (produced from cellulose or lignin in plant residues or trees) which are believed to alleviate stresses on land. These assertions remain to be proven however, especially as the use of these second generation agrofuels is brought up to scale.} Specifically, when it comes to land governance, this regime:

• hinders necessary and important land redistribution and restitution programmes;
• locks in onerous land deals;
• fosters land commodification;
• disempowers local legal resistance;
• impedes the reversal of abuses of illegitimate and unjust land (and water) deals;
• limits the scope of progressive agrarian and agricultural policies that protect small-scale farmers and public health.

By supporting this global investment regime, the EU seriously undermines efforts to stop and roll back landgrabbing, thereby ‘legalising the illegitimate’.

Strikingly, following a recent ruling by the European Court of Justice, the EU has decided to abolish intra-EU Bilateral Investment Treaties (BITs), arguing that they are incompatible with the rules of the internal market and crucially, that EU Member States must be allowed to regulate in the public interest.\footnote{See: http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-18-4528_en.htm} This is noteworthy as one of the main criticisms levied against the use of these BITs is that they exert a ‘chilling effect’ on states’ willingness and ability to legislate in the public interest, significantly reducing their room to manoeuvre. Yet in the unveiling of the new Investment Plan for Europe,\footnote{See: https://ec.europa.eu/commission/priorities/jobs-growth-and-invest-ment/investment-plan-europe-juncker-plan_en} which is set to replace the old system of intra-EU BITs with a ‘more predictable, stable and clear regulatory environment to promote investments’, no mention is made of the ongoing BITs EU investors have signed with countries in the global South. This suggests that countries in the global South will face continued reduced public control over transnational capital, undermining their prospects for agrarian, environmental, economic and social justice.

While a rethink of the global investment protection regime by the EU is urgently needed, this is...
not the only area of concern. Increasingly, the way in which modern, financial capitalism works is through complex investment webs, involving multiple, cascading relationships between various (visible and less visible) actors. As part of this process of financialisation, increasing use is made of offshore centres, tax havens, and other shareholding arrangements which mask beneficial ownership and encourage a distancing of accountability. The speculative impacts of these processes of financialisation on land and territories are alarming as land and natural resources are increasingly viewed as vehicles for accumulation rather than being part of embedded social, cultural and ecological relations.

The rise in global farmland being bought up by European financial actors such as banks, pension funds, and insurance groups is one such expression of this trend. It also means that distinctions between the impacts of the EU’s internal and external policies are rendered much more nebulous in a global financial system that blurs these differences. This is further the case given the rise, championed also by the EU within its international cooperation and development policy, of ‘blended finance’ which combines official development aid with the larger deployment of financial instruments (loans, guarantees, equity funds, risk-sharing mechanisms) in order to catalyse private sector investment.17

**Capital fixes and the rise of the blue and green economies**

The increasing financialisation of land and territories pursued within the context of neoliberal globalisation, both within and outside of Europe, is strongly tied to the discourses of green and blue growth. These appear prominently in a variety of EU policies and programmes including most notably the EU’s 2020 Strategy for Growth18 built around support for a ‘green economy’ and a Blue Growth Strategy.19 Green and blue growth strategies are strongly premised on the belief that achieving a better balance between land/marine based natural resources and human economic activities is generally problem-free and that growth, competitiveness and environmental sustainability can go hand-in-hand. It also assumes a large role for industry and says little about the need for more democratic forms of access to and control over natural resources.

The contradictions of this approach are rarely addressed despite the fact that they seek to reconcile competing goals by relying on a series of ‘fixes’ to further capital accumulation. For example, in the Blue Growth strategy this involves:

- A conservation fix which signals concern for climate change by establishing marine protected areas but leaves the oil and gas industries untouched;
- A protein fix which promotes a transition to aquaculture in order to save ocean space but avoids dealing with the problem of decreasing fish stocks and the need for increasing quantities of feed based on capture fish and other ingredients including soy, rapeseed, sunflower and wheat;
- An energy/extractive fix which positions offshore wind and other ‘renewable’ energy sources at the forefront of new ocean economy but says little about the sources of the raw materials for these renewables (including rare-earth minerals obtained through mining).20

The implications of these fixes go far beyond the specifics of a particular policy. They are emblematic of a much broader recasting of land and ocean politics in which contested visions of development are at play between those who wish to safeguard diverse meanings and uses of land and ocean space (economic, social, cultural, ecological, spiritual) against the ongoing pressures of extraction and enclosure (see box).
Conclusions and recommendations

The EU and its Member States must take active measures to prevent and remedy human rights abuses and violations in the context of landgrabbing. Crucially, existing European legislation recognises the extra-territorial obligations (ETOs) of the EU in this regard:

• The Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union highlights that both the EU's external actions and domestic policies (with international implications), must be developed and pursued in accordance with human rights;
• The European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) has determined that the obligation to protect and provide access to remedy under the ECHR applies to both extraterritorial activities and domestic activities with extraterritorial impacts.

This translates into the following recommendations addressed to policymakers at the EU and Member State levels:

1. Ensure the EU’s human rights agenda more proactively addresses land grabbing e.g. through the function of the EU Special Representative on Human Rights and the provision of training and operational tools to staff in EU headquarters, capitals, delegations, representations, and embassies.

2. Work towards human rights compliant policies e.g. by conducting human rights impact assessments, providing effective complaint and remedy mechanisms, revising policies such as RED that have contributed to landgrabbing, and applying important tenure related instruments such as the CFS Guidelines on the Res-

Contested meanings of land in Myanmar

In Myanmar today land is being revalued in a dramatic way by powerful economic actors as they try to grab control of land and other natural resources like water, forests, fisheries and the oil and minerals in the soil. This shift toward a singular meaning of land - namely land simply as a factor of production - is being pushed by extractive, exploitative and predatory business practices and unrestrained rent-seeking behaviour by empowered political and economic elites aimed at controlling land, water, mineral, forest and fishery resources and the benefits of their use. This vision is expressed through a range of large investment projects - including jade and copper mining, hydropower dams, deep sea ports, and the creation of multiple ‘special economic zones’. It is also being codified in legislation, such as in the Vacant, Fallow, and Virgin (VFV) Land Law which allows for land that is not currently titled and being used in certain, prescribed ways to be reallocated on the basis that otherwise, this land is a ‘wasted asset’.

What is being lost as a result of all this? What is being lost are the many meanings and uses and relationships around land that fall outside of the narrow boundaries of land as an economic factor. These wider and more socially meaningful meanings of land include: lifestream, history, sacred spirits, homeland, livelihood, sanctuary, safety net, daily life space, sacred places, watershed, inheritance, life with dignity, and last but not least, gift from Nature. As a farmer from Shan State expresses: “Land is our life as well as our prestige. It’s the food for us to survive, the home for us to live, and the place of unity for our family. Also land is our precious inheritance throughout the generations.” The burning question now standing before Myanmar is whose vision of development will ultimately count?


(22) These recommendations are taken from the study authored by Borras Jr., S.M, et al. Land grabbing and human rights: The involvement of European corporate and financial entities in land grabbing outside the European Union. For an easy access version of this study synthesizing these recommendations, see: https://www.fian.org/en/news/article/the-eu-must-act-to-stop-and-prevent-land-grabbing/
responsibility Governance of Tenure of Land, Fisheries and Forests.

3. Enforce accountability and regulation of EU-based actors e.g. by tracking and monitoring land deals involving EU actors, developing polices and frameworks for the conduct of corporations over which the EU has jurisdiction, and withdrawing any form of support (financial, diplomatic, and otherwise) to companies involved in landgrabbing and human rights violations.

4. Adopt strong safeguards and remedies when EU development assistance is being used to promote private investments in land-related projects. All such measures should be gender-responsive and incorporate gendered human rights impact assessments. No large-scale transfer of land should be allowed under such investments, and FPIC should be extended to all local communities.

5. Advance human rights in international and multilateral bodies e.g. by monitoring the effective implementation of the CFS Tenure Guidelines, the UN Declaration on the Rights of Peasants and supporting the ongoing work at the UN Human Rights Council on a binding treaty for transnational corporations.

6. Increase support and protection for human rights defenders e.g. by developing local implementation strategies for the EU Guidelines on Human Rights Defenders, including specific attention to the risks facing defenders of land, water, and environmental rights.

7. Enhance the role of the European Parliament (EP) and of civil society organisations (CSOs) e.g. by ensuring proper access to information by the EP on landgrabbing by EU actors, adequate coordination across EU institutions and policy domains, and establishing a mechanism to facilitate the effective participation of CSOs in developing, implementing, and monitoring EU policies and actions in relation to landgrabbing.

Finally, in addition to addressing landgrabbing as a matter of human rights, the EU must also prioritise measures that de-escalate levels of poverty and hunger, tackle the urgent challenges of climate change and resource degradation, and deliver greater democratic control and voice. This means moving away from capital fixes towards truly sustainable development models that incorporate the multiple meanings and uses of land, water, fisheries and forests. Positive examples for doing so already exist across the world: from support for local food production systems, territorial markets and public-peasant investment partnerships, to agro-ecological farming practices and farmer-to-farmer knowledge exchange, to cooperative models for the management of water and energy systems. These experiences and proposals must be integrated into EU domestic policies in order to ensure policy coherence for development and a just transition with a bright future for the next generation of (rural) youth.

(23) For an overview of these, see Kay, S. (2012), Positive Investment Alternatives to Large-Scale Land Acquisitions or Leases, Amsterdam: Transnational Institute. Available at: https://www.tni.org/en/publication/positive-land-investment-alternatives


Civil society organisations at the Addis Ababa Summit on Financing for Development in 2015, campaigning for the creation of a global tax body under the auspices of the United Nations.
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Beggar thy neighbour: EU policies on debt, tax and finance and its impact on developing countries

The European Union’s (EU) policies on debt, taxes and finance are among the policy areas that have a strong impact on Sustainable Development Goals implementation, both in the EU and third countries. These policies shape the availability, as well as the distribution, of financial resources that directly or indirectly impact sustainable development. Wrong and ill-informed decisions do not merely hinder progress, they can be detrimental to development and reverse already made progress. A striking example of this is from within the EU itself, in the way countries directly affected by the Euro crisis had a large proportion of their populations impoverished; their welfare systems destroyed; work turning increasingly precarious; with well-documented specific impacts on women.1

While debt, taxes and finance are central policy areas, discussed daily in cabinets and parliaments in Brussels and Member States’ capitals, the SDGs are not sufficiently embedded in decision-making. Moreover, while taxation is, at least, rhetorically addressed in official EU communication on policy coherence for development, the EU policies relating to debt sustainability and general financial policies are not.2 This is highly problematic.

After the Euro crisis: The impacts of fiscal austerity and internal adjustment

The Euro crisis held Europe hostage over the past decade and was one of the key constraints on progressive transformation towards sustainable development in the EU. The austerity of these policies slashed investment across the EU and the most-affected countries were those in the European “periphery” Portugal, Spain, Cyprus and especially Greece.

The way the EU addressed the crisis also had negative effects on third countries. A key reason for the Euro crisis was internal imbalances. The countries in the EU-periphery imported more from those in the “core” than they exported. The deficits were created by lending from the core country banks to periphery country consumers. This house of cards was not sustainable and collapsed a decade ago.

The EU’s approach to solving the crisis was an one-sided adjustment, focused on forcing austerity policies on the periphery countries.

____________

1 See e.g. the TUC (2015), The Impact on Women of Recession and Austerity, https://www.tuc.org.uk/research-analysis/reports/impact-women-recession-and-austerity
The methods used included political and ideological pressure and a sophisticated regulatory framework. This included, among other elements, reforms to the Stability and Growth Pact, a new Macroeconomic Imbalance Procedure and the Fiscal Compact, which forced austerity policies on the periphery countries. Consequently, fiscal and trade deficits were reduced, and the periphery countries are no longer in deficit. However, nothing has been done to address the exorbitant trade surpluses in the European “core” countries such as Germany and the Netherlands.

As a result, the EU, as a whole, has become a surplus region vis-à-vis the rest of the world. And former internal problems have turned into external problems, as the EU tried to solve internal economic imbalances by turning them into external economic imbalances by using a policy approach, which has since the competitive devaluations of the 1930s Great Depression been known as “beggar-thy-neighbour-policy.”

In the Eurozone, where the European Commission has more tools to impose austerity, the current account surplus is above the EU’s average of 1.4% of GDP, at 3.5% of GDP, according to Eurostat data for 2017. This indicates the EU is generally importing fewer goods and products from other countries than it exports. The EU is consequently "exporting unemployment" to the rest of the world, rather than creating jobs and income. This undermines developing countries’ chances to develop through trade. A few wealthier Member States, in particular Germany, the Netherlands and Denmark are responsible for most of the surplus in absolute terms.

Another implication is that the core countries’ excessive savings, which were once recycled in the EU’s internal periphery, are now flowing to the “new” deficit countries outside of Europe, creating external debts there. The EU is currently building a new house of cards out of unsustainable debts, very similar to the house of cards that lead to the Euro crisis a decade ago, but this time outside of Europe.

The impact of lax monetary policies

This effect is reinforced by the second major set of crisis-management instruments used by the EU in recent years: lax monetary policies. Starting from late 2008, the European Central Bank (ECB) as well as central banks in non-Euro EU countries, lowered interest rates, keeping levels to near zero per cent. Central banks also started to buy government bonds and other assets to avoid defaults, lower borrowing costs and to boost credit supply in the EU. At first it was timid, but increased substantially after 2015 following ECB’s Director Mario Draghi’s announcement to do “whatever it takes” to prevent a collapse of the common currency area. The so-called “quantitative easing” (QE) policies helped lower interest rates across Europe, freeing up public funds for purposes other than paying creditors. However, an unintended but predictable side-effect of QE was that it created trillions of hot, speculative money, which has and continues to destabilize the global economy.

For developing countries this policy was a double-edged sword. While on one hand, it boosted financing options, in the absence of capital controls, some of the money flew to developing countries in search of high-yield investments. Such investments were, difficult to find in Europe, due to fiscal austerity and the recession. Many low-income countries that were previously dependent on funding from development banks or China started to issue Euro bonds on global financial markets and had no trouble finding buyers. Securing foreign currency loans was easy and public as well as private actors in developing countries made extensive use of this financing option.3

The EU and its Member States also set up new institutions and facilities that act procyclical, i.e. that further promote the export of private capital from Europe to the global South. The most prominent of these institutions are the European  

---

External Investment Plan and the G20’s Compact with Africa, the latter set up under the German G20 presidency in 2017.

Pushing poor countries into a new debt trap

The lending boom pushed poor countries into a new debt trap.4 Both private and public debt levels in developing countries surged. This was problematic since Central Banks in the USA and Europe turned around and “normalized” their monetary policies, phased out bond purchases and, in the case of the US Federal Reserve Bank, raised interest rates.

By the end of 2018, 32 low-income countries had either defaulted or were at high risk of debt crisis, according to the IMF debt sustainability assessments.5 This figure has more than doubled in the past 5 years. The lending boom to developing countries in the wake of the financial crisis has wiped out hard-won debt relief gains made by the Heavily Indebted Poor Country (HIPC) debt relief initiatives in the 1990s and 2000s.

Middle-income countries such as Argentina, Pakistan, or Turkey were hit by a “tsunami”6 of capital inflows from the North early on in the crisis. More recently, these countries suffered massive capital outflows when foreign investors withdrew speculative capital. In 2018, Argentina had to request the largest IMF bail-out loan ever - almost US$60bn - to re-finance capital flight. In return, it committed to returning to harsh austerity adjustments, which in the coming years will constrain, if not reverse, future progress made towards the SDGs.7

Backing IMF adjustments that undermine the SDGs

Many other developing countries ended up in similar situations. In a recent report, Eurodad assessed loan conditions in IMF programs and found they were designed without considering how best to implement the SDGs. Conditions that may hamper progress towards achieving the SDGs include those which require governments to cut public spending (“fiscal consolidation”), fire public service workers (“wage bill reforms”) who are key to effectively delivering public services including health and education, or reduce private sector wages and undermine workers’ rights (“labour market reform”).8 Some IMF policies also have problematic impacts when it comes to the promotion of gender equality.9 IMF programs, including their loan conditionalities, need to be signed off by the IMF Executive Board, where EU Member States hold more than 30% of voting rights. Collectively, they could veto any IMF program that undermines SDG implementation or violates human rights. But they do not.

Aware of the devastating human rights violations because of creditor-designed “economic reform programs”, of both the Troika in Europe and the IMF, the UN Human Rights Council adopted Guiding Principles on Human Rights Impact Assessments (HRIA) of Economic Reform Programmes in March 2019.10 The UNHRC calls on governments and creditor institutions to ensure these HRias are completed, and that the findings are considered, when taking decisions on economic reforms. The UNHRC Resolution was adopted by majority vote due to the support of developing countries in the UNHRC. Scandalously however, all EU Member States with seats in the UNHRC voted against it, making it clear they prefer to turn a blind eye to the devastating human rights impacts of the economic reforms they implement or impose on others through the IMF.

---

(6) Tsunami was the term used by Dilma Rousseff, then the President of Brazil, on a state visit to the USA where she protested against the USA’s monetary policies and their devastating impact in third countries, see e.g. Financial Times (2012), Rousseff seeks US support in currency war’, https://www.ft.com/content/4e942712-826a-11e1-9242-00144feab49a
EU’s role in the broken global tax system

The obvious alternative to funding the implementation of the SDGs with debt is to ensure greater tax income in developing countries. If done correctly, that is by means of progressive tax systems, which redistribute resources from the wealthiest to the poorest, taxation could be used as a key tool to achieve SDG10 on reducing inequality. But done incorrectly, through the imposition of regressive taxes, taxation can lead to increased inequality.

A central element of any fair, effective and progressive tax system is to ensure that multinational corporations pay their share of tax in the countries where they do business. However, as illustrated by the numerous tax scandals in recent years, this can be difficult to achieve, and today multinational corporations have numerous ways of using international structures to avoid taxes. While corporate tax avoidance is a costly affair for both developed and developing countries, the impacts are felt more forcefully by developing countries, which often rely more heavily on corporate taxes for generating public revenue and typically have greater difficulty finding alternative sources of income.

The EU and its Member States play a multifaceted role in relation to this problem. On the one hand, the EU itself is deeply impacted by the loss of corporate tax income and, in some cases, has been the first to help provide solutions. For example, in 2013 the EU introduced transparency rules to allow the public to access data to see where multinational banks do business and what they pay in tax in each country where they operate (so-called public country-by-country reporting). Although this is not an absolute solution, research has shown that this type of transparency can play an important role in reducing corporate tax avoidance. For this reason, the EU is currently debating whether to expand the system to all large multinational corporations, instead of just banks. Unfortunately, this initiative is currently being stalled by the majority of EU Member States.

EU tax havens and the race to the bottom

Regrettably, some EU countries also play a different and much more worrying role in the international tax system, namely by helping multinational corporations avoid taxes. For example, EU Member States such as the Netherlands, Luxembourg, Ireland, Hungary and Malta have been called out by both the European Commission and the European Parliament owing to their use of so-called “aggressive tax planning structures”, which multinationals can use to significantly lower their corporate tax bills. Such harmful tax structures can have direct negative consequences on developing countries. One example involves the tech giant Apple, who, according to a case presented by the European Commission, used tax structures in Ireland to lower its corporate tax rate dramatically, reducing it to 0.005 per cent in 2014. According to the Commission, the profits were channelled through Ireland but did not originate solely in Europe, but also came from Africa, India, and the Middle East.

However, it is not just the countries with the most aggressive structures that are a cause for concern. An increasing number of EU countries have engaged in what is often referred to as “tax competition”, in an attempt to attract foreign investment. For example, there has been a dramatic increase in the number of EU countries using harmful tax incentives such as special tax regimes for intellectual property - so-called patent boxes - which create risks
of corporate tax avoidance. At the same time, there is a broad trend in both Europe and globally towards lowering headline corporate tax rates as part of what has been described as the "race to the bottom" on corporate taxation. It is well-known that aggressive tax planning structures and other types of tax competition have strong transboundary impacts. However despite this, the EU and its Member States have not yet started to carry out systematic spill-over analyses to identify the impacts of its tax policies on developing countries, or on key priorities issues such as gender equality.

Enforcing biased and ineffective tax standards on developing countries

One important way to stop harmful tax practices and reverse the "race to the bottom" would be through global cooperation and regulation. But unfortunately, the current international framework on taxation of multinational corporations is deeply complex, opaque and ineffective. Furthermore, it has failed to take the priorities and realities of most developing countries into account. This is, to a large extent, a reflection of which countries were and importantly were not, in the room when the rules were written.

For the last 50 years, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), also known as the "rich countries' club", is where global tax standards have been decided. In more recent years, decision making has also included the G20. However, during the last major review of international corporate tax standards the OECD’s process on Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS), which was concluded in 2015, over 100 developing countries were excluded from the decision making. After the BEPS package a document of almost 2,000 pages was adopted, the OECD set up an implementation body known as the Inclusive Framework, inviting all countries to come and follow the agreed-upon standards “on an equal footing”, and to participate in the negotiation of any additional BEPS decisions. However, to join the Inclusive Framework, developing countries are required to agree with decisions that have already been made. This means that developing countries are still not able to participate on a truly equal footing in the setting of international tax standards.

Developing countries have not accepted this system without objections. In fact, for years the Group of 77 (G77), representing over 130 developing countries, has been calling for the establishment of an intergovernmental tax body under the United Nations to lead the setting of global tax standards instead of the OECD. However, both the European Commission and several EU Member States have rejected this request, and instead insist on keeping standard setting under the auspices of the OECD and G20. In December 2017, the situation took a turn for the worse when the EU decided to blacklist countries that had not committed to following the OECD standards as “non-cooperative jurisdictions”, and threatened to apply financial sanctions against them. Thus, after first excluding developing countries from decision making, they are now being pressured to follow international tax standards that not only fail to take their interests and realities into account, but have also proven to be incapable of solving the problem of international corporate tax avoidance.

-------------

Excluding poor countries in global economic governance

Tax standards are not the only international policies written by bodies in which developing countries are severely underrepresented. The same is the case for debt and finance. The G20 and the Financial Stability Board (that the G20 set up at the London Summit in 2009 to coordinate financial sector regulation) include a few of the major emerging economies such as China and Brazil. However, most developing countries and all low-income countries have been left behind. This is a reflection of the broader picture, where global economic governance is conducted by bodies dominated by developed country interests which do not represent or act in the interests of developing countries.

The management of the IMF and the World Bank is yet another example: an unwritten “gentlemen’s agreement” states that the managing director of the IMF is always European, while the president of the World Bank is always from the United States. Developing countries have contested this North-western dominance of international financial institutions (IFIs) for quite some time. The premature departure of ex-President Kim, announced in January 2019, provided an opportunity for the World Bank to change this unjust tradition, an opportunity that EU Member States failed to grasp. They hold roughly one-quarter of the voting rights at the World Bank and could have vetoed a Trump-appointee, but deliberately decided not to challenge the United States. The flawed government structures of the World Bank and the IMF are seen as a key reason why IFIs work for the interest of rich countries to the detriment of developing countries.

Attempts to strengthen the “G193”, meaning the role of the United Nations in global economic governance, receive little support from the EU and its Member States. The most remarkable example of the EU’s rejection of the United Nations was its boycott of the UN General Assembly’s ad-hoc Committee on a multilateral legal framework for sovereign debt restructuring processes in 2015. The Committee had been set up on the initiative of the G77, with the mandate to develop an international insolvency regime that would protect countries in debt crises from aggressive litigation by predatory vulture funds. The EU’s boycott decisively contributed to the Committee’s failure to establish a hard and effective insolvency law for sovereign debtors, with the result that international community now lacks the necessary, effective institutions to solve current and future debt crises. This is particularly problematic now that a new wave of debt crises is a major threat to the implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals.

Recommendations

The EU should:

• Work with partners in the UN to create a global debt workout mechanism for the effective and sustainable resolution of debt crises. The SDG-financing needs must be prioritized over debt service where resources are limited. Additionally, the SDGs should guide decision-making on debt workouts;

• Scale up public investments in SDG-related sectors and activities. The EU countries that have fiscal space should make use of this arena. EU countries that are heavily indebted and, thus, fiscally constrained should consider debt restructurings to free up fiscal space for SDG-investments. Beyond using fiscal resources, the EU should also consider using monetary resources for SDG-financing: “quantitative easing” could be implemented in a way that directly funds SDG-investments;


(26) For an overview: Bodo Ellmers (2015), The UN’s work towards faster and better resolution of debt crises: a tale of legal frameworks and basic principles for debt restructurings, https://eurodad.org/UNandDebtCrises

The pace of tax reform efforts has accelerated after OECD countries found themselves more urgently needing to get corporations to pay a fair share of tax in the aftermath of the North Atlantic financial and economic crisis of 2007-08. OECD norms which dominate the allocation of taxing rights among countries have made it possible for corporations to use developing countries to avoid and evade taxes.

In its actions, the OECD and its Member States have signalled a strong preference to manage and control the design of and actions on the reform agenda. One argument often touted is that rich countries supposedly have greater technical expertise to fix the tax problems of developing countries. In this context, tax cooperation becomes about capacity building and implementation of OECD standards rather than reforming the process to restore tax performance and agency of all parties involved. Developing countries are being invited to implement OECD standards in the Global Forum on Transparency and Exchange of Information for Tax Purposes and Inclusive Framework on BEPS. Developing countries in the Inclusive Framework could also be part of some remaining standard setting as long as they commit to implementing most of the standards already designed without their equal participation.

The Group of 77 and China, a group of 134 developing countries, continues to highlight the lack of progress on tax cooperation, including at the recent Financing for Development (FfD) Conference in April 2019. The Addis Ababa Action Agenda, which was adopted at the UN Summit on Financing for Development in 2015, stresses that "efforts in international tax cooperation should be universal in approach and scope", though developed countries continue to block the very mechanism that would ensure implementation of this commitment establishing a universal, intergovernmental tax commission under the auspices of the UN.

By Pooja Rangaprasad - India

- Carry out and publish spill-over analyses of all national and EU-level tax policies, to assess the general impacts on developing countries, as well as the impacts on gender equality;
- Introduce full public country-by-country reporting for all large multinational corporations operating in the EU, and thereby allow transparency in relation to where those multinational corporations do business, and what they pay in taxes in the countries where they operate;
- Support the establishment of an intergovernmental tax body under the auspices of the UN, with the aim of ensuring that developing countries can participate equally in the global reform of international tax rules. This forum should become the main forum for international cooperation in tax matters and related transparency issues. The tax body should be adequately funded and allow observers full access, including civil society and parliamentarians. One of the key priorities of the body should be to negotiate and adopt an international convention on tax cooperation and related transparency.
- There is an urgent need to establish and strengthen fully inclusive global economic governance institutions, correct failed and unjust policies and fill the gaping holes in the international financial architecture. The EU must (re-)discover true and enlightened multilateralism, and help create inclusive, transparent, democratic and accountable institutions for global economic governance.
29 May, 2014: ActionAid Zambia and other tax justice groups protest in Lusaka over claims that copper mining company Konkola Copper Mines (KCM) and its parent company Vedanta may have been avoiding tax in Zambia.
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Corporate Accountability
Social Rights, Environment, and Human Rights Violations

In order to secure corporate involvement in sustainable development, the SDGs are often framed as enablers of commercial opportunity and economic benefits for businesses.\(^1\) Indeed, several tools and reports have been developed around the “business case” for the SDGs, presenting the sustainable development agenda from the perspective of business growth opportunities. As a result, European companies have started to adopt the language of the SDGs to highlight how they positively contribute to a sustainable world through their activities, with more companies beginning to mention the SDGs in their public reporting.

In this vein, the EU as well as multinational institutions such as the World Bank is increasingly focusing on mobilising private sector finance to deliver the SDGs in developing countries. However, its approach may be interpreted as “prioritising profit of the rich and powerful ahead of the needs of the poor and vulnerable.”\(^2\) It is noticeable in EU external action, where the trend is to offer more subsidies to companies to encourage them to invest in the developing world, sometimes with the explicit aim of generating business opportunities for European companies seen as a win-win situation. This is exemplified by the European External Investment Plan and the proposals to substantially increase the amounts of development assistance aimed at leveraging private investments in developing countries in the next EU budget (2021-2027).

A similar trend can be seen in relation to women’s rights. In response to a narrative created around the “business case” for gender equality, governments and corporations increasingly espouse a commitment to furthering this agenda. However, their actions achieve little more than provide opportunities to individual women to integrate into economic markets, rather than transform structural and systemic conditions. The current approach by both the EU and corporates to the SDGs risks distracting attention from the need for a broader human rights-based outlook by businesses with regard to the potential impacts of their activities on people and the environment.

In its 2016 conclusions on business and human rights,\(^3\) the Council of the European Union affirmed that “corporate respect for human rights and its embedding in corporate operations and

---

\(^1\) CSR Europe, 2017, The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs): The Value for Europe: https://www.csreurope.org/sites/default/files/FS_WP_Sustainable%20Development%20goals_05122017_RD_0.pdf


value and supply chains is indispensable to sustainable development and achieving the SDGs. This was an important reminder that the primary responsibility of the private sector in relation to the SDGs is to ensure that companies’ business models and operations are built on respect for human rights, including by establishing due diligence policies and processes to prevent the potential negative impacts of business activities on society. An effective and comprehensive “do no harm” approach must invariably come before any diversion of resources and focus toward businesses’ efforts to contribute positively to the SDGs in other manners, such as through charitable activities or one-off projects. As highlighted by the United Nations Working Group on Business and Human Rights, “business strategies to contribute to the SDGs are no substitute for human rights diligence.”

Despite the blossoming of voluntary human rights initiatives in various economic sectors and an enhanced business narrative around their positive impact on the SDGs, the pace of human rights abuses committed by companies has not slowed. Their breadth is also wide ranging, from labour rights violations to pollution, land grabbing, and tax evasion. Low wages, poor working conditions, discrimination against women workers, and gender-based violence are common place in the supply chains of European companies, while new cases of corporate land grabbing around the world are exposed with staggering frequency, often implicating European businesses or investors. Meanwhile, human rights defenders challenging corporate abuse face additional gender-related dangers. Front Line Defenders reports that “in 2018, 321 defenders in 27 countries were targeted and killed for their work” with the vast majority of them killed for “defending land, environmental or indigenous peoples’ rights, often in the context of extractive industries and state-aligned mega-projects.” Despite the pervasiveness of human rights abuses, victims lack access to justice and are almost never awarded remedy or redress, with women encountering additional barriers to justice.

**Curbing Corporate Abuse**

In response to these abuses, social movements, civil society organisations, trade unions, and activists worldwide are coming together to stop corporate impunity. Over 1,000 organisations from all over the world have joined the Treaty Alliance, campaigning in support of a legally binding instrument at the UN level to address human rights abuses committed by transnational corporations and other enterprises. The process for such an instrument was initiated at the UN, sparked by movements in the Global South to counter the violations by multinationals taking place in their territory.

European citizens have also joined the call for an end to corporate impunity in Europe and abroad. In January 2019, a European civil society campaign was launched, called Rights for People, Rules for Corporations, calling for EU and EU Member State support for the UN Binding Treaty and for the adoption of measures at the European level as well. As of the end of May 2019, more than half a million signatures from across Europe had already been gathered in support of the campaign.

---

(9) Treaty Alliance: https://www.treatymovement.com/about-us
(10) This European campaign was launched on 22 January 2019 by an alliance of over 150 organisations, trade unions, and social movements: https://rules4corporations.org/
Legislative Progress on Corporate Accountability at the EU Level

Even with growing international political will to enhance corporate accountability, the EU has so far not engaged constructively\(^\text{(1)}\) in the ongoing UN process to develop a Binding Treaty\(^\text{(2)}\) despite several calls from civil society and the European Parliament to do so.\(^\text{(3)}\) The European Commission has also failed to take concrete steps to regulate the overseas operations of European companies in all sectors to avoid human rights and environmental harm and provide victims with effective remedies.

The EU also does not currently have an overarching policy framework or governance structure addressing businesses and human rights, notwithstanding the pressure from several Member States to develop one.\(^\text{(4)}\) The EU’s main approach to promoting responsible business conduct has been through support for voluntary initiatives and measures, such as the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs),\(^\text{(5)}\) which were adopted by the UN in 2011 and subsequently endorsed by the EU and Member States. However, these initiatives lack binding obligations for companies and effective redress mechanisms for victims.

The European Commission’s 2011–2014 Strategy on Corporate Social Responsibility\(^\text{(6)}\) was centred around soft-law approaches and incentives, along with support for industry self-regulation. Along the same lines, the EU Action Plan on Human Rights and Democracy 2015–2019 focused on further implementation of the UNGPs. It is worth noting that in that action plan, the only legal requirement introduced for companies in the area of human rights deals with reporting, through the EU Non-Financial Reporting Directive.\(^\text{(7)}\) The European Commission’s recent Reflection Paper “Towards a Sustainable Europe by 2030”\(^\text{(8)}\) similarly identifies responsible business conduct as an underlying prerequisite for the SDGs, but falls short of any reference to the need to regulate companies’ operations and hold them accountable for human rights abuses and environmental damage.

Nevertheless, in response to challenges in the supply chains of European companies, the EU adopted legislation in recent years requiring due diligence on imports from some economic sectors. For example, the 2017 Conflict Minerals Regulation\(^\text{(9)}\) sets forth supply chain due diligence obligations for EU importers of tin, tantalum, and tungsten, their ores, and gold originating from conflict-affected and high-risk areas. Likewise, the 2010 Timber Regulation\(^\text{(10)}\) stipulates the obligations of operators who place timber and timber products on the EU market to conduct due diligence on the source and legality of the imported timber.

The EU is also currently considering further sectoral regulation: this year the European Commission is expected to publish an Action Plan on Deforestation, which may explore due diligence requirements for agricultural imports such as cocoa, palm oil, soy, or coffee. In addition, following up on its 2018 Action Plan on Financing Sustainable Growth,\(^\text{(11)}\) in which the EU expressed...
a commitment to direct financial flows toward sustainable development in line with the SDGs, the EU is in the process of adopting legislative measures for the financial sector, for example by clarifying the duties of institutional investors to disclose their policies on environmental, social, and governance risks. The European Parliament has called for the proposed regulation to be accompanied by the introduction of an overarching, mandatory due diligence framework for all financial market participants.22

The current patchwork of sectoral legislative initiatives and the lack of EU-wide regulation covering the responsibility of European corporations operating in all sectors to not harm workers, local communities, and the environment allows for significant gaps in corporate accountability. New research by the European Parliament shows that victims of abuses committed by European companies face several barriers to accessing remedies and justice, particularly in connection with violations in global supply chains. Only a minority (20%) of existing legal cases against European companies for human rights abuses outside of the EU lead to a decision finding the defendant company liable or an out-of-court settlement.23

European governments seem to be starting to recognise the limitations of voluntary approaches and the need to complement sectoral regulation on responsible business conduct with an overarching, mandatory framework. There is a growing number of national legislative initiatives across Europe requiring large companies, independent of economic sector, to conduct due diligence in relation to human rights.24 Most notably, in 2017 France adopted a law on the “duty of vigilance,” requiring parent companies to identify and prevent the potential negative impacts of their activities, as well as those of their subsidiaries and suppliers, on human rights and the environment.25 This momentum driving national initiatives makes it more urgent than ever that the EU introduce Europe-wide legislation ensuring a coherent and comprehensive framework.

A Call for Justice

In 2015, 1,826 Chingola residents in Zambia took U.K.-based Vedanta Resources Ltd. to the London courts for the devastation caused by its subsidiary, Konkola Copper Mines (KCM), in the Nchanga Mines. The complainants claimed that they suffered not only a disruption in their livelihoods, but also property damage and continuous pollution. They argued that women and children were the most seriously affected as they were forced to look for an alternative water source given that the rivers that KCM is alleged to have contaminated were the main source of water for day-to-day household chores.

In 2006, following pollution of the Kafue River with effluent from KCM, residents filed a lawsuit that resulted in a landmark award of $2 million in 2011 in the Zambian High Court. However, KCM appealed the case at the Zambian Supreme Court, which found Vedanta guilty of gross pollution, but removed all compensation payments. As a result, the victims took their case to the U.K. High Court, which in 2016 rejected Vedanta’s argument that the farmers should not be permitted to bring their case in London. The company appealed, and in April 2019, the U.K. Supreme Court issued a landmark ruling granting the villagers the right to pursue justice against Vedanta in the English courts.

The community is still seeking compensation for damages, remediation, and cessation of the alleged continual pollution that they say is gravely impacting their lives. Compensation was provided to owners of gardens in one of the communities, but women to date complain that they were not fairly involved in the negotiations. Had EU legislation existed that required large companies to identify, prevent, and mitigate the human and environmental impacts of their activities, the adverse consequences suffered by the community in Chingola may have been avoided. Reforms to the EU’s legal framework on access to remedies by victims might also have facilitated the community’s access to justice, as their struggle continues, 13 years on.

Source: ActionAid Zambia
Adverse Consequences for Developing Countries of EU Resistance to Legislate

The EU’s resistance to legislating the accountability of its companies for human rights and environmental violations outside of Europe has a clear negative impact on the capacity of developing countries to achieve the SDGs by 2030.

Activities carried out by European companies and their subsidiaries, suppliers, and other business partners can have a myriad of adverse impacts on workers, local communities, and the environment in the Global South. This potential for negative consequences is particularly evident in relation to SDG 8 on decent work as the expansion of corporate value chains through trade and investment deals has created jobs in developing countries that are notoriously of poor quality and dangerous, particularly for women. European companies’ purchasing practices also often reinforce poor working conditions and low wages at the bottom of the value chain. With young women disproportionately trapped in these poorly paid, exploitative, and insecure jobs, such as in export-oriented garment or electronics manufacturing, the current system also has clear negative implications for SDG5 on gender equality.

The negative consequences of the lack of corporate accountability can be felt in developing countries in many other ways beyond the barriers to achieving decent work and gender equality. There are numerous reports evidencing the involvement of European companies and their subsidiaries in environmental degradation, water pollution, land grabbing, tax evasion and other human rights abuses. The effects of these practices can be directly linked to a number of SDGs, such as SDG2 (Zero Hunger) given the threat to food security of land grabbing; SDG13 (Climate Action) due to the dangers posed by emissions; and SDG15 (Life on Land) stemming from the environmental degradation caused by these companies in developing countries, to name just a few. EU-based investors are also often implicated in such abuses as the lack of binding rules at the EU level, both in relation to the behaviour of corporations as well as of investors, allows corporate-related abuses of human rights in developing countries to continue and is a key inhibitor for their progress towards achieving the SDGs.

---


Recommendations

At EU level, the introduction of binding measures on corporate accountability is critical. Legislation should be adopted requiring companies in all sectors to conduct gender-sensitive human rights due diligence with regard to their operations, supply chains, and business relationships, and initiatives should be launched to improve access to remedies in extraterritorial cases. These measures should be underpinned by a comprehensive EU strategy on responsible business conduct, with clear governance structures, in the form of an EU action plan on business and human rights. The development of ambitious legislation and strategies at the national level should also be supported.

EU-based investors and investments should be regulated through clear, binding obligations on labour rights, human rights, and women’s rights specifically as part of EU trade and investment agreements. Legislation should be introduced requiring mandatory human rights due diligence from European investors, including strict minimum safeguards in regulations pertaining to sustainable investments.

At the international level, negotiations must be undertaken in support of a UN Binding Treaty on Transnational Corporations and other Business Enterprises with respect to human rights. There should be focused inclusion of the gender dimension through three key elements: mandatory gender impact assessments, gender-sensitive justice and remedial mechanisms, and an enabling environment for women human rights defenders.

---

By Sascha Gabizon
Women Engage for a Common Future - WECF
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The Global Chemical Pollution:

The role of the EU and the human right to a non-toxic environment
By Sascha Gabizon
Women Engage for a Common Future - WECF
The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development aims to ensure a balance between protecting the planet and its people, whilst ensuring peace, prosperity and well-being. The global pollution with chemicals and waste is addressed in SDG 12, which makes a rather weak reference to the global conventions on chemicals and waste in target 12.4 on chemicals and waste management, as agreed in international frameworks, and minimize adverse effects on human health and the environment. SDG 12 also aims to reduce waste in general, and hazardous waste in particular, and to reduce fossil fuel subsidies. Interestingly, the production of chemicals is closely linked to the petrochemical sector. Only a handful of large petroleum companies is responsible for plastic and pesticide production. A number of large investor funds own parts of the downstream petroleum as well as the derivate production companies.

Already at the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in 1992, key principles of sustainable production and consumption were adopted by all UN member states, including the polluter pays principle and the precautionary principle, which says that if there is a suspicion of harm, governments must take action to prevent that harm. The burden of proof that harm is indeed being done, is on the industry, not on the consumer or public sector.

In parallel, at global, multiple major chemicals and waste conventions have been adopted including the Basel Convention (1992) which aims to stop dumping of hazardous waste in other countries, the Rotterdam Convention (2004) which required prior informed consent of states before allowing trade in hazardous substances, and the Stockholm Convention (2004) which aims to phase out the most hazardous and persistent chemicals. With more than 100,000 different synthetic chemical substances on the market, even all these multilateral agreements cover only a small part, and many gaps remain. For example, the world urgently needs regulation to phase out all Highly Hazardous Pesticides, and a phase out of neonicotinoids and other bee and insect-killing products which are threatening survival of our species. Another area where action is needed, but funding is lacking, is the large remaining stockpiles of obsolete pesticides and PCBs (polychlorinated biphenyls which were used in electric transformers).
As a result of these UN processes, the European Union adopted in 2006 its key chemicals regulation REACH (Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and restriction of Chemicals) which is based on the Rio Principles, and stipulated ‘no data, no market’, placing responsibility on the industry to provide the proof that their chemicals are not harming human health nor the environment. Heavy lobbying by the American and European chemical industry – which based on their own accounts were spending at least 50 million USD per year – lead to a watering down of the REACH legislation. For example, REACH does not apply to chemicals produced below one ton a year, and it also allows for a great number of exemptions in use.

As we will see in the following pages, the international agreements and the European regulation – even if the EU regulation remains the most comprehensive in the world – have not been able to halt the global and often irreversible pollution of our water, air, soil, food, animals and humans.

Terrifying trends

The UN’s latest Global Chemicals Outlook (GCO II) gives terrifying figures. All trends for use of chemicals and production of waste are on the steep increase. In 2018 the total number of industrial chemicals in commerce globally was estimated at 40,000 to 60,000. Some 62% of the total volume of chemicals consumed in Europe in 2016 were hazardous to health.

Between 2000 and 2017, the global chemical industry’s production almost doubled from about 1.2 to 2.3 billion tonnes. Sales are projected to double again from 2017 to 2030. Projected growth will be highest in Asia, with China estimated to account for almost 50% of global sales by 2030.

The burden of disease from chemicals is high

UN’s GCOII quotes the 2017 report of the Lancet Commission on Pollution and Health, that identified chemical pollution as a significant and “almost certainly underestimated” contributor to the global burden of disease. WHO estimated that 1.6 million lives and 45 million disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) could have been saved in 2016, by a reduction of chemicals. These figures are likely to be underestimates, given that they are based only on exposures to chemicals for which reliable global data exist (including lead causing intellectual disability, occupational carcinogens such as asbestos, and pesticides involved in self-inflicted injuries). The 2016 Global Burden of Disease study estimated that 500,000 deaths are attributable solely to lead exposure. In addition, chemical accidents in facilities continue to result in high human fatalities. Chemicals are also found in air pollution, for example from burning plastics and other waste, which by itself is estimated to be responsible for up to 7 million deaths per year.
Children are particularly at risk. Examples include dioxins and furans in breast milk, phthalates in urine, and heavy metals in human blood. Studies have found banned flame retardants in the umbilical cord blood of new-born children. Children’s brain and organ development can be harmed in particular from so-called hormone disrupting chemicals, also called endocrine disrupting chemicals (EDCs). Currently most EDCs are not well legislated under REACH and other EU regulations. Chemicals such as plasticizers (phthalates) and chemicals used in food wraps and pizza cartons are found to have EDCs. More and more textiles are also treated with chemicals that are likely EDCs. The European Commission has been brought to court by Sweden for lack of action to address the dangers of EDCs. Action to restrict EDCs in the EU should have been taken a decade ago.

Environmental injustice for which perpetrators are not held accountable

The UN Human Rights Council’s special rapporteur on toxics⁴, reports that cancer now figures among the leading causes of morbidity and mortality worldwide, with approximately 17 million new cases of cancer each year⁵. The incidence of childhood cancer has risen during periods of rapid increase in the use of industrial chemicals; this increased incidence cannot be explained by genetics or lifestyle choices alone. The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates⁶ that over 1,700,000 children under the age of 5 died in 2012 from environmental factors, such as air pollution (over 500,000 deaths) and water contamination. This figure accounts for 26 % of the deaths of children under 5 years of age. Children from low-income scavenger communities in developing countries, who live on and near waste dumps, are the most vulnerable, often exposed to extreme high levels of chemicals from the burning of waste and local food. UNHCR reports that at La Chureca in Managua, Nicaragua, approximately half of all waste pickers were less than 18 years old. In Guiyu, China, about 80 % of children suffer from respiratory diseases, and there has been a surge in cases of leukaemia and concentrations of lead in blood are high. Thus questions arise of “environmental racism” and “environmental injustice” that undermines human dignity, equality and non-discrimination. This assault on children’s rights is largely invisible, enabling perpetrators, including European companies and governments, to evade accountability. Increasingly legislators are trying to create accountability frameworks, and already some 100 countries have a notion of the “human right to a healthy environment” in their constitutions or other laws.

---


Chemical pollutants are found everywhere and in everyone

The GCOII says that chemical pollutants are found in air, water and soil in all regions. Most chemicals are persistent and bio-accumulative, meaning that they do not just go away. Soils throughout the world are contaminated by hazardous chemicals, including polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), heavy metals and pesticides. Many of these hazardous chemicals, as well as microplastics, are found in food for human consumption. Microplastics, pharmaceutical residues and mercury are found in rivers and seas and in fish consumed by humans. Concentrations of chemical pollutants are found in some of the most remote and unexpected parts of the planet. For example, PCBs have been detected at high concentrations in animals 10,000 metres deep in ocean sediment, and certain organochlorine pesticides regulated under the Stockholm Convention have been found in the Himalayan glaciers. Because of climate change resulting in the melting of arctic ice from global warming, toxics released by past generations and long since banned for use, are increasingly being liberated and are entering the food chain and water supplies.

Plastics

The oceans are dying under the impact of chemical pollution. Every week dead whales and dolphins are found with 40 to 60 kilos of plastics in their bodies. If they do not die from ingestion of plastics, they die because they remain entangled in plastics waste, as do seals and turtles. Fish for human consumption analysed on the US West-coast as well as commercial sea-salt contain micro-plastics. Through the food chain humans are being contaminated with micro-plastics. Since plastics were created, less than 9% of plastic waste has been recovered, while the rest is dispersed in the oceans, rivers, soils and air. Micro-plastics are spread through the air across countries. Plastics depending on the type can remain for hundreds of years in the environment. In 30 years, there will be more plastics than fish in the oceans.

Plastics are derived from oil. The fossil fuel industry and the plastic producers are closely linked, with 5 global corporations responsible for the majority of the plastic production, as well as other synthetic chemicals derived from oil. These corporations have been making record profits in the last decades. And they have not paid to clean up the destruction for which their products are responsible. On the contrary, the oil and plastics industry have been spending millions every year to lobby European institutions to stop better regulations. Just one company – ExxonMobil – spent 35 million Euro on EU lobbying in the last 8 years. The plastics industry’s plans show an expected further increase in plastics production by 40% in the coming decade.

Plastics are not benign. Many harmful chemicals are added to plastics, for example plastic softeners and flame-retardants. When one harmful chemical is substituted with another, such as in the case of Bisphenol-A, the replacements have mostly shown similar negative health impacts.

E-Waste

Electronic waste is one of the fastest growing waste streams worldwide, and one of the most hazardous and difficult to manage. More and more waste contains electronics; even some children shoes contain batteries. E-waste contains not only metals that have a value such as copper, gold and platinum, but also a mix of hazardous chemicals such as flame retardants and toxic heavy metals that can cause cancer, are mutagenic and lead to infertility. To protect workers, safe treatment of e-waste is costly. This is one of the reasons for a large informal and illegal global market of e-waste, despite a global e-waste trade ban under the Basel Convention. EU countries have the obligation to control their e-waste. But authorities are not doing the job. Old
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(8) See film “What has gender got to do with chemicals”: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y805af3X0lc
televisions, fridges, mobile phones, and computers are picked up from streets and waste centres by traders who fill containers with a mixture of products which are declared as second hand reusables. The e-waste is then shipped to Ghana, Nigeria, and Indonesia, amongst others. At the e-waste recycling markets a hierarchy exists with the lowest and most dangerous jobs done by informal workers including women and children. Waste of no value such as plastic casings containing flameretardands and other PFAS, are burned, often right near settlements. The burning and dumping of the E-waste pollutes air, soil, water and food. The Czech NGO Arnika tested eggs from settlements at the Ghana E-waste dumpsite and reached the shocking conclusion that the eggs contained similar levels of toxins as that of fly-ash from waste incinerators. Another study by the NGO Arnika tested plastic toys made with recycled material coming to Europe from China and found they contained chemicals that are forbidden in the EU.

Economic costs of chemical pollution are soaring high

According to the UN HRC, the economic costs borne by governments and the public, externalized by businesses to a large degree, are estimated to range from hundreds of billions to trillions of United States dollars for selected toxics. The use of lead in paint is estimated to cost low and middle-income countries close to $1 trillion in health-care expenses, lost productivity, and economic costs. Endocrine-disrupting chemicals in food and cosmetics and from other sources are estimated to burden the European Union with over €100 billion in economic costs per year, and there is inadequate information to estimate the costs externalized on developing countries. Hazardous pesticides are estimated to cost sub-Saharan Africa more than the official development assistance it receives per year. A 2015 study estimated the costs from neurobehavioral deficits caused by certain chemicals to be more than USD 170 billion per year in the European Union alone. Some studies estimate costs from environmental chemical exposures to be as high as several percentage points of global gross domestic product, with developing countries and economies in transition bearing the largest costs. A 2017 study estimated the cumulative benefits of the EU’s chemicals legislation for the EU as in the “high 10 billion Euros” per year.

Chemicals that are expensive to dispose of enter into illegal circuits

Despite the E-waste ban under the Basel Convention, an estimated 60 to 90% of electronic waste is disposed of illegally. The illegal use of banned pesticides and toxic chemicals, as well as counterfeit products, continues to be a major problem globally. Estimates show that the global market for illegal pesticides may have doubled in the last decade. The UNHCR report mentions that not only an estimated 900,000 farm workers

Wecyclers

In Lagos, Nigeria, the female entrepreneur Bilikiss Abiola has created a social company called ‘Wecyclers,’ which consists of a network of community-based recycling schemes in different Lagos neighbourhoods. The systems works quite well, as it provides incentives to households - mostly women - to collect their waste separately by plastic, cans, paper and glass. An employee of Wecyclers visits households on a trolley bicycle, collects and weighs the bags of waste, and gives the household a stamp for each bag collected. When enough stamps have been collected, the household can choose from a set of gifts (household goods). With this incentive, Wecyclers has created a very successful way of keeping waste out of streets and has stopped backyard burning. The collected waste is cleaned, sorted by type, and the recyclable waste is sold to recycling companies. Wecyclers also has a cooperation with bottling companies and collects specific types of bottles at locations such as cinemas, sorts and cleans them and returns them to the company for re-use. 8
die annually from pesticides, but also children die with startling regularity from pesticide poisonings. A major contributor to this problem is that a large number of hazardous pesticides that present unmanageable risks are not banned or restricted at the global level. Another significant problem is the half a million tons of obsolete pesticides scattered across developing countries, and seeping into soil and water. As the previous owners of the obsolete pesticides are often no longer traceable, the high cost for clean-up remains with the public. Future costs of current use of pesticides, such as drastic losses of bees and other insects, are not regulated, and will also fall on the shoulders of farmers and the public.

Lack of business accountability for their pollution

Businesses that generate waste, or products that become waste, have a responsibility. Often industries that produce toxic pollution will rather protect their profit margins than protect the human rights of contaminated workers and communities. The UNHCR report gives examples, such as the emblematic case in the illegal dumping of toxic waste in Côte d’Ivoire by Trafigura that killed at least 17 people and injured more than 100,000, with the full extent of the contamination in and around Abidjan unknown. In Peru, Occidental Petroleum and Pluspetrol have left thousands of contaminated sites in the Peruvian Amazon from approximately 40 years of oil production, contaminating the food and water of local indigenous communities. Pluspetrol abandoned the sites without remediating contamination. Court cases by victims of chrysotile asbestos continue, as there is a clear link between specific health impacts such as death from mesothelioma and exposure to asbestos fibres, but often the victim dies before the court case closes.

Asbestos and mercury responsible for a terrible amount of deaths still today

Despite the evidence that there is no safe use of chrysotile asbestos, with an estimated 100,000 deaths annually, a number of asbestos producing countries including Kazakhstan and Russia continue to block the addition of chrysotile to the Rotterdam Convention list of prior informed consent. In Japan, the Chisso Corporation in Minamata Bay dumped waste containing mercury into Minamata Bay. Thousands of children were poisoned by contaminated fish consumed by themselves or their mothers, suffering tragic impacts on their development and health. Among many health impacts known collectively as "Minamata Disease", congenital disorders were observed in children born to mothers who themselves did not display any health impacts. Economic considerations were the primary reason why the government did not require the company to stop emitting mercury into the Bay for twelve years after the first cases were first identified in 1956. The Minamata convention entered into force in 2017 and aims to phase out mercury, but exceptions are given for small scale gold mining, with continuing severe health impacts especially on children in the informal gold mining communities. Despite the important work of the chemicals conventions, more is needed to ensure that businesses take the responsibility to prevent exposure to toxics and pollution, throughout the supply chain of workers, communities and consumers. A great priority is therefore to ensure support for the UN process on business and human rights.

The victims are the ones that pay the real cost of business pollutions

Some lawsuits are getting a lot of attention, such as for the victims of Monsanto’s glyphosate pesticide ‘Roundup’. But the vast majority of victims have no chance of justice, they are never compensated. The UNHRC states that even in cases where rights are clearly infringed and the relevant businesses or other actors identified, realizing an effective remedy and ensuring corporate accountability for harms due to toxic chemicals or pollution has proven extremely difficult around the world. In a number of clear cases, the companies have been liquidated to avoid payments of compensations. Other reasons for the difficulty of justice for victims include lack
of awareness among victims that their diseases could have been caused by exposure to toxic chemicals or pollution during work or childhood. The burden of proof is placed on the victim, including the need to establish causation. Also the costs of legal representation for plaintiffs and the endless appeals processes mostly mean that victims are deceased before cases are closed. Victims pay with their health and lives, whilst the polluters continue to grow their profits and avoid accountability.

Recommendations: what should the EU do?

1. Implement fully the 15 principles recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur on the implications for human rights of the environmentally sound management and disposal of hazardous substances and wastes to help Governments and businesses better protect human rights with respect to exposure to hazardous chemicals.

2. Strengthen EU policies to ensure that the circular economy will not be a continued recycling of toxics, but will exclude all groups of chemicals that are persistent, bio-accumulative, hormone disrupting, hazardous to bees and other insects and potentially harmful to human health. This means that the EU needs to change its position in the Stockholm Convention where it opposes the necessary limits of POPs (Persistent Organic Pollutants) in recycled products.

3. Be fully accountable for breaches to international agreements on e-waste and other hazardous waste leaving the EU and bringing the waste back for safe disposal in the EU.

4. Support the creation of funds giving developing countries grants for immediate closure and clean-up of waste dumps and legacy pollution sites.

5. Support for the urgent adoption of a treaty to immediately ban all highly hazardous chemicals – all already forbidden in the EU – as well as a global phase out of glyphosate, and support a transition to agroecology.

6. Support civil society organisations in their work on the human right to a non-toxic environment, including human rights and gender dimensions.

7. The EU Commission should no longer block the binding global instrument on business and human rights and support that its mandate focuses on transnational businesses, and it should work to adopt further legislation for EU based companies building on the duty of vigilance and green card initiatives.

By Patrizia Heidegger,
European Environmental Bureau
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European waste exports to the Global South

The EU generates more and more waste every year. According to the European Environmental Agency (EEA), the total waste produced increased from an already elevated level by 5% between 2010 and 2016. Eurostat reported the waste produced by all economic activities and households amounted to 2,533 million tonnes in 2016, or 911 million tonnes when excluding mineral wastes from mining. On average, every EU citizen generated 1.8 tonnes of waste every year (excluding major mineral wastes) in 2016.

A recent World Bank study shows a clear correlation between the income level (in GDP) and the amount of solid waste produced: the richer a country, the more waste it generates. According to the same source, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and development (OECD) countries, including those in the EU, produce almost half of the world’s waste, while countries in Africa and South Asia produce the least. Despite efforts to increase recycling in the EU and to move towards a Circular Economy in which materials would be infinitely reused, Europe does not only generate an increasing amount of trash, but also exports more and more to third countries.

According to Eurostat, the bulk of waste being exported to non-EU countries increased by +69% since 2004 reaching 41.4 million tonnes in 2018 while waste imports to the EU remained stable over the same period at around 13 million tonnes. Most imports arrived from neighbouring countries Switzerland and Norway as well as the U.S. While increasing its exports, the EU does not take in a lot of waste from developing countries or emerging markets in return. Since 2004 and in regard to all waste types, Turkey and China are the main destinations for the EU’s waste. Exports to Turkey have almost triples since 2004. Exports to China peaked in 2009 and have been in a sharp decline since China’s nearly total ban on waste imports in 2018; EU exports have fallen from more than 14 million tonnes in 2009 to approximately 5 million tonnes in 2018. Since China has stepped up its environmental standards and put a halt on waste imports, several countries have seen a tremendous increase in waste imports from the EU in 2017 to 2018: India +67%, Indonesia +97%, Pakistan +670% and Egypt +225%. These countries are already overburdened with their
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(2) Mineral wastes are wastes generated during the extraction of ores and (m)inerals such as waste rock, mill tailings, coal refuse, wash slimes, and spent oil shale.
domestically produced waste, lack of proper waste management systems and struggle with the implementation of environmental protection laws as well as health and safety standards.⁵

Global waste streams are highly complex and differ from one type of waste to another. Wastes are shipped within the EU from one Member State to another, some types of waste are imported to the EU, and others are exported. Some wastes are sold for the recovery of materials, while others simply disposed. Some wastes are traded legally, while others are exported in violation of European and international law. To add to the complexity, some items are shipped from the EU for reuse— that is, they are not declared as waste— but end up as waste soon after being exported. Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) is one of the best-known examples of this phenomenon. Given its shortness, this article cannot offer a comprehensive analysis but will instead highlight two selected waste streams through which the EU externalises negative environmental and social impact to third countries: plastic waste and ships and end-of-life ships.

Waste exports and the SDGs

The export of wastes to developing countries has implications for the achievement of sustainable development and negatively affects the implementation of several of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Looking at SDG3 on health, the global waste trade is linked to the exposure of workers and local communities to hazardous substances, polluted water, air and soil. Exporting waste to countries with inadequate waste management systems and weak enforcement can also result in the contamination of water and the release of untreated wastewater, running counter to SDG6 on clean water. Concerning SDG8, substandard waste management is often linked to labour rights violations as well as hazardous working conditions. Achieving SDG12 (Sustainable Production and Consumption) is a particular challenge for the EU and its Member States given the excessive per capita use of resources and generation of waste. To fulfil its promises under the 2030 Agenda, the EU would need to achieve the sustainable management and use of natural resources, ensure by 2020 the environmentally sound management of chemicals⁶ and all wastes throughout their life cycle and substantially reduce waste generation through prevention, reduction, recycling and reuse instead of externalising part of its waste burden. Obviously, waste exports to countries with weak waste management and the risk of leakages further aggravate the situation for Life below Water (SDG14) and Life on Land (SDG15). Such exports, in particular plastic waste, can contribute to marine pollution and further endanger terrestrial and fresh water eco-systems.⁷

The toxic trade

When industrialised countries started to tighten their environmental standards in the 1970s and 80s, costs for waste recovery or disposal rose and hazardous as well as other types of waste streams started to move into Eastern Europe and developing countries. The simple logic behind the waste trade from the Global North to the Global South has been in place for decades: when the treatment of a certain type of waste is perceived as too expensive in industrialised countries and/or the recovered materials are too low in quality to be of use for a highly-developed economy, the waste stream— together with its environmental and social burden— is externalised to poorer economies with slack regulations, frail governance and mostly informal waste sectors. The “toxic trade,” as this pattern is known, increased when global trade was liberalised in the 1980s. The infamous quote from the then World Bank chief economist Lawrence Summers in 1991 summarises what some policy-makers and businesses on both sides of the global waste trade believed: “I think the economic logic behind dumping a load of toxic waste in the lowest-wage country is impeccable and we should face up to that. I’ve always thought that under-populated countries in Africa are vastly underpolluted.”⁸ In more sophisticated terms: poorer countries have a comparative advantage in taking in waste and other dirty industries. With that logic, environmental degradation and health risks are acceptable if they serve economic growth.
The critics of the global waste trade, on the other hand, have argued how “race, class and gender are shown to be key to [in] understanding the global organization of environmental inequality and justice,” stressing that the global waste trade actually reinforces existing inequalities by mostly impacting those who are already disadvantaged.\(^9\) The growing resistance in developing countries against the dumping of toxic waste is reflected in the environmental justice movement starting in the U.S. where people of color and other marginalised groups, often women, fought against the exposure to hazardous waste as a form of environmental racism.\(^10\) This has also been called “toxic colonialism”\(^11\) and resulted in extreme cases where large amounts of hazardous waste were dumped in and around poor communities in the Global South. Some of the high-profile instances include the Khian Sea case with a toxic waste dumped in Haiti, the Koko waste dump in Nigeria or the Probo Koala case in the Ivory Coast.\(^12\) Cases such as these caused death and illnesses which triggered attempts to regulate global waste trade through international environmental law.

**The legal framework**

In 1989, the Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and their Disposal was adopted as a response to various waste dumping scandals in the 1980s in Africa and other parts of the developing world, where toxic waste had been imported from industrialised countries. It entered into force in 1992. The Basel Convention was meant to control the “toxic trade” to protect human health and the environment.

All waste imports and exports from the EU (with a few exceptions)\(^13\) are regulated by the European Waste Shipment Regulation, which was adopted in 2006 and transposes the provisions of the Basel Convention into EU law.\(^14\) In the same vein, it lays out rules for controlling waste shipments with the objective of improving environmental protections. It differentiates between waste shipments to and from countries in the European Free Trade Association (EFTA), the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Developments (OECD) and third countries (generally developing and emerging economies). It distinguishes between “green-listed” (non-hazardous) and “amber-listed” (hazardous) wastes, as well as exports for recovery and export for disposal. The rules are complex, but can be summarised as follows:

- The export of “green-listed” waste to developing countries for recovery is allowed. At the last Conference of the Parties of the Basel Convention, the state parties decided the exporting country needs to follow the procedure of Prior Informed Consent (PIC) for certain types of plastic waste. The EU needs to adapt its legal framework accordingly.
- The export of hazardous wastes to developing countries and the export of non-hazardous waste for disposal to developing countries is banned. Violations of these legal provisions constitute an environmental crime under the Environmental Crimes Directive.

---

\(^9\) There is a plethora of scientific, journalist and civil society articles available on the challenges that developing countries such as the above mentioned face with waste management. For the situation in India, please refer to https://www.downbeath.org.in/blog/waste/india-s-challenges-in-waste-management-96753; for Indonesia, please refer to https://www.thejakartapost.com/academia/2019/03/01/the-waste-challenge-is-indonesia-at-a-tipping-point-1558431955.html; for the situation in Egypt see https://www.economist.com/garbage-cain.


\(^11\) Quoted in https://www.globalpolicy.org/component/content/article/289/43247.html.

\(^12\) Newell, Peter (2005) “Class and the Global Politics of Environmental Inequality, in Global Environmental Politics, vol. 5, issue 3, MIT, p. 70.


\(^14\) For the history of the term please see https://discardsstudie.com/2018/11/01/waste-colonialism/.

---

\(^7\) 90% of all plastic waste enter the oceans through 10 rivers and drains in developing countries: 2 in Africa and 8 in Asia. See https://www.theglobeandmail.com/opinion/article-if-were-going-to-save-our-oceans-from-plastics-we-have-to-address/

\(^8\) Quoted in https://www.globalpolicy.org/component/content/article/289/43247.html.

\(^9\) According to an independent evaluation by SAICM and several other expert studies this goal will not be achieved by 2020. See http://www.saicm.org/Portals/12/Documents/meetings/OEWG3/doc/OEWG_3_3_AD-VANCED.pdf.

\(^10\) There is a plethora of scientific, journalist and civil society articles available on the challenges that developing countries such as the above mentioned face with waste management. For the situation in India, please refer to https://www.downbeath.org.in/blog/waste/india-s-challenges-in-waste-management-96753; for Indonesia, please refer to https://www.thejakartapost.com/academia/2019/03/01/the-waste-challenge-is-indonesia-at-a-tipping-point-1558431955.html; for the situation in Egypt see https://www.economist.com/garbage-cain.

\(^13\) For the history of the term please see https://discardsstudie.com/2018/11/01/waste-colonialism/.


\(^13\) The exceptions are radioactive waste, waste generated on board of ships, shipments subject to the approval requirements of the animal by-product regulation, certain shipments of waste from the Antarctic, imports into the EU of certain waste generated by armed forces or relief organizations in situations of crisis, and others.

• All parties involved must ensure waste is managed in an environmentally sound manner, respecting EU and international rules.
• The exporter also has a duty to take back waste shipments that are found to be illegal or are not provided as intended.
• The Regulation does not cover the export of items for reuse, such as electrical and electronic devices, even if these items may quickly turn into waste and need to be recycled or disposed of.

The two following examples illustrate the weakness of the current legal framework: its loopholes and also problems with implementation and enforcement resulting in negative environmental and social impact in developing countries.

Death on the beach: where European ships go to die

According to Eurostat’s Waste Shipment Statistics, hazardous waste is primarily shipped within the EU and “practically, no shipments of hazardous waste to non-OECD countries were registered since 2010.” The reason is simple: the export of hazardous waste to a developing country is an environmental crime under EU law. However, hazardous waste owned by European companies does end up in developing countries. These shipments take place in legal grey zones or are illegal (and often not detected).

A clear-cut example are end-of-life ships that, according to the Basel Convention, fall into the category of hazardous waste. Shipping companies headquartered in the EU own more than 40% of the world’s fleet of container ships, oil tankers and other cargo ships. There are currently around 53,000 large ocean-going vessels trading in the global economy. Greece and Germany, two Member States, are among the top five shipowning economies in the world. Because of technical innovation, changing markets and stricter requirements, several hundred large ships as well as oil platforms are scrapped every year. In 2018, close to 750 large ships were sold for demolition around 90% of them were broken up on tidal beaches in India, Bangladesh and Pakistan. The environmental and health and safety standards in those shipbreaking yards mentioned above are not acceptable in developed countries, who own most of the world’s merchant fleet. The discarded ships are broken apart directly on the beach with torch-cutters. Hazardous waste including asbestos, heavy metals, PCBs or oil sludges are not removed and remediated in an environmentally friendly way. Workers are exposed to toxic fumes and regularly suffer injury or death from accidents like falling down the beach ships, explosions or fires. In many of these shipbreaking yards, trade unions are weak or sometime banned. Workers are regularly found to not have insurance or work contracts and are left to fend for themselves when injured or suffering from work-related illnesses. Child labour of young boys is still widespread in the shipbreaking yards of Bangladesh.

In 2013, the EU adopted the Ship Recycling Regulation. This allows for the exports of end-of-life vessels, which the EU and international law clearly classifies as hazardous waste, to third countries under the condition they are recycled in ship recycling yards approved by the European Commission. This regulation is unable to close an important loophole: it only regulates those ships flying the flag of a Member State. Most commercial ships owned by European shipping companies are already registered under so-called flags-of-convenience during their operational life, i.e. non-European flags, that usually offer lower taxes and less strict environmental and social standards. According to the UN Conference on Trade and Development, ship registration in developing economies are particularly common, accounting for 76% of global registrations with the top three ship registries being Panama, Liberia and the Marshall Islands. In a nutshell: while Greece, Germany, Japan, China and Singapore own most of the world’s merchant fleets, tens of thousands of container ships, oil tankers and cargo vessels are legally regulated by Panama, Liberia and the Marshall Islands. Thus, the majority of the EUs scrap ships are not covered by the Ship Recycling Regulation.

All end-of-life ships without the flag of an EU Member State fall under the Waste Shipment Re-
gulation and its ban on the export of hazardous wastes. However, this ban is easily circumvented: ship owners simply do not announce when they are selling old ships for breaking. Rather, they transfer them to companies that specialise in scrap deals (referred to as “cash buyers”) and let them sail for the South Asian beach-breaking yards before any European authority knows the ship has become waste. Even though this legal loophole is old, the EU legislators are not willing to hold European ship owners directly accountable for the ships they own, and all the European vessels they sell for scrap. The legislators rejected an innovative proposal of a Ship Recycling License that would have implemented the “polluter pays principles” for end-of-life ships and would have held ship owners responsible for the sustainable recycling of their vessels. The result: while a few responsible ship owners from the EU keep a European flag and have their ships recycled in approved ship recycling facilities, the majority of European-owned end-of-life ships and oil platforms end up on beaches in South Asia harming people and the environment.

The fairy tale of green recycling: plastic pollutes

As opposed to hazardous waste, “green-listed” waste can be exported for recovery. However, the definition of “recovery” is problematic. For many waste streams, waste management entails a recovery component and a disposal component. That is, one part is recycled, and the rest ends up being incinerated or in a landfill. Even in situations where most of the waste is recovered, the operation may still result in negative environmental or social impacts like soil and ground water pollution. Additionally, recovery often means down-cycling: the recovered product is of a lower grade or the importing country uses the substance for environmentally harmful activities. A good example is the recovery of plastic waste: where the output can be recycled plastic but also base chemicals or substances used as fuel.21

The EU produces around 25 million tonnes of plastic waste every year, of which, less than 30% is recycled. Half of the plastic collected for recycling in the EU is exported for treatment in countries outside the EU, according to a recent study by the European Parliament.22 Previously, a significant share of the exported plastic waste was shipped to China, but that has changed due to China’s recent ban on plastic waste imports, the so-called National Sword Policy. According to Eurostat, the EU exported 1.93 million tonnes of waste plastics to countries outside the EU last year in 2018. Due to China’s ban, the EU’s plastics exports have gone down by nearly 42% since 2014, but the EU is rapidly finding new ways to export its plastic to countries such as Malaysia, Indonesia or Vietnam. According to the Financial Times, the Chinese ban has triggered an environmental crisis in South-east Asia where around one third of the estimated 1700 Chinese importers have relocated:

The region has been inundated with plastic scrap in far greater quantities than it can handle. In the span of just a few months, Malaysia has become the biggest importer of plastic scrap in the world, with a volume that is now twice that of China and Hong Kong. Between the first half of 2017 and the first half of 2018, Vietnam saw its imports of plastic scrap double, while shipments to Indonesia rose 56 percent. The country that has seen the biggest percentage increase of all is Thailand, where imports surged 1,370 per cent.23

Another investigation by Ssche Zeitung revealed how European plastic waste results in severe pollution and impacts health in Malaysia. Plastic waste from Europe is being burnt in the open, releasing toxic dioxin. According to the article,
Germany and the U.K. together with the U.S. and Japan are the biggest exporters of plastic waste to Malaysia. After public protests the government promised better enforcement and even a ban on the import of plastic waste. The government reported almost 140 illegal plastic recycling plants were closed by February 2019 because they broke environmental rules. However, the Government gave out new licences to importing companies according to Ssche. According to this source, the import of plastic waste to Malaysia is worth 6.4 billion euros and the government is keen on attracting this business. It remains to be seen if the immense environmental and social impact of importing plastic waste will trigger the governments to enact and enforce a ban similar to China’s policy.

This example shows a much deeper problem with waste generation in Europe and its inability to recycle its own plastic waste. According to the German Environmental Agency, Germany recycles around 47% of all plastic waste. However, according to Ssche, companies do not have to show how or where the waste was recycled. The newspaper claims German recyclers are only interested in high-grade plastic waste separately collected in the German recycling system, and not in plastic waste mixed-in with general household or other waste: these plastic wastes are shipped abroad when counting the recycling quota. Additionally, Malaysia and other importers are already overburdened with their domestic plastic waste with hundreds of thousands of tonnes of plastic ending up in the ocean every year.

**Recommendations:**

- The EU needs to rapidly increase its efforts to prevent waste. Waste prevention needs to be addressed at the design stage of products and all along the consumption chain. Moreover, the EU needs to support projects on waste prevention and resource conservation (such as through EU funding available in Horizon2020) and support innovative business models and territorial approaches that promote waste prevention.
- The EU needs to drastically reduce plastic waste both by phasing out certain types of plastic products and by supporting zero-waste solutions such as packaging-free goods or reusable packing, and ensure the remaining plastic waste is separately collected and becomes fully recyclable or reusable by 2030 in line with the 2018 Strategy on Plastics.
- EU fiscal incentives should award the use of secondary raw materials and penalise virgin material use, in order to boost the demand side for recycled materials.
- The EU needs to broaden Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) schemes so the producers have to cover the costs of waste collection, transport and treatment, clean up litter and awareness raising measures; EPR measures need to be in force before 2024, covering all packaging types and a large range of products. The EPR fees shall be adequately modulated, using bonus-malus criteria, reflecting products durability, reusability and recyclability and therefore incentivising the design of products towards waste prevention.
- In line with the Waste Shipment Regulation, the EU has to stop all exports of plastic waste including for recovery to countries that cannot handle plastic waste "in accordance with human health and environmental protection standards that are broadly equivalent to standards established in the EU."
- The EU needs to quickly transpose the recent Basel Convention decision into EU law which not only requires Prior Informed Consent (PIC) when exporting clean and sorted plastic waste, but also adds mixed or contaminated plastic waste to the list of hazardous waste whose export from the EU will be banned under the Waste Shipment Regulation. The PIC procedure should also apply to plastic waste transfers within the EU.
- At the global level, the EU has to support the ratification, the entry into force and the enforcement of the Ban Amendment.
• The EU needs to step up its cooperation with Member States to improve the implementation of the Waste Shipment Regulation to stop illegal waste shipments, such as end-of-life ships, WEEE or mixed or contaminated plastic waste.

• Member States need to provide adequate resources to the authorities and inspectors, for instance, in European port authorities, and ensure the judiciary is equipped and trained to persecute environmental crimes.

• The EU needs to close all legal grey zones regarding the export of hazardous waste, such as on end-of-life ships owned by European shipping companies or electronic and electric equipment sold for re-use but quickly ending up as waste.

• The EU and its Member States need to support the development of a binding UN instrument for corporate accountability of abuses committed in third countries and open avenues of justice for victims of corporate human rights abuses and environmental damage in European courts.


(26) https://projekte.sueddeutsche.de/artikel/wirtschaft/deutscher-plastikmuell-verschmutzt-malaysia-e590969/


(28) Ibid.

Toxic Playground in Chile

Boliden Mineral, a Swedish mining company, shipped around 20,000 tonnes of toxic smelter sludge to Chile in 1984-1985. The waste was derived from its arsenic plant in Sweden and was sold to a Chilean company, Promel, for processing. However, the waste was not treated and was abandoned on the outskirts of Arica. A few years later, the area became a playground for children and housing was developed. The waste was untouched until 1998.

In 2013, 707 Chilean victims filed a claim against Boliden in Sweden claiming they had suffered various negative health effects such as cancer, miscarriages, skin and lung diseases. The plaintiffs requested 90 million Swedish Krona in damages. The victims claimed Boliden was aware of the potential health threats posed by the waste. The company, however, questioned the sources of the negative health impacts, including high levels of arsenic in the victims’ blood. The company argued the Chilean authorities and the importing countries were solely responsible. Promel, already sentenced by a Chilean court to pay damages, no longer existed and, thus, was unable to pay.

A Swedish District Court started looking into the case in 2017 and rejected the victims’ claim. While the Court of Appeal decided that Swedish law could be applied, it refused to examine the merits of the case. The judge argued any claim had reached the statute of limitation and was time-barred 10 years after the act that caused harm. While this judgement did not exonerate Boliden, it was too late to make the company compensate the victims. Activists in Chile are now again calling for Sweden to repatriate the waste.

This case illustrates the urgent need for clear due diligence obligations: companies need to be legally required to thoroughly assess and avert possible environmental, social and health risks related to their value chain and subcontractors’ activities. Victims need to be granted access to justice in the country where the company is headquartered, and there needs to be a legal framework that ensures companies can be held liable for not only damage they have caused directly, but also, for being negligent with their choice of subcontractors.
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The lifestyles in European Union are highly dependent on imported resources, mainly extracted in the Global South. Europe’s resource use is one of the highest globally and it is far beyond the fair share of available resources worldwide.

On a global scale, there are striking figures relating to the exponential growth in consumption of natural resources in the 20th century (figure 1). Fossil fuel extraction increased by a factor of 12, ores and minerals by a factor of 27, and raw materials for construction by a factor of 34, while the population only grew by a factor of 3.7 (Krausmann et al. 2009). The global share of domestic material consumption (DMC) by low-income countries had remained unchanged at below 3 percent despite the group posting the highest population rate among different income categories. Furthermore, looking at the material footprint per capita shows that high-income countries maintain the highest material footprint consumption of approximately 27 tonnes, which is 60 percent higher than the upper-middle-income group and more than 13 times the level of the low-income group (GRO, UNEP, 2019).

And what is Europe’s share in this? Europe has historically been dependent on resources from the Global South, and the pattern continues today: the flow of natural resources is much greater from South to North than vice-versa. Natural resources do not only refer to minerals and fossil fuels, but also to water, land, and forests. We live in an extractive and globalised economy, where most countries considered developed in economic terms, including the majority of European countries, rely heavily on resources from third countries, including from the Global South. This

Figure 1: Global material extraction by resource type and GDP (1990-2009) (European Commission, 2016a)

---

(2) Global Resource Outlook, 2019, International Resource Panel, UNEP
situation is not simply unsustainable, but is also unjust, as developed countries’ overconsumption of resources will impede the development of communities in the Global South, presenting a clear barrier to overcoming poverty and achieving food security.

Despite efforts to use resources more efficiently, over the past few decades Europe’s consumption of raw materials has increased in absolute terms (EEA 2012). This trend has only recently been interrupted by the economic downturn, but is likely to resume unless action is taken. Europe remains one of the highest consuming continents on the globe, far exceeding its fair share of resources (EEA 2015). In 2010, its annual per capita material footprint stood at 20 tonnes, second only to the United States. By comparison, Africa’s footprint was below 3 tonnes per capita (UNEP 2016a). The absolute rise in resource use, despite increases in productivity and efficiency, is also evidence of the so called “rebound effect” in action and should serve as a warning that focusing on resource efficiency and technological innovation alone might be insufficient.

Europe’s resource consumption pattern is triggering externalities in other regions by exporting the production impacts of products consumed in Europe. These include social impacts such as land grabbing in the Global South in the rush to grow large plantations to supply palm oil to the European market, and environmental impacts such as water stresses in many villages, for instance in Peru, resulting from the production of asparagus for European consumption.

Considerable attention in the European Union (EU) is currently focused on improving the recycling and reuse of materials. This is indeed vital, given that over 50% of municipal waste continues to be landfilled and incinerated in Europe (Eurostat, 2016b). However, this alone cannot be the answer to the overconsumption crisis. Demand for raw materials outweighs the volume of recycled or reused materials available on the market (European Commission 2016a). Much of the problem indeed relates to technical limitations in recycling and reuse due to the current design of products and the types and combinations of materials used. However, studies also show that even if Europe could recycle 100% of its waste, high consumption rates mean that the demand for virgin resources would remain high and primary extraction would remain necessary. A good example of this phenomenon is aluminium. Despite high rates of recycling (62% to 95%), Europe’s demand is so great that it cannot be met by recycling alone—recycled aluminium supplied only 35% of consumption in Europe in 2008, creating a continuous demand for the virgin resource (Chapman, A. et al. 2013).

All this points to the need to prioritise an absolute reduction in Europe’s resource consumption, and the first step is to measure the resources consumed. In order to account for all resources embodied throughout the full life-cycle of products from extraction to consumption (including of imported products), fair measurement should take a consumption-based, or material footprint, approach.

**Action and Reaction in the Global South**

The high European demand for resources is not only environmentally unsustainable, but raises issues of social justice as resource conflicts are growing in number and intensity. Globally four environmental defenders were killed every week in 2017 (Global Witness 2018), merely for protesting the destruction of the ecosystems they depend upon for their livelihoods. There is a new trend of agribusiness overtakes mining companies for links to the killing. The killings are only one aspect of the immense repression that envi...
Environmental and human rights organisations are suffering in many countries. Whole local communities have been displaced from their lands in favour of industrial agribusiness (the practice known as "land grabbing") or isolated from sources of irrigation for their lands as the water is needed for export crops. The pressure on natural resources continues to increase as the Global North siphons them for their own use. It is clear that this extractive economy is the main driver of an active process of enrichment and impoverishment, with the accumulation of wealth on one hand inviting adverse consequences for others.

This phenomenon is not new; it has existed since colonial times. Only since the early 1990s has growing environmental awareness driven change, spurred by grassroots movements, in addition to the burgeoning Western sense of accountability for past colonial suppression. For the first time, the scale of environmental damage and social injustice has been quantified in terms of tonnes of resources.

The rising demand for justice started in Latin America as a civil society campaign called "Who owes Who." During UN negotiations, NGOs started to table the issue of ecological debt, especially in the framework of the Rio process. It became incorporated into the language of environmental negotiations, especially as it attracted the attention of academic circles and scientific journals.

Europe must recognize its historical and current accumulation of ecological debt and place more emphasis on ceasing this accumulation and delivering funding for compensation. It is also necessary that Europe decrease its use of natural resources, not only for purposes of redistribution, but also for security reasons. Conflicts continue to arise from the pressure on natural resources, with local communities fighting bitterly to maintain their livelihoods, combat pollution of their soils and rivers, fight deforestation, and resist displacement from their lands.

More than 2,750 conflicts have been mapped on the interactive Atlas for Environmental Justice, showing trends in the location and reasons for the conflicts, as well as how local communities react and what forms of resistance could be successful. The map shows very clearly that overconsumption of natural resources creates more environmental conflicts around the world and that tackling that overconsumption is the only way to achieve peace.

Is the European Commission doing enough?

In 2011, the European Commission’s Roadmap to a Resource Efficient Europe put forward a vision of a European economy, which by 2050 "has grown in a way that respects resource constraints and planetary boundaries, [...] is competitive, inclusive and provides a high standard of living with much lower environmental impacts." 12

While the Roadmap sets forth a clear vision, there are numerous problems with the Roadmap and its implementation. For instance, the Roadmap not addresses the matter of justice with respect to Europe’s use of resources nor the fact that the EU has been using more than its fair share of resources for a long time at the expense of countries in the Global South. Furthermore, despite being much needed, there is no strategy for the EU to develop a single robust resource use policy and ensure coherence with other policies across the board. Where current European policies and initiatives on resource use and efficiency are present, they are fragmented and split across different departments, lacking shared goals, visions, and actions. This is a real concern in a world of limited resources, with rising resource-based conflicts, increasing waste production, and escalating environmental impacts linked to Europe’s production and consumption pattern.

On its current trajectory, can the EU deliver the necessary transformational change in time? A review of the policy proposals currently on the table and the European Commission’s priorities for 2017 (European Union 2016), 13 raises serious

\[11\] www.ejatlas.org
doubts. More drastic changes are needed to ensure better measurement and management of the resources used and to remain within a safe planetary operating space. Even relatively progressive potential actions for the coming years, including improvements to waste legislation, expanding the scope of the Eco-design Directive, and investigating the sourcing of more raw materials from within Europe, fall far short of delivering the transformational change needed.

The Roadmap is not perfect, but it was a start. In this document the European Commission launched a process of developing the four footprint indicators, with an additional provisional lead indicator for resource productivity (the effectiveness of which is debatable). Among others, there were important points on the need to address markets and prices, taxes, and subsidies that do not reflect the real costs of resource use and lock the economy into an unsustainable path. The goal is that by 2020, EU policies will take into account their direct and indirect impact on land use in the EU and globally.

However, since the launch of the Roadmap, there has been little progress on the planned initiatives. In vital areas such as indicators to measure resource use, there has been no progress at all. The original Roadmap promised to continue to develop these indicators to become fully consumption-based, yet none have been fully developed. For example, material consumption is still being measured by domestic material consumption (DMC), which gives a distorted view as it only takes into account the final weight of physical products imported, not the total embodied weight that goes into all the materials used to produce them; and land consumption is measured by land use within the EU, ignoring the fact that Europe relies on large amounts of land outside the EU to satisfy its consumption.

In addition to the Roadmap, the 7th Environment Action Programme (7th EAP), “Living well, within the limits of our planet,” entered into force in 2014 as a guide for European environmental policy until 2020. On the surface, it articulates an impressive long-term vision, including that nothing is wasted; natural resources are managed sustainably; and biodiversity is protected, valued, and restored in ways that enhance society’s resilience. Regarding resource use and efficiency, the Programme states that the EU should set a framework for action to improve resource efficiency, including targets for reducing the overall lifecycle environmental impact of consumption, in particular in the food, housing and mobility sectors, and indicators and targets for land, water, material, and carbon footprints with methodologies to measure these to be developed by 2015. However, none of these actions have been followed through in a meaningful way.

The 7th EAP also contains objectives on the better integration of environmental concerns into other policy areas to ensure coherence when creating new policy and to maximise the benefits of the EU’s environment legislation by improving implementation. However, between empty promises on initiatives, drops, delays, and fragmented policies, these objectives need significant work to deliver change.

One of the biggest downfalls of the current EU policies is the absence of a resource efficiency target and other overarching legislative tools and policies. Many initiatives are focused on social and technological innovation instead of addressing the root problems in our system of production and consumption. Efforts to achieve a circular economy do not address the fact that we are, collectively, living beyond our planetary boundaries. Furthermore, many of the actions are being delayed and weakened. For example, the action plan committed to use the Eco-design Directive to make products more readily recyclable, repairable, and reusable, yet it is likely that popular household items such as toasters and hair dryers will be excluded, and that there will be delays in addressing mobile phones and washing machines (European Commission 2016b).
From Resource Efficiency to Resource Sufficiency

The major challenge is to move beyond mere resource efficiency and decrease absolute resource use. A new term that addresses this challenge and is gaining prominence is "sufficiency," which comprises the issues of the quantity of resources available and how much is enough. With this knowledge, an economic and lifestyle approach that meets basic needs and achieves wellbeing for all can be developed. This implies a shift away from material desires toward a new definition of what constitutes a "good life," which would require not only dematerialising the economy, but the entire concept of well being.

Impact on the Environment: The IPAT Equation: \( I = P \cdot A \cdot T \)

**P:** Population is the main topic of discussion in the U.S., with 120% population growth expected globally by 2050.

**T:** Technological efficiency is the main topic of discussion in the EU, with an approximately 40% increase of resource use productivity anticipated by 2050.

**A:** Affluence is the element that is excluded from discussion, except among NGOs active in environmental justice and degrowth movements. The OECD expects Affluence (measured as GDP) to grow 300% by 2050.

Even if it is widely acknowledged that business as usual (and, therefore, policy making as usual) is not an option, effecting real change is extremely difficult. A transition of this magnitude cannot be achieved without a better understanding of how we are locked into our economic system, what the drivers of this model are, and how we can transcend it. Merely implementing resource efficiency policies will not bring about the desired systemic change.

Innovative Policy Recommendations

Cap and rationing schemes: The adoption of a hard cap means that a resource cannot be harvested or a type of waste cannot be disposed of beyond an established amount over a certain period of time. This might sound like a radical proposal to many, but extraction from aquifers and forests has been managed through caps by local communities for centuries, as demonstrated by Elinor Ostrom with research that earned her the Nobel Memorial Prize in Economics. Moreover, the Common Fisheries Policy in the EU is based on caps and quotas, so there is certainly precedent for implementing a similar system.

Green taxation: In the shift toward a post-growth economy after dismantling unsustainable subsidies on energy and resource consumption, taxation policies can play a very important role. They can be designed as additional incentives operating below the physical resource cap with the goal of redistributing the profits of market activities toward a more just and fair society that exists within the biophysical capacity of its environment.

Debt-free (national) currencies: For supporters of this (disputed) concept, money does not represent real wealth, but a claim of wealth as money itself has no intrinsic value. Its value is derived from the fact that we accept it in exchange for real wealth, which takes the form of housing, land, fertile soil, medical care, food, and access to energy and internet, actual resources, goods, and services that people value.

Work-related policies: Since the dawn of capitalism, market economies have placed a strong emphasis on labour productivity. Continuous improvements in technology geared toward enhancing productivity lead to higher production output for a given amount of labour input. Crucially, this also means that fewer working hours are needed to produce the same goods from one year to the next. As long as the combination of economic growth and declining working hours
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Royal Dutch Shell

Royal Dutch Shell has been present in Nigeria since 1937, although the first oil exports started roughly twenty years later. Ever since, the country has depended on oil as its leading export source, with Shell being responsible at times for up to one-half of the total oil production. The contamination to which Shell has submitted the Nigerian population and environment can be traced to two main sources: gas flaring and oil spills.

Gas flaring has been prohibited since 1984, however oil companies can still flare with a special permit, the requirements of which are unknown. Furthermore, the fines for this practice are too low to deter companies from doing it, thus Shell keeps wasting a gas that could be used for other, more efficient purposes. The quality of life of the population, not surprisingly, is greatly affected. For instance, several studies have linked the appearance of acid rain to gas flares, which harms not only the Nigerian population but also the harvest and the fish from which they depend. Shell has promised several times to end with flaring, but nevertheless it keeps pushing the deadline year after year.

An even more harmful devastation is caused by the estimated 1.5 million tons of oil spilled over the last 50 years in a region where 60% of the people depend on the natural environment. There have been more than 7,000 spills between 1970 and 2000, and there are 2,000 official major spillages sites and thousands of other smaller ones. More than a thousand spill cases have been filed against Shell alone, although few have been resolved. These malpractices have destroyed the farmlands and fishponds of the estimated 30 million people living in the Niger Delta. Nevertheless, Shell avoids the responsibility of the spills and continues to blame them mostly on sabotage even though they personally admit that the pipelines are obsolete.

Many court cases were opened against Shell, with little concrete result. Shell prefers to settle the conflict with money. The family of Ken Saro-Wiwa, Shell’s fiercest critic who was assassinated by the Nigeria’s military regime, sued the company for its involvement in the financing and silencing of human rights violations. Days before the start of the trial, Shell agreed to pay $15.5 million as a settlement.

Source: Environmental Justice Atlas
www.ejatlas.org
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EU Militarisation and Arms Trade:

Endangering Global Peace and Human Security

In June 2016, Federica Mogherini, the High Representative for the Common Foreign and Security Policy, presented the Global Strategy for the European Union’s Foreign and Security Policy. It came thirteen years after the first European Security Strategy (2003) to give direction to a foreign and security policy that addresses - as it is often repeated on the official EU web pages - an increasingly complex and uncertain security environment and to help the EU to become a globally more capable, more coherent and more strategic actor. Unfortunately, there is a big gap between good intentions for a global and coherent security approach on the one hand, and the political reality of the Common Security and Defence Policy (CSDP) that is initially working on the development of a military capacity. Since the publication of the ‘Global Strategy’, the expansion of the military wing of the EU has been gaining momentum.

In 2003, Javier Solana, the then High Representative for the Common Foreign and Security Policy, came up with the first European Security Strategy. Its purpose was to put an end to the European disagreements resulting from the war in Iraq. The United Kingdom (UK), Spain, Italy but also a number of Eastern EU candidate countries supported the American Iraq war and formed a “coalition of the willing”. On the other hand, France, Germany and Belgium, were not eager to follow the US/UK war logic. There was absolutely no question of a “Common” Foreign and Security Policy. The European political elite therefore considered it necessary to agree on a joint European strategy to record the threats and responses to them. In a sense, the European Strategy, published in December 2003, entitled “A Secure Europe in a Better World” helped to lay the foundation for the militarized security and defence chapter in the later Lisbon Treaty.

A changed European security environment

9/11, the Iraq war, and the Balkan wars did not prevent Solana’s strategy document from opening optimistically with: “Europe has never been so prosperous, so secure nor so free.” It further
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stated: “The increasing convergence of European interests and the strengthening of mutual solidarity of the EU makes us a more credible and effective actor. Europe should be ready to share in the responsibility for global security and in building a better world.” And: “The European Union has made progress towards a coherent foreign policy and effective crisis management.”

Now, thirteen years later, the European safety environment looks completely different. The wars in Syria and Ukraine, the refugee crisis, terrorist attacks and Brexit have not only shaken up overall security perceptions, but also the optimism of a Europe that is able to tackle these threats in solidarity. The political establishment decided that the 2003 European security strategy was in urgent need of replacement. When Federica Mogherini took over as the new High Representative, one of her first assignments was to prepare a new European Strategy Paper. In this, optimism makes way for a rather dramatic analysis: “We live in times of existential crisis, within and beyond the European Union. Our Union is under threat.” Important security challenges are “to the east”, (where) the European security order has been violated, while terrorism and violence plague North Africa and the Middle East, as well as Europe itself.

Absence of European responsibility

Mogherini’s Global Strategy offers little room for self-criticism. The European Union is presented as uniquely value-based and its main objective is to defend its noble principles in and outside the EU. There is no lack of good intentions: “Echoing the Sustainable Development Goals, the EU will adopt a joined-up approach to its humanitarian, development, migration, trade, investment, infrastructure, education, health and research policies, as well as improve horizontal coherence between the EU and its Member States.” Although the Global Strategy reaffirms the collective commitment to achieve 0,7% ODA (Official Development Assistance in percentage of the GDP), only four EU-countries (Sweden, Luxembourg, Denmark, UK) reached the target in 2017, while most EU-countries saw a drop in ODA the same year. In 2005 the 15 countries that were then EU-members agreed to reach the target by 2015. By 2017, 15 countries of the current member states did not even achieve half of the goal, while the overall ODA was decreasing.

It is one of many examples that shows a gap between the intentions of the Global Strategy and reality.

The lack of self-criticism and the absence of European responsibilities in the cited emergence of threats arising from the destabilized European security environment is striking. The Global Strategy remains silent on how European arms exports, neo-liberal trade policy, support for authoritarian regimes and laxity with regard to Israeli colonisation and repression in the Palestinian territories, the western wars in Iraq or Libya, among others have contributed to the destabilisation of the southern ‘periphery’.

While the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, according to the Global Strategy, poses a growing threat to Europe and the wider world, the hundreds of nuclear weapons deployed in France, UK, Belgium, the Netherlands, Germany and Italy are disregarded, notwithstanding that those nuclear arsenals on European soil are all subject of a modernization programs. The Global Strategy states that, “the EU will strongly support the expanding membership, universalisation, full implementation and enforcement of multilateral disarmament, non-proliferation and arms control treaties and regimes”, although one year later (7 July 2017), only four EU-member states (Austria, Ireland, Malta and Sweden) adopted the new UN Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons. Most EU-countries (all those who are member of NATO, with the exemption of the Netherlands) refused even to participate in the negotiations leading to the treaty.

The issue of arms control is equally subject to sounding statements in the Global Strategy that are not in agreement with European reality. It is claimed that the EU will actively participate in arms export control systems and “strengthen common rules governing Member States’ export policies of military including dual-use equipment and technologies (...)”. Since 1998, the EU adopted a Code of Conduct defining eight criteria that must curb arms exports. Although a Common Position (2008) made them binding it doesn’t prevent EU countries exporting arms to end up in violent conflict zones. Saudi Arabia remains the main destination for European weapons, even after human rights organizations documented Saudi Arabia’s large scale war crimes in Yemen. Other problematic countries, such as Egypt and the United Arab Emirates (UAE), are also in the top 10 of the most important destinations of European arms transfers. There are no indications that European member states will put aside the interests of its arms industry to prevent arms trade will provoke “fragility beyond our borders”, even when the Global Strategy pledges that “in a more contested world, the EU will be guided by a strong sense of responsibility (...) [and] will therefore act promptly to prevent violent conflict.”

The Global Strategy confirms that the “SDGs also encourage us to expand and apply the principle of policy coherence for development.” SDG 16 is about promoting “peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development”. While only “illicit arms trade” is considered as a SDG 16-target, the transfer of arms to violent conflict zones and countries with systematic human rights violations is clearly not an act of promoting “peaceful societies”.

Militarization of the EU

Although the European Security Strategy pays lip service to a broad and coherent security approach, in reality the focus is on greater military efforts and military cooperation under a treaty that obliges states into armament (not disarmament). According to Article 42 (3) of the Treaty of the European Union (Treaty of Lisbon): “Member States shall undertake progressively to improve their military capabilities”. The mission for armament has been prepared for a while with the establishment of the European Defence Agency (EDA) in 2004. According to the Lisbon Treaty, which was approved in December 2007, it is EDA’s task to “strengthen [sic] the industrial and technological base of the defence sector” and to “participate in defining a European capabilities and armaments policy (...).” The EDA is the only EU agency with a Board of Directors at ministerial level. It is also one of the few bodies whose mission is so closely linked to the interests of an industrial sector. The EDA has 130 employees, but also a network of 4,000 “defence specialists” contributing to different types of teams and working groups. These are also widely open to members of the military industry. The EDA has since become the most important forum for partnerships of the military industry with the EU administration, scientific world, the army and policy makers. It forms the core of the European ‘Military Industrial Complex’ (MIC). The major policy lines for European defence and armament policies are outlined by the EDA.

More military investments

In 2007, the European member states agreed on a strategy that should lead to a stronger industrial and technological base for European defence. According to the EDA, this is necessary to be able to respond to the operational requirements of future armies. This strategy includes a plea for more investments in both military equipment and in research and development. The EDA explicitly states on its website that it is the intention to work for a “robust European Defence Technological and Industrial Base (EDTIB)” to become “more competitive both in Europe and around the world” and enhancing “global competitiveness”. Consequently, “global competitiveness” can be translated as consolidating the EU as a provider of arms worldwide. Since then, that mantra has been repeated in all relevant political and military
forums and it has finally been picked up in the new Global Strategy: “A sustainable, innovative and competitive European defence industry is essential for Europe’s strategic autonomy and for a credible CSDP.”  

The “competitive” European military industry is with 27% the second (after the US) most important arms supplier to the world. The Middle East/North Africa region is one of the main destinations for EU weapons. According to SIPRI, the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, “for four of these countries [France, Germany, the United Kingdom and Italy], the region that accounted for the highest growth in exports was the Middle East. French arms exports to the region rose by 261 per cent between 200913 and 201418, while German, Italian and British exports grew by 125, 75 and 30 per cent, respectively.”  

The Global Strategy recognizes that this region is in a state of turmoil and that breaking “the political economy of the war” must be worked on. However, it seems that economic priorities are more important. According to the European Council, a strong EDTIB will bring “benefits in terms of growth, jobs and innovation to the broader European industrial sector.”

Two years later, the Council calls on Member States to “allocate a sufficient level of expenditure for defence”, a favour that is not easily awarded to other departments in times of budgetary constraints. In addition, EU ministers also call for adequate European funding for defence research.

European Defence Fund

In his ‘State of the Union’ of 14 September 2016, the President of the European Commission, Jean Claude Juncker stated that a strong European defence needs a European defence industry that innovates. Junker: “That is why we will propose before the end of the year a European Defence Fund, to turbo boost research and innovation.”

 Barely three months later, the European Commission publishes the European Defence Action Plan outlining the establishment of the European Defence Fund (EDF). It includes two parts about funding. The first part concerns the financing of defence research. From 2018 to 2020, 90 million is allocated annually for defence research. For the period 2020 to 2027, the Commission proposes to invest 500 million euro a year in defence research. A second part involves the creation of a financial instrument for joint investment by Member States in military equipment with a view to reducing purchasing costs. The European Commission is considering an annual amount of 5 billion euros. By the end of 2018 the European Parliament approves the final European Commission proposal to scale up the EDF to 13 billion Euro for the next long-term EU budget 2021-2027. The Fund will provide 4.1 billion euro to directly finance competitive and collaborative research projects, particularly through grants. Beyond the research phase, 8.9 billion euro will be available to complement member state investments in defence products by co-financing the costs for prototype development.

Until recently, the rule applied was that military-related research is excluded from European research programs like Horizon 2020. This policy has been changed. These developments do not seem to be motivated solely by a concern for a well-developed security and defence policy. The plan to put public funds in defence research suits the military industry very well.

The EDF is a new but not last step in the militarization of the European Union. On December 11, 2017, the European Council decided to set up PESCO (Permanent Structured Cooperation) in which most EU Member States except Denmark, Malta and the United Kingdom participate.

---

PESCO is aimed to step up the European Union’s work to enhance coordination, increase investment in defence and cooperation in developing defence capabilities. Participating countries are committed to a whole list of strict mandatory criteria. For example, participating Member States must “regularly” increase defence budgets. 20% of military spending must be used for military investments.

Global arms market

In 2015, the European Commission asked a so-called ‘Personalities Group’ to issue an opinion on launching a ‘Preparatory Action’ on defence research. At the beginning of 2016, this Group of Personalities, of whom almost half are directly linked to the defence industry, published its report. Not surprisingly, the Group concludes that more European money must go to defence research and to joint investments in military equipment. The Commission’s proposal to spend 90 million euro annually in a test period and from 500 million euro per year on defence research in 2020 is a direct recommendation of the report. The need for a defence industry to compete on the world market is also prominent in the report: “From an industrial viewpoint, access to international markets is a necessity, but not only as a means to compensate for a declining domestic market: export growth significantly contributes to sustaining the critical mass of European defence companies and highlights the competitiveness, capability, performance and reliability of European export products.” Further on, it says: “If the EU Member States do not invest in the next generation of defence technologies and do not find a common position on defence exports, other countries will ultimately displace European suppliers on export markets.”

The European arms trade nevertheless is likely to cause the opposite of the CSDP self-declared objectives “to take a leading role in peace-keeping operations, conflict prevention and in the strengthening of the international security.” The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development that has been adopted by the EU says: “We are determined to foster peaceful, just and inclusive societies which are free from fear and violence.”

An analyses of the Centre Delàs in Barcelona concluded that EU arms foster violent conflicts and contribute to the refugee crisis: “The member states of the EU exported arms to 212 destinations, of which 89 have presented significant numbers of refugees or displaced persons and of which 65 are in conflict or unrest. A 29% of European arms exports from 2003 to 2014 (122 billion) were committed to places in conflict and/or tension, resulting in a total of 37.281 million euros in realized exports to these countries. In 26 of the primary recipients of European arms with fluxes of refugees and displaced persons, the impact of arms imports is correlated with a negative evolution or perpetuation of conflict. These countries make up 7.4% of the authorized exports and 7.8% of realized exports, or 33.61 million euros and 9.32 million euros respectively. These 26 countries have generated 75% of the refugees and displaced persons during this period (27.2 million people).”

It is not unlikely that the EU military industry, driven by competition and EU funded innovation, will strengthen its position in the worldwide arms export and more in particular to violent conflict areas.

(20) Group of Personalities (2016), pp. 45-46
Recommendations

As arms are a major component in fuelling violent conflicts, it seems quite cynical that European programs like the EDF and PESCO are developed to strengthen the EU’s capabilities for crisis management and military intervention in conflict areas that have been supplied by EU arms that are contributing to the refugee crisis. Some of the beneficiaries of EU border security contracts, worth 15 billion euro in 2015, belong to the biggest arms sellers to the Middle-East and North-African region. The big players in Europe’s border security complex include arms companies Airbus, Finmeccanica, Thales and Safran. Finmeccanica, Thales and Airbus are also three of the top four European arms traders, all selling to countries in the Middle East and North Africa. Their total revenues in 2015 amounted to 96 billion euros.24

The EU must act in accordance with its proclaimed policy as stated in the Global Strategy: “The European Union will promote peace and guarantee its citizens and territory. Internal and external security are ever more intertwined: our security at home depends on peace beyond our borders.”25 The EU must also adhere to the commitments made in Agenda 2030 “to promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development” (SDG 16). Human rights and the prevention of violent conflicts must prevail over the interests of the military industry. It is obvious that the European arms trade has a negative impact on human security worldwide. However, with the EU Common Position on arms export control, the EU has a well-defined legal framework that should ensure that its weapons are not used in violent conflicts and in human rights violations. The militarization of the EU and the imposed standards in terms of budget and capacity development are difficult to reconcile with policies to promote peace.

The EU must develop a more coherent vision of human security. Social security is defined by UNDP in 1994)26, addressing the root causes of insecurity and coordinating different policy instruments. At the domestic and foreign level, this means a cap on military spending. Public investments should benefit human security in its broadest sense. Social security is also human security.

The EU must take the lead in an active peace policy. Military expenditures must be limited and re-focused to a basic defence capacity, supporting UN peacekeeping operations (such as mine clearance or disarmament missions) and avoiding highly militarised peace enforcement operations. The EU can do much better in the field of diplomacy aimed at resolving conflict situations and focusing on non-violent local conflict prevention and management, which requires sufficient resources and capacity.

Curb the arms trade: EU member states must stop licensing arms exports to problematic destinations (violent conflict areas, human rights violations, etc.). A restrictive interpretation of the arms legislation and control of the final destination and use of exported weapons and components (including dual-use equipment) is needed. Arms trade must not be an obstacle to the EU Foreign policy if it is really about being a global actor for peace, human security and stability. The public funding of the arms industry is contrary to the promotion of peace.
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The Yemeni war

The use of European weapons in the Yemeni war is not a secret, or let’s say it’s the most known but most undocumented secret of the European militarization. Though, some authenticated and credible reports have shed some light on the European arsenal which is being in use by different warring parties in Yemen. Still, governments are not showing a positive political will to stop exchanging civilians’ lives for the money and benefits they gain from the arms sales.

In spite of all accusations against Saudi Arabia for committing war crimes, it’s still the biggest arms importer. European governments are still planning and approving more arms deals with it. Germany has lifted some of the restrictions which were applied by the arms ban last year and they approved new shipments to Saudi Arabia. End of April 2019, it was announced that Germany is training Saudi soldiers in July 2019 as part of the arms deal that was approved in 2016 and the German government is setting plans for another training program in 2020.

A recent report by Disclose news website has revealed some French documents stating that Saudi Arabia and United Arab Emirates are deploying French military equipment in their military intervention in Yemen. The report showed that some French-made weapons are in use such as the Caesar self-propelled 155mm howitzers, Leclerc tanks, Cougar transport helicopters, A330 MRTT refueling plane and ships.

A newly published report showed that some UK-made weaponry have been used in attacks in Yemen by the Saudi-led military coalition and caused partial or full destruction of several civilian businesses as well as an educational facilities. The weaponry included the 500-pound Hakim PGM which was most likely dropped on a community college in 2016.

According to publicly available data, since the escalation of the Yemeni conflict in March 2015, Western states have supplied the UAE with at least US$3.5 billion worth of arms. Among them are heavy conventional weapons including aircraft and ships, small arms, light weapons and associated parts and ammunition.

Despite the serious violations attributed to the UAE and militias it backs, the following EU states have recently supplied the Emiratis with arms: Belgium, Bulgaria, Czechia, France, Germany and the UK. According to official EU data, EU countries sold 1.757 billion worth of arms between 2015 and 2017.

Amnesty International analysed open-source evidence around the battle for Hodeidah and found that military vehicles and weapons supplied to the UAE are now widely in use by militias on the ground.

Belgian Minimi light machine guns, also likely sold to the UAE, are being deployed by a militia called “The Giants” which is leading the fight in the western coastline towards Hudaydah city.

The UAE has directly trained and funded militias including the Security Belt and Elite Forces, which operate a shadowy network of secret prisons known as “black sites” where serious human rights violations take place. The UAE-backed militias running these black sites wield Bulgarian rifles and drive US armoured vehicles.

Author: Saif Ahmed Alhaddi (Yemeni Human Rights Activist)
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Climate policies: the case for higher ambition

The European Union’s (EU) climate policies are not strong enough to prevent dangerous climate change and its impact on people in Europe and beyond. By adopting the Paris Agreement in 2015, the world decided to pursue efforts to limit temperature rise to 1.5°C. However, the EU’s climate target, to reduce emissions by at least 40% by 2030, was set in 2014 and has not been amended since. It is now contributing to a 3°C increase in global temperatures.

In the same year as the Paris Agreement, the EU committed to the 2030 Agenda universally, inside and outside the EU. Because of the global impact of climate change, policies must align with the Paris Agreement for a realistic chance of achieving Agenda 2030. However action on climate change, Sustainable Development Goal 13, is sorely lacking, despite its direct and increasingly visible effects.

In November 2018 the European Commission recognised in its draft long term climate strategy that the EU’s climate policies are not consistent with the objectives of the Paris Agreement. The European Parliament has also called for increasing the EU’s 2030 climate target from 40% to 55% in resolutions in October 2018 and March 2019. Despite these acknowledgements by EU Institutions regarding the insufficiency of the targets and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s (IPCC) “Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5 °C” message concerning the absolute necessity to step-up short term climate action, there is still no concrete process in the EU on how to meet this short term target and related legislation.

The gap between what science tells us to do and the actions of governments increases every day. As a part of an increased sense of urgency to tackle climate change and limit its impacts on people’s lives, livelihoods and human rights, an increasing number of citizens are mobilising to demand more ambitious climate action by marching and taking their governments to court.

The cases for higher ambition

In 2013, a group of citizens and the Urgenda Foundation filed a complaint against the Dutch national government to force the government to adopt more stringent climate policies. In this case, the plaintiffs claimed, ‘dangerous climate change,’ will cause serious impacts on mankind and infringe on the fundamental rights of the plaintiffs, such as the right to life and the right to
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private and family life, both in the Netherlands and throughout Europe. This landmark case inspired a wave of climate lawsuits worldwide, especially against national governments and big emitters. Today in several European countries, including Germany, France, Ireland, U.K., Belgium, citizens are using climate litigation cases and asking courts to try to enforce necessary climate change measures and policies.

The People’s Climate Case

The landmark People’s Climate Case initiated by ten families — from Europe and the Global South and the Saami Youth Association from Sweden — whose lives, livelihoods and fundamental rights of life, health, occupation and property are impacted by climate change is challenging the EU’s 2030 targets over its inadequacy to tackle climate change and protect the plaintiffs’ fundamental rights. Two of these courageous families are from the Global South: the Guyo family from Northern Kenya and the Qaloi-bau family from Vanua Levu Island in Fiji. These families are participating to remind courts the EU’s policies have consequences not only for Europe but also for the Global South.

Filed at the European General Court, their lawsuit contends the EU failed and continues to fail to meet its urgent responsibilities to limit the emission of greenhouse gases (GHG), is in breach of its binding obligations and endangers the plaintiffs’ fundamental rights such as right to live, health, occupation and property.

Until now, only the economic rights contained in EU primary law were applied to foreign actors, like foreign companies being sanctioned by the

The Guyo Family

The Guyo family, with 5 children, live in a village in Northern Kenya, close to the Ethiopian border. The family’s main source of income is cattle and goat herding. During the daytime, all their children except the youngest child go to school (which is about 1.5 km from their home) and they help with herding and tending to the livestock in the afternoon.

The Guyo family has been experiencing changes in temperature and precipitation in the past decades, such as an increased number of droughts, occasional torrential rain that causes flooding, as well as increased heat at the peak of the dry period.

The link between climate change and rising temperatures in Kenya is strong. Mean annual temperature has increased more than 1°C over the past 30 years, and this temperature rise cannot be explained by natural forcing. The Guyo family is already experiencing the consequences of climate change first-hand.

Children in the family are the most vulnerable to the impacts of climate change, and they have already started to suffer from more frequent and extreme heatwaves. During the hot periods, where temperatures rise up to 40°C, the children get heat rashes, frequent headaches and disturbed sleep. When the children walk to school, they get dizzy spells. During the hot season in 2017, the children needed to take a break from school because walking to school during the heatwaves was impossible.

Due to their livelihood, they cannot move to a place where the heat might affect them less. They are also unable to — for example — purchase an air conditioner due to lack of power supply and investment capacity. Climate change is a threat to the children’s education and already negatively impacts their health. Their right to life is, therefore, violated. The Guyo family possess a direct interest to increase climate protection in order to halt and slow down the warming effect of man-made greenhouse gas emissions.
Commission for breaching competition rules and applying for legal protection. The People’s Climate Case is the first to claim that individual persons living in Kenya and Fiji are entitled to the EU fundamental rights to health, occupation, property and equal treatment and that these rights are being violated because of GHG emissions from EU territory.

These two families — each uniquely affected — represent millions in the Global South whose environments and natural resources are negatively impacted by climate change, such as: droughts, floods, heat waves, rising sea levels and the change of seasons. In the court application the plaintiffs provide evidence climate change has on their food systems, livelihoods, prosperity, health, education and natural environments. The case and its evidence sheds light on how climate change negatively impacts people’s ability to achieve sustainable development — impacts spanning the range of sustainable development goals.

In May 2019, the European General Court acknowledged that “every individual is likely to be affected one way or another by climate change”, but dismissed the case on procedural grounds. The plaintiffs have decided to appeal against this decision at the European Court of Justice. They argue that the urgency to act should not be hampered by failing Court procedures and call upon the courts to not refrain to engage with the facts of climate change and its human rights impacts.

On trial: the inadequacy of the EU’s climate policies

Limiting global warming to 1.5 °C requires changes to legislation across numerous sectors in the EU, from energy to agriculture, and from finance to infrastructure. Together with the 2030 greenhouse gas emissions reduction target of 40% compared to 1990 levels, the People’s Climate Case addresses the EU’s 2030 framework of climate legislation: the Emissions Trading Scheme, the Effort Sharing Regulation (ESR) (now known as the Climate Action Regulation) and the Land Use, Land Use Change and Forestry (LULUCF). These three GHG emissions acts address three categories of greenhouse gas emission sources.

The Emissions Trading System (ETS) governs sources of power generation, heavy industry and aviation. A weak emissions reduction target of 57% (as compared to 2005 emissions) and the massive use of international offsets have led to a build-up of and an enormous surplus of emission allowances. The price for allowances has drastically dropped to the point where they no longer drive change.

The ESR applies to emissions from energy, industrial processes and product use, agriculture and waste. These account for almost 60% of the total EU emissions yet are only required to reduce emissions by 30% by 2030 as compared to 2005 levels. To improve the regulation Climate Action Network (CAN) Europe calls for a higher 2030 reduction target of at least -47%; a ratchet-up mechanism to increase targets every five years; a more stringent starting point for counting emissions in 2021; and elimination of loopholes.

The LULUCF Regulation covers sources and sinks from land use, land use change, and forestry. These sectors only have to reach no-net emission, the "no-debit rule" (emissions from these sectors must not exceed their emissions removals) and Member States are allowed to use forestry credits to offset some of their emissions in the ESR. To improve the Regulation CAN Europe calls for these sectors to serve as a sink for emissions, for clearer rules governing the accounting of emis-
sions and for the abolishment of loopholes and offsetting credits.

None of these regulations are in line with the Paris Agreement. Each is characterised by a lack of ambition in emissions reduction targets and flexibilities in the policies underpinning the legislation. These factors severely weaken their effectiveness to drive the reduction in emissions that is needed.

Interlinkages: climate change impacts on sustainable development in the Global South

Poor policies and lack of ambition in the EU have far-reaching global impacts. The People’s Climate Case lawsuit explains how climate change tends to affect people in less developed countries more severely: “developing countries have fewer resources with which to adapt to and mitigate the effects of climate change; the economic losses caused by climate change would also be more serious for persons in less developed countries, starting with fewer resources and lower living standards”. The complaint goes on to explain that continued emission of GHGs, which lead to climate change, “is contrary to the principles of equality of treatment… and the principle of sustainable development.”

The IPCC’s “Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5°C” shows unequivocally that the difference between 1.5 and 2°C will have a dramatic adverse effect on developing countries’ ability to achieve sustainable development, particularly poverty eradication and reduction of inequalities, this is explored in depth in Chapter 5 on Sustainable Development, Poverty Eradication, and Reducing Inequalities. It says:

Populations at disproportionately higher risk of adverse consequences with global warming of 1.5°C and beyond include disadvantaged and vulnerable populations, some indigenous peoples, and local communities dependent on agricultural or coastal livelihoods (high confidence). Regions at disproportionately higher risk include... small island developing states, and Least Developed

---


For the hierarchy of EU fundamental rights and international law see ECJ decision of 3 September 2008, Joined Cases C402/05 P and C-415/05 P (Kadi, Al Barakaat), ECLI:EU:C:2008:461, para. 285.


Table 1: Indicators measuring progress towards SDG13, EU-28:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Long-term trend (past 15 years)</th>
<th>Short-term trend (past 5 years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greenhouse gas emissions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary energy consumption</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of renewable energy in total energy consumption</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average CO2 emissions per km from new passenger cars</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Countries (high confidence). Poverty and disadvantage are expected to increase in some populations as global warming increases; limiting global warming to 1.5°C compared with 2°C, could reduce the number of people exposed to both climate-related risks and susceptibility to poverty by up to several hundred million by 2050 (medium confidence).
As evidenced by the unique experiences of the Fijian and Kenyan plaintiffs in the People’s Climate Case and also by the broad evidence summarised in the IPCC Special Report on 1.5 °C, climate change is already negatively impacting for the achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals. It is impacting people’s ability to lift themselves out of Poverty (SDG 1); to achieve Food Security and Nutrition (SDG 2); to experience Good Health (SDG 3); to benefit from a Good Education (SDG 4); to achieve Full and Productive Employment (SDG 8); and because of its impact on natural environments is damaging access to water resources (SDG 6) as well as conservation of ecosystems and resources (SDGs 14 and 15). Because climate change affects people with the least resources more severely it also negatively impacts societal equality, damages resilience, and jeopardizes peace.

In defence of universality

The EU monitors SDG 13 Climate Action through a set of indicators compiled by Eurostat in annual progress reports, covering climate mitigation (including GHG emission and energy consumption in the EU), climate impacts, and support to climate action (see table 1). Of these there is only one indicator under ‘support to climate action’ that has direct relevance to the Global South. The economic impacts and physical impacts indicators only assess losses within and in relation to Europe. The only indicator with direct relevance to the Global South monitors the EU’s finance to developing countries for climate mitigation and adaptation, the collective developed countries’ goal is to jointly mobilise USD 100 billion per year from 2020 under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), which is also a target in the global SDG framework.

While climate finance contributions are a positive EU policy, choosing not to monitor and assess the impact of the EU’s climate action on the rest of the world means the EU’s approach to SDG13 does not conform to one of the fundamental principles of the sustainable development goals: the principle of universality which commits all countries to contribute towards a comprehensive effort for global sustainability in all dimensions. To achieve Agenda 2030 in developing countries the external dimension of climate action cannot be limited to climate finance. Impacts on developing countries must be assessed and the negative externalities of EU action or inaction also need to be considered.

Moreover, there are no targets set and the selection of indicators does not drive the change in policies that is needed. With a few exceptions, the indicators stem from already existing indicators used for monitoring long-term EU policies. These indicators do not allow for a robust assessment of whether EU policies are coherent with the sustainable development goals and objectives. Given the overwhelming evidence of the importance of limiting global warming to 1.5 °C on the Global South, SDG 13 indicators must be re-designed to assess if the EU’s climate policies are compatible with the Paris Agreement.

Judgement: the need for more comprehensive and ambitious strategy

In January 2019 the European Commission released a reflection paper on the Sustainable Development Goals, ”Towards a Sustainable Europe by 2030”13 In its references to climate change and global temperature increase the paper noted and celebrated the EU’s existing emissions reduction targets, and its projected achievement of them. Yet in reality the EU has one of the world’s worst ecological footprints and CO² emissions per capita. The current climate framework is not compatible with the Paris Agreement, and therefore does not appear as if it will meet the goals of Agenda 2030. If the EU is serious about making its internal policies coherent with development, it must re-evaluate its climate policies to take into account their impact on the achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals in developing countries.


countries, and align them with limiting global warming to of 1.5°C Development cannot be limited to external action.

Conclusions and Recommendations

- Climate change already affects people in the Global South and further emissions will increase its dangers; this has a detrimental impact on the achievement of sustainable development.
- The EU’s 2030 greenhouse gas emissions reduction target needs to be revised upward; in line with the latest available science on warming of 1.5°C. CAN Europe calls for a reduction of 65% by 2030.
- The EU needs to re-open legislation forming its 2030 climate framework, the ETS, ESR and LULUCF, to increase their ambition and remove the legislation’s flexibilities.
- The EU must work to enhance convergence between the Agenda 2030 and the Paris Agreement; achievement of SDG13 by the EU must be assessed through development of dramatically more ambitious targets and indicators will need to address the negative impacts of EU emissions on developing countries.
- The EU needs to have an overarching SDG strategy that recognises the interlinkages between all the Sustainable Development Goals, the importance of policy coherence, and the universality principle.
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The consequences for Human Rights
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EU Migration policies:

To address the relationship between migration and human rights, we will analyse some documents that shaped the EU's migration policy. First, we will analyse how the opening of internal borders is intimately linked to the closing and controlling external ones.

This is demonstrated in the Conclusions of the Presidency in the framework of the European Council which took place in December 1992. Specifically, the decision not to open free internal mobility until a system of protection against "dangerous" entrances was set:

The work necessary to achieve [free movement within the EU] without creating dangers for public security and compromising the fight against illegal immigration (...) is still under way. Further progress is needed, in particular (...) to conclude the External Frontiers Convention and to complete negotiations on a Convention on the European Information System.²

In the same vein, the Conclusions include a Declaration on the principles governing external aspects of the migration policy.³ This Declaration highlights a variety of principles that should guide the EU and its Member States in their respective spheres of competence, to address the causes of migratory movements and reduce displacements from origin countries.

These principles lay the foundations of the EU’s migration policy and its externalisation, formulated at least 27 years ago. It is not our aim to focus on the details of the instruments produced⁴ by European institutions, but we can see how these points are present in many subsequent documents such as: the 2005 Global Approach to

---

(1) European Commission (2015). A European Agenda on Migration, at https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52015DC0240&from=GA. The four pillars include: 1) reducing incentives against irregular migration; 2) border management; 3) a common asylum policy and 4) a policy for legal migration


(3) Ibid.

(4) For further details, the document “20 years of migration policy: the path to a European Agenda on Migration” offers a summary with relevant milestones of the EU migration policy, at https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/e-library/docs/timeline_en/timeline_en.pdf
Migration (GAM), the 2010 Stockholm Programme and the 2011 Global Approach to Migration and Mobility (GAMM) of the 2015 European Agenda on Migration (EAM).

One of the principles worth highlighting from the 1992 Conclusions is the "Continuous work for the preservation of peace and the termination of armed conflicts, full respect for human rights and the rule of law, so diminishing migratory pressures that result from war and oppressive and discriminatory government". This point, which in later documents is framed as addressing the root causes of displacement (2005 GAM, 2015 EAM), establishes a link between migration and external EU action and policies, for the sake of European citizens:

Many of the root causes of migration lie deep in global issues which the EU has been trying to address for many years. Migration should be recognised as one of the primary areas where an active and engaged EU external policy is of direct importance to EU citizens. Civil war, persecution, poverty, and climate change all feed directly and immediately into migration, so the prevention and mitigation of these threats is of primary importance for the migration debate.

We believe this point is critically important, since it has been used as a main rationale to justify interventionism in the so-called "third countries" by the EU and its Member States.

Another principle is: "Development aid to encourage sustainable social and economic development, contributing to job creation and alleviation of poverty in the countries of origin". The Conclusions establish a second link, between migration and development. Subsequent documents set a double dimension to this: on the one hand, linked with the previous point, development cooperation plays a role in "tackling global issues like poverty, insecurity, inequality and unemployment which are among the root causes of irregular and forced migration."

Conversely, "well-managed legal migration" is assumed to contribute to higher levels of sustainable development and inclusive growth. As seen, the 1992 Conclusions include only the economic and social dimension of sustainable development, but in later documents, the environmental dimension is added, linking it with the SDGs. Accordingly, the European Agenda on Migration says, "The EU will continue to actively support migration-related targets as part of the final overall [SDG] framework, and to emphasise the importance of harnessing the positive effects of migration as a horizontal means of implementation for the post-2015 development agenda."

The last set of principles we consider relevant in the 1992 Conclusions, include: a) "Displaced people should be encouraged to stay in the nearest safe area to their homes, and aid and assistance should be directed to do so"; b) "Combat illegal immigration" and c) "Bilateral or multilateral agreements with countries of origin or transit to ensure that illegal immigrants can be returned to their home countries, on the basis of good neighbourly relations", where readmission is highly valued by Member States in their relationships with third countries.
Its content can be analysed from several perspectives, but what interests us is the idea of "good neighbours," the so-called "third countries" that must sign agreements — such as the 1992 agreement between Morocco and Spain or the 2016 EU-Turkey statement — with the EU or its Member States working on stemming migration as countries of origin, transit or return — by combating "irregular" pathways used by people on the move, integrating migrants and asylum seekers so they do not continue towards Europe, and readmitting and reintegrating them, when forcibly or "voluntary" returned from the EU. This approach is present in the European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP), whose priorities for cooperation with third countries match those already mentioned: good governance, rule of law and human rights; the link between economic development and stabilisation; the security dimension and migration and mobility. Additionally, the ENP rewards the "good neighbours" with the "more for more" principle where additional reform efforts by partner countries are rewarded with additional support from the EU.

There is more content in the documents presented, but we prioritised these three main points as we believe they show the parallel definition of the internal and external dimensions of the EU migration policy — and its externalisation — and, generally, of EU external actions, where there is a continuity since its beginning until today: in 2019 the priorities are the same.

Acceleration of EU migration policy: externalisation and its consequences

The European Agenda on Migration (EAM) is a milestone in European migration policy. The EAM is a reaction by EU institutions to the increased number of refugees and migrants arriving in Europe in 2015. The EAM intends to define a comprehensive management strategy for all aspects of migration. In this section, we will address some of the instruments under the EAM that further propel externalisation.

For instance, in November 2015 (six months after the EAM) leaders from Africa and the EU adopted, in the Valletta Summit, a Political Declaration and an Action Plan. This Plan outlined five domains of cooperation that aligned with the EAM and previous migration instruments: fight root causes and develop benefits of migration, promote regular migration, reinforce asylum, fight against trafficking and smuggling, and facilitate return and reintegration.

At the same time, the EU launched the EU Emergency Trust Fund for Africa (EUTF), which is the main financial instrument for the EU’s political engagement with African partners related to migration. Introduced as an "innovative tool allowing for a more flexible response to the challenges posed by irregular migration," it seeks to strengthen the capacities of third countries in areas such as: migration, border management and the stabilisation and development of target regions (Sahel, North Africa and Horn of Africa).

---

(15) Including the use of the concept of "illegal" migration or migrants along EU migration policy documents
(20) Ibid. The priority on migration and mobility include, amongst others, elements such as 1) cooperation on root causes; 2) collaboration on returns, readmissions and reintegrations; 3) enhanced support for those receiving and assisting refugees, and 4) identification of skills gaps in EU to facilitate mutually beneficial legal migration.
(25) Ibid.
(26) CONCORD (2018), op. cit.
At the same time, in June 2016, the New Partnership Framework was adopted. The idea was to combine instruments and tools from the EU and its Member States to make compacts with third countries to better manage migration. For each partner country this leads to the development of both positive and negative incentives; as development cooperation and trade become dependent on the country’s cooperation on migration management, rewarding those willing to cooperate, and ensuring there are consequences for those not cooperating. This instrument, which started with a few priority origin and transit countries — including Mali, Nigeria, Niger, Senegal and Ethiopia — is a step further toward the externalisation of EU migration policy using outsourcing protection responsibilities to a third country in exchange for EU aid.

Several stakeholders analysed the impact of these migration-related instruments on human rights. We will use the classification made by the Transnational Institute (TNI) to present relevant key findings, using examples from the Niger situation to illustrate:

A. Increasing the danger along migratory routes. In the EU agreements with third countries, “management” of migration means that third countries have to stem “irregular movements,” implying increased border control and possible prosecution of those movements. But closure of the routes does not stop people on the move. In general, this leads them to use more dangerous routes and means, like relying on smugglers to help cross borders. So, the EU agreements contribute to increasing, not ending, smuggling.

At the same time, as the risk increases, border guards ask for higher bribes and smugglers charge more, and often expose travellers to more perils too, such as using alternative desert routes far from human settlements where fixing broken transportations is impossible or where travellers will be abandoned in the middle of nowhere. Because of this, the Sahara Desert is the largest land-graveyard in the world; it is impossible to know how many people on the move have died there.

Furthermore, the control of movements interferences with existing legal frameworks such as the ECOWAS (Economic Community of West African States) Protocol on freedom of movement: for instance, natives of West African countries who use the Nigerien route are stopped in Agadez, in the Sahara, to impede their movement towards Libya being limited in their movements inside the ECOWAS zone.

B. Fueling human rights abuses outside Europe. The agreements impact the democratic processes of some countries. One example is the active influence from representatives of the EU and its Member States to the ongoing definition of the Nigerien National Migration Strategy and their pressure on Niger to create a law to criminalise smuggling. EU intervention also generates zones of detention, increases militarisation of borders and the criminalisation of migratory acts.

---


(29) CONCORD (2018), op. cit.


(31) TNI (2018). Expanding the fortress. The policies, the profiteers and the people shaped by EU’s border externalisation programme, available at https://www.tni.org/files/publication-downloads/expanding_the_fortress_-_16_may_11.pdf

(32) Niger is one of the priority countries of the Partnership Framework and hosts many projects financed from the Emergency Trust Fund for Africa, being considered as one of the best pupils and ally by the EU in the region, its case is analysed as the most advanced laboratory of externalisation (ARI 2018, op. cit.), where remains to be seen the mid and long-term real consequences of the current deployment of funds, equipment, people and security by the EU and its Member States, over human rights, sustainable development, democracy and stability.

(33) Ibid., page 35

(34) Ibid., page 34


(37) Information from an interview the author maintained with the Director of a Member State Development Agency in Niamey, Niger. December 2016

(38) Republic of Niger (2015). Law 2015-36 on illicit migrant smuggling, available at https://sherloc.unodc.org/res/cld/document/n/en/2015/loi relative_au_trafic_illicite_de_migrants.html/Loi_N2015-36_relative_au_trafic_illicite_de_migrants.pdf (in French). The implementation of this law in a region like Agadez in Niger has led, among others, to the control by authorities of key points specific to traditional migratory routes, such as oasis and other points of supply, boosting the use of much more insecure routes by travellers and smugglers.
Additionally, it contributes to both public and private actors repressing and abusing migrant people.39

C. Supporting dictatorships and repression. Most of the countries prioritised by the EU in its efforts to externalise border management have authoritarian regimes, and are known for human rights violations.40 Through the agreements, the EU legitimises and strengthens those governments through funding, training and equipment.41 The institutions mandated with security and with migration portfolios (Internal Affairs), double their capacity for repression of third country nationals and their own citizens, which increases human rights abuses42 and perpetuates the cycle of violence that cause people to flee.43 For example, the EU Capacity Building Mission in Niger (EUCAP Sahel Niger), provides training and advising activities to the Nigerian enforcement authorities, notably in migration management and the fight against human trafficking and smuggling.44

This means that despite the continuous references to human rights protections in the EU migration instruments, the agreements create more opportunities for human rights violations in the third countries who negotiate with the EU and its Member States.

D. Undermining development and stability. Many countries that are targets of EU border externalisation policies deal with fragile internal security and stability. The EU’s one-sided approach of focusing on stopping migration shows a disregard for the consequences this may have on other countries and the region.44

Agadez, in Niger, illustrates the impact of EU policies on the local economy: after 2011 Niger rapidly declined as an international tourist destination, now, the main source of income for its inhabitants is obtained from migration.45 The current EU-Niger agreement undermines this migration-based economy and, according to Nigerien civil society, this results in huge losses of money, higher than what Niger expects to receive to curb migration in Agadez.46 The previous beneficiaries from these sources are either forced underground to criminal networks or resort to violence to keep profits flowing,47 which impacts the fragile existing stability with the Tuareg population in the region.

E. Diversion of development funds. The EUTF implies a disregard of the Lisbon Treaty, which states the primary objective of EU development cooperation is poverty eradication.48 The EUTF answers solely to EU priorities and “emergencies,” diverting money from development to security projects, which are not directed to the poorest of the poor (who should be the main beneficiaries), since they are not able to migrate.49

F. Eurocentrism, opacity and neo-colonialism. The agreements answer exclusively to the EU priorities — including economic and energy interests50 — and African countries are not part of the EUTF system of governance.51

On the other hand, the Permanent Peoples’ Tribunal (PPT),52 states that migration policies are often adopted at European and national levels “using instruments of so-called ‘soft-law’ which are not subject to the jurisdiction of the courts, nor of public debate.”53 The agreements,

(39) TNI (2018), op. cit.
(41) TNI (2018), op. cit.
(42) ARCI (2018), op. cit.
(43) TNI (2018), op. cit.
(44) Ibid.
(45) “Smugglers and transport companies, but also local restaurant owners and traders benefit both from new customers and a large reservoir of cheap temporary labour” (CONCORD, 2018, op. cit., page 26)
(47) TNI (2018), op. cit. This has also created a coexistence between to flows of people on the move, northbound and southbound, “invisible and criminalised the former, systematic and organised the latter” (ARCI 2018, op. cit.)
(49) CONCORD (2018), op. cit. And TNI (2018), op. cit.
(51) CONCORD (2018), op. cit.
(52) The 45th Session of the PPT on the violation of human rights of migrants and refugee people started in 2017 with the aim to identify and judge the chain of co-responsibility in these violations experienced throughout the migratory journey and to promote mechanisms for access to justice. At http://transnationalgrantplatform.net/migrantppt
partnerships, declarations, memoranda of understandings, etc. are usually established in an "informal" manner and are not made public nor subjected to voting or scrutiny by parliaments (third county nationals or Europeans). They are far from transparent and traceable systems and "characterised by opacity, informality, secrecy and sometimes arbitrariness".

Finally, the opacity and the eurocentrism behind the EU's migration policy, together with reward dynamics for the good neighbours are part of the continuity of neo-colonialism in the region, solidifying unequal relationship between the continents.

Conclusions and recommendations

The ensemble of documents that constitute the EU's migration strategy go beyond the ones presented in this article; here we tried to present the key elements that constitute the EU's external agenda on migration. In our opinion, it is possible to observe a maintained policy coherence between the different instruments, but not a Policy Coherence for Sustainable Development (PCSD). Considering the evolution of strategy, it seems difficult to envisage a change of procedures capable of ensuring full respect of human rights and promoting sustainable development of the third countries impacted by the EU migration policy.

But this change is needed. It is not acceptable that the EU's migration policy facilitates human rights violations through opaque agreements made through democratically dubious mechanisms, despite third counties interests, far from European scrutiny and which contribute to policies and actions the EU repeatedly wanting to protect.

To ensure full respect for human rights we believe it is essential to establish accountability mechanisms, in those agreements and any EU migration instrument. It is also necessary to establish consequences for human rights violation, to end the impunity for those committing egregious crimes on a daily basis. For instance, The PPT has presented different proposals, like applying "system" crimes, where the EU would be responsible "for activating a global policy to fight illegal migration and impose omissive behaviour for border controls to keep migrants far from European borders."

Finally, in December 2018 the European Consensus on Development established a link with EU migration policy, the SDG target 10.7 and the Global compact for safe, orderly, and regular migration. Making this a reality would require establishing the mechanisms to ensure European migration instruments contribute to PCSD and, among others that development allocation is not linked to the EU's domestic political agenda concerning migration deterrence or security.

---

(54) Very paradigmatic is the Memorandum of understanding on development cooperation, combating illegal immigration, human trafficking, smuggling and reinforcing border security signed in 2017 between the Libya State and the Italian Republic, at http://www.governo.it/sites/governo.it/files/Libia.pdf (in Italian)

(55) TPP (2017), op. cit.

(56) TNI (2018), op. cit.


(59) The target 10.7 aims “to facilitate orderly, safe and responsible migration and mobility of people, including through the implementation of planned and well-managed migration policies”

(60) https://refugeesmigrants.un.org/sites/default/files/180711_final_draft_0.pdf
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